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Don’t Miss valuable Discounts In This Week’s Issue!
Special Coupons Section on Page 15
A computer virus is just one of the many things that can destroy your computer. Your problem can be solved on our Coupon page. There are great values on automotive services
that we all need - Deals on Auto Painting, Oil and Filter Changes, A/C Work, Transmission Fluid Changes, Car Washes, Tire Rotation. Or if you’re looking for that special and
unique book or gift idea, video, greeting card, art, jewelry, personal skin and grooming items, african and islamic garb, vitamin supplements, and perfumes, the Challenger
Discount Page is always where you want to look. And who doesn’t need computer support and equipment. Our page has it all.
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Local Designer Emerges As New Talent Newspapers Fail
For the Fashion Industry------------------------- ^^’pX®0’1
by Candace K. Clarke
Challenger Staff Writer
ST. PETERSBURGAlthough he grew up in St.
Petersburg, Brian Taylor
hasn’t been back in awhile.
Taylor, a graduate of
Lakewood High School in
’84, used to be known
around the neighborhood
as a Michael Jackson fanat
ic, complete with the Jerrycurled hair, finessed moonwalk, and white sequined
glove. These days, Taylor
has made his move into the
world of fashion. Going for
a style of casual elegance,
Taylor now draws upon his
Florida roots for inspira
tion.
As Taylor, along with
several models, friends,
and photographers, made
their way through the vin
tage Vinoy Hotel last week
end, curious onlookers
turned their heads. For

Brian Taylor, who grew up in St. Petersburg, has
anchored Dallas-based Sedwick Taylor Designs
for 2 years
Taylor, a partner in
Sedwick Taylor designs,
the fashion shoot is a small
triumph.
"I always enjoyed fashion,"
admits Taylor. "I always
dressed a little bit different
than my siblings and

developed his own sense of
style at an early age.
Unsure of what to do
after graduating high
school, Taylor decided to
get a fresh start in Dallas,
Texas, moving in with an

friends." Choosing thrift

Taylor

stores over the mall, Taylor

continued on pg.~7—

Models Andrea Woodfolk and Sarina Anderson
were happy to be a part of Sedwick Taylor ’s
iafest Collection
photos by Rassi

by Bill Dedman
'Staff Writer, The Boston
Globe ©The Boston Globe
Published By Permission
The Red Sox could
field a starting nine just
from the Caribbean, and
fewer than half of the 25
Sox players are white. But
up in the press box at
Fenway Park, where 23
writers cover every home
game for daily newspapers,
ev^ry one of them is white.
-M^The people who report
for and edit the nation's
newspapers look less like
the people/Who make and
read the news than a
decade ago. If newspapers
are a mirror that a commu
nity holds up to itself, the
reflection is mostly white.
Each year, as they did
again this week, the
nation's editors focus atten
tion on how few minority
journalists they employ.

Pastor Danny Graham Brings
Starling Summer Campers
Share an Enthusiastic Thanks WOrkshop to Mt. ZiOn
to the Mayor——------------ —— Progessive-------- ------------------------by Candace K, Clarke
Challenger Staff Writer
ST. PETERSBURGLast Thursday marked a
special occasion at the
Starling School & Day
Care Center on 34th St S.
In a show of appreciation,
Mayor Rick Baker was the
guest of honor for a
Hawaiian-style luncheon
for the school’s summer
camp session. More than
50 kids were present for the
luncheon, making it a bois
terous, yet remarkably
well-behaved,
special
occasion.
Although
Deputy
Mayor Goliath Davis was

Starling
continued on pg. 6
Top Right: Starling
School’s Summer Program
is all about learning and
good friendships.
Right: Janice Starling, the
program’s director, has
gained a lot of support
from Mayor Baker
photos by Rassi

The Weekly Challenger welcomes the following new advertisers

Carpet Store • Christ The King Theological Seminary
Non-Lawyer Do It Yourself • Full/Part Time Work
There’s a tremendous amount of variety of flooring to choose from, and special prices at The
Carpet Store. See their ad on page 4. Check out Christ the King Seminary ad for Fall
Registration on page 11. You may not need a lawyer for a variety of legal actions you may
need to take. See the Non-Lawyer Do It Yourself ad on page 20. There may be money to be
made right in the comfort of your own home. See the work at home in Classified on page 20.

The Weekly Challenger appreciates the fact that advertisers spend their precious dollars with us.
It is a privilege to offer their services to our readers. And we hope that as readers, you patronize their
businesses since they are investing in a product that is targeted specifically to our communities.
As an added bonus to advertisers who put their trust in the power of The Weekly Challenger,
we want to call attention to them as they begin to appear in our paper.

by Tangela Fedrick
Challenger Staff Writer
ST. PETERSBURGOn Saturday evening, July
27, altos, sopranos and
tenors collaborated for a
wonderful cause during
which Grammy Award
Winner, Pastor Danny
Graham of The Monument
of Love Fellowship Church
in San Diego, CA per
formed. His concert was a
conclusion to a 3 day work
shop
that
z started
Wednesday evening.
The workshop was
held
at
Mt.
Zion
Progressive Missionary

Short Of

Twenty-five years after the newspaper companies. In
American
Society of its survey results, ANE lists
Newspaper Editors set a newspapers in alphabetical
goal of having newsrooms order by state.
as diverse as the communi
Editors offer many rea
ties they cover, the survey sons why they cannot
results are making editors achieve diversity, but not
question whether that goal all of those reasons stand
is attainable.
up to scrutiny. For one
Last year, the industry thing, they say, size mat
had a net increase nation ters. It's harder for smaller
wide of four minority jour papers
with
fewer
nalists. Only because pay resources to attract good
rolls shrank in the reces minority journalists, Other
sion, with more white jour editors say the opposite,
nalists taking buyouts, did that larger, more respected
the percentage of-minori newspapers have less staff
ties in newsrooms increase turnover and need to hire
to 12 percent, compared more experienced journal
with 31 percent of the US ists, so they have fewer
population. Nearly half of opportunities to diversify.
the nation's newspapers
They also say circum
employ
no
minority stance matters. Papers in
reporters, editors, artists, or historically high-minority
photographers.
areas have an unreachably
The editors focus hard high target. No large paper
ly any attention, however, Diversity
on specific newspapers or continued on pg. 7

HAVE
AN EVENING OUT ON
The Weekly Challenger!
With 3 of Your Family/Friends

CALL TODAY TO SEE
All STAR Center fielder Randy Wynn,
and Rookie Sensation Carl Crawford,
Take on The Baltimore Orioles or
Frank Thomas
and The Chicago White Sox

Lower Box Seats ! Free Parking!
Mt. Zion Pastor Lewis
M. Murphy, Sr.

Pastor Danny Graham

Baptist Church, of which
Louis Murphy Sr., is the
pastor. Through his min
istry Pastor Graham has
changed so many lives by
reconciliation and many
have accepted the Lord as a

direct result. Graham is "a
man of God" said church
member
Kimberly
Williams.
Pastor Graham comes

photos by Rassi

Workshop
continued on pg. 8

Personal Concession Attendant!
Your Tickets Are A Phone Call Away

727-822-8996
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Florida Black Business Board Unveils New
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by Roger K. Clendening
ST. PETERSBURG Small-business
owner
Vincent K. Hopkins says
he likes House District 55
Rep. Frank Peterman Jr.,
but Hopkins maintains
Peterman’s been ineffec-'
tive in Tallahassee and it’s
time to bring him home for
good.
"There is no finer or
nicer person than our cur
rent representative," says
Hopkins about his long
time friend and spiritual
confidant.

African-American Wins Racial Case - Page 18

Hopkins
continued on pg. 8
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Correction: School Board elections in Florida are non-partisan. Janice
Starling, the incumbent in Pinellas County School Board District 4, will
face Tiffany Todd, Matthew Sullivan, Mike Pachik, and Mary Brown in
the September 10,2002 primary. If one candidate gets 50% plus one of
all votes cast in that primary, that candidate is declared the winner. If no
candidate gets the required 50% plus one vote, the candidates with the
top two ballot totals will face off in the general election on November
5,2002. A story in last week’s edition gave a different impression.
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OPINIONS
A Living MemOrial to Cleveland Johnson, Jr.

®lje Weekly QHfallettger

“Black People Must Sell As Well As Buy Else Remain A Beggar Race
Cleveland Johnson, Publisher
(1967-2001)
Barry A. McIntosh...........................General Manager
Ylonda Powell.....................Administrative Assistant
The Weekly Challenger Office:
2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 896-2922
Fax (727) 823-2568
email: tchallen@tampabay.rr.com
www.theweeklychallenger.com

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords
to every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his
human and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no
man... the Black Press strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt as long as anyone is
held back.

MEMBER
Southeast Black
Publishers
Association

by Barry A. McIntosh.
destiny, and helped others working for someone else,
General Manager
do the same. That is what and buying and spending
Few individuals make he preached incessantly; be more than selling has per
a major impact on others in control of your own des petuated some level of sub
during their lifetime. Even tiny. To achieve that sort of jugation.
less accomplish things that freedom, one must sell, and
An
often-repeated
remain in memory after even more importantly, sell story from those who tried
they pass. Mr. Cleveland what belongs to them, not as they could to write sto
Johnson is an exception to someone else’s product or ries for him was his
both. His philosophy was service. In other words, response to essentially "go
clear and simple. One find yourself a business, sell an ad, and keep your
could not argue about his .work it, be successful at it, story." He promoted the
focus and how it was the and thus dramatically re participation in commercial
catalyst that influenced the duce your dependence up enterprise, controlling your
vision of countless people on others for support. destiny. In addition, he
who met him.
Working for someone else, backed up what initially
Mr. Johnson was an and having them control seemed like a harsh request
entrepreneur in the truest your income, has relegated by taking so many under
sense. He created a suc many African-Americans his wings and training them
cessful newspaper, The to a beggar race, in some to "sell." This town is filled
Weekly Challenger, out of cases more severely than with people who took his
virtually nothing, and in others. Nevertheless, as advice, and are forever
doing so he controlled his Mr. Johnson experienced it, indebted to Mr. Johnson for

the success they’ve achieved.
For those of us who
were not privileged to meet
Mr. Johnson and fully un
derstand his philosophy, it
does us well to understand
the import of the words,
"Black People Must Sell
As Well As Buy, Else
Remain A ‘Beggar Race.’"
This is critically important
when we look at this equa
tion from the buying side.
For example, the National
Urban League reported that
during the decade of the
90s, "African-American
buying power increased
almost 73 percent." The
challenge we face with that
increase in disposable in
come is the problem with

too much spending.
Moreover, a 1997 U.S.
Census Bureau report
showed that Blacks spent
from .5 — 15% more
money, on average, than all
American consumers for
necessities like Food, Tele
phone, Utilities, Clothing,
and Major Appliances.
Another study by the
National Tour Association
showed that the Black fam
ily median income was
54% - 65% of white fami
lies in the four age groups
35.44, 45-54, 55-64, and
65+. Conversely, the same
study reported that a Black
family earning $30,000 a
year spends as much as a
white family earning
$50,000. No wonder that

Mr.
Johnson
stressed
"Selling" over "Buying."
The net result: a negative
net worth for a significant

majority of African-Ameri
cans when compared to
white Americans with com
parable incomes.
"Cleve," as many af
fectionately called him, is
no longer here, but the
stark reality of our plight
remains. It thus does us all
well to reflect heavily on
what motivated him, his
legacy: "Black People
Must Sell As Well As Buy,
Else Remain A ‘Beggar
Race’," lest we find our
selves failing to heed Mr.
Johnson’s warning issued
out of love and respect for
all of us!

The Supreme Court Agrees: A Mind Is A Terrible
Thing to Waste-----------------—------------—------------- —
uJIw
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The Shame Of Child
Poverty In The Richest
Land On Earth---------- by Marian Wright Edelman
The U.S. leads the
world in the number of
millionaires and billion
aires and in gross domestic
product. Yet its children
are the poorest group—a
moral tumor on America's
soul. New data released
from the 2000 Census
shows that some counties
in the United States have
an astounding 3 out of 5
children living in poverty.
The Children's Defense
Fund reveals this alarming
discovery in its latest child
poverty rankings for
America's cities, states,
and counties. We learned
that although Americans
tend to picture poor chil
dren living in big cities,
there are 38 counties with
child poverty rates higher
than in the poorest big
cities, virtually all of them
rural counties. The coun
ties with the highest child
poverty rates included four
South Dakota counties,

two Louisiana counties,
and counties in Texas,
Kentucky, West Virginia,
and Mississippi—all with
more than half of their
children poor.
CDF also ranked all
U.S. cities with popula
tions of 100,000 or more.
Brownsville, Texas and
Hartford, Connecticut top
ped the list of big cities
with high child poverty
rates in the 2000 Census.
Other cities at the top of
the list included New Or
leans; Providence, Rhode
Island; Atlanta; Buffalo,
New York; Miami; Gary,
Indiana; Cleveland; and
Laredo, Texas—all with
nearly 40 percent or more
of their children poor.
Some of these rankings
were a surprise. For exam
ple, Providence is now tied
with New Orleans as the
third poorest big city for
children, up from the 25th
poorest in the 1990
Census. And in theprevi-

bv Diann Kelly. PhD
When the U.S, Su
preme Court recently ruled
in favor of school vouch
ers, I believe the High
Court understood that
many poor children in
America are not receiving
their fair share in public
education. Too many im
poverished children, espe
cially black and Latino
children, are mired in pub
lic education systems that
are separate, unequal and
not competitive enough to
provide them with real
world experiences.
. For years, I've found
the argument against
school vouchers and paren
tal choice astonishing. The
primary concern guiding
this opposition is that pro
viding vouchers to parents
to move their children to
schools other than their
local public schools would
inappropriately use public
funds to support religious
education. Little attention,

however, is paid to the way
poor children and minori
ties are educated in Amer
ica.
Opponents seem to ig
nore the fact that many
public schools in poor or
urban neighborhoods are
often nothing more than
negligent
warehouses,
stunting our children's
emotional and cognitive
development. Their parents
are left with feelings of an
ger-anger at feeling aban
doned, ignored, and from
knowing that the education
of their child would be
competitive and rigorous if
they had money or social
status.
For several years, I've
worked at providing under
privileged children and
their families with access
to private school education
in the face of a lack of
school vouchers or govern
ment funding. It has been
my experience as a school
social worker that the tenor

of our public schools in
poor, urban communities
can be best described by
the students themselves.
Whenever I had to notify a
student that they could no
longer attend their private
school, my declaration was
often met with the face of
pain and desperation. The
child's response was often
"Oh my God...." In my line
of work, public schools
soon became classified as
"You'll be fine..." or "Oh
my God.,.." There was
never a choice available. '•
What the Supreme
Court did was acknowl
edge what parents and
many of us in education
have known for some time
- public education in urban
communities is a system
that has routinely failed its
members. While the con
ventional curricula of the
"3R's" is comprehensive
reading, critical '"riting"
and rigorous '"rithmetic,"
they often represent rote,

rudimentary and remedial
education for poor, urban
students. This type of edu
cation - checklists instead
of extensive writing as
signments or fundamental
computations instead of
higher forms of Algebra does not inspire, engender
or facilitate readiness for
the current employment
needs of the U.S. labor
market. As Justice Clar
ence Thomas emphasized,
"poor urban families just
want the best education for
their children, who will
certainly need it to func
tion in our high-tech and
advanced society."
Currently, there are
nearly 11 million young
adults between 16 and 24
years who are either high
school dropouts or high
school graduates without
any other formal education
or training. Unfortunately,
for the urban poor, today's
economy dictates that the

Public schools must
writing skills and sufficient
computational abilities to begin to compete with
provide services and man other educational institu
age productivity stemming tions for access to Amer
from the growth of the ica's children, particularly
technological and Internet black and Latino children.
industries. Many of these The minds of all our chil
at-risk youth are lost in the dren are significant invest
pipeline before gaining ac ments in our future labor
cess to employment be force, national security,
cause of the failure of pub economy and the contin
lic education in urban com ued existence of our na
munities.
tional community. Public
Educational achieve education must contribute
ment is the best equalizer to that investment, because
in society, as emphasized the minds to our children
by / the values of the Su are a terrible thing to
preme Court's, famous wa§tq,
Brown v. Board of Educ
Diann Kelly, PhD, is a
ation decision. Children former clinical social
have a right to a respecta worker in New York City
ble public education. How public and private schools,
ever, when public educa and currently serves as a
tion compromises a child's National Service Fellow
right to future employment with the Corporation for
and full engagement in National Service.
society, then parents haye a
right to divert previously
misused public dollars to
those avenues that would

labor force has reading and

provide a woruiy return.

Sick And Tired Of Being Sick And Tired---------bv Bernice Powell Jackson
I first became aware of
the high costs of drugs in
the U.S. about ten years ago when I went with a
friend who lives in San Di
ego to fill a penicillin pre
scription across the border.
She came out of the phar
macy with a whole bottle
of medicine for $11, when
just a few miles away she
would have received only a
few pills for the same amount. Today, my commu
nity in Ohio, like many
others near either the Mex
ican or Canadian borders,
sponsors bus trips for sen
iors and the disabled to go
and buy their medicine for
a fraction of the cost they
would pay here. When our
elders can’t afford the
medicine they need in the
wealthiest nation in the
world, we must recognize
that something is deeply

wrong and then do some
thing about it.
The debate is going on
right now in Congress,
with both Democrats and
Republicans unable to
come to agreement on the
best way to deal with this
tsunami wave which threa
tens to engulf many fami
lies in our nation. Under
Medicare legislation pass
ed in 1965 senior citizens
receive doctor’s services
and hospital care. But pre
scription drugs, the fastest
growing health care expen
diture, are not covered and
38% of seniors have no
drug coverage at all and
must bear the entire cost of
their own prescriptions.
Many of those without
coverage are the poorest
and the oldest, clearly the
most vulnerable. The Bush
administration has put in
place a program to provide

some of these seniors the
opportunity to join drugpurchasing plans, but most
seniors have not found that
they saved much actual
money under these plans.
A band-aid approach just
won’t work.
In some ways, the pre
scription drug debate is a
result of the success of the
drug industry in its cre
ation of new drugs to treat
conditions that previously
might have been treated
surgically or might have
resulted in the death of the
patient. As the population
gets older, particularly
baby boomers, who are
more apt to use medication
than were their parents, the
40 million seniors and dis
abled persons now covered
under Medicare will grow.
Thus, some estimates for
prescription drug coverage
over the next decade top

$800 billion.
That staggering cost is
part of the reason for the
stalemate in Congress over
prescription drug cover
age. But some lawmakers
point out that just as Medi
care has cut the cost of
physician services and hos
pital stays, so, too, can it
cut the cost of prescription
drugs. Others point out that
the Bush administration
made a choice to cut taxes
rather than cover prescrip
tion drugs and that we
could have afforded drug
coverage had we not cut
taxes, half of which will go
to the top 1% of wealthiest
Americans and little of
which will be seen by aver
age Americans.
Part of the equation
about drug coverage is
undoubtedly the political
clout of the pharmaceutical
industry. Public Citizen,

the watchdog group, re
cently released a report
showing that the drug in
dustry last year paid 623
lobbyists, 23 of whom
were former members of
Congress and 32 of whom
were former staffers for the
two House committees
now working on Medicare
drug legislation.
In addition, the drug
industry has argued it
needs large profits in order
to invest in research for
future drugs, but has con
sistently refused to release
data on how much of its
profits are used for market
ing, with growing numbers
bf television, radio and
print ads for drugs. Clearly,
it is not to the drug indus
try’s advantage to have
prescription drug cost con
tainment as a part of
Medicare legislation.
The basic logic of

Medicare still holds - that
it makes sense for our na
tion to have workers pay
for medical treatment in
their old age while they are
still working and can af
ford it. As more and more
seniors and disabled Amer
icans are forced to cut their
pills in half, to take pills
less frequently than pre
scribed or to go to Canada
or Mexico to fill their pre
scriptions, we must say to
our government that a
nation that gives tax cuts to
the wealthiest while deny
ing medicine to the frailest
is a nation on thin moral
ice. Only if we let our Sen
ators, Congresspersons and
President know our out
rage will anything change.
As the late civil rights
activist Fannie Lou Hamer
once said, our elders are
sick and tired of being sick
and tired.

ous census, Brownsville
was too small to appear on
the list of big cities.
Among states, CDF
found that in nine states
and the District of
Columbia 1 in 5 children is
poor. Mississippi had the
worst showing (with 27
percent of its children in
poverty), followed by Lou

isiana (26.6 percent), New

portunity right now to ad
dress child poverty by ap
proving welfare and child
care legislation that better
helps families support their
children. The goal is to en
able families to escape
poverty, not just escape
from the welfare rolls.
CDF recommends increas
ing supports to help fami

lies work, mcludmg addmg

about as much as it's going
to do for child poverty and
most low-income parents
are working as hard as they
can. The job now is to
make work pay so parents
can move their children out
of poverty. We need more
child-care, better job train
ing, and targeted cash sup
port.

For more information
about this report and to
leam about the Movement
to Leave No Child Be
hind® and what you can
do, call 1-800-CDF-1200,
visit
www.childrensdefense.org, or write The
Children's Defense Fund,
25 E Street NW, Washing
ton, D.C* 20001.

Mexico (25 percent), and
West Virginia (24.3 per
cent). These states were
closely followed by Ar
kansas (21.8 percent), Ala
bama (21.5 percent), Ken
tucky (20.8 percent), Texas
(20.5 percent) and New
York (20 percent).
Congress has the op

$20 billion to the Child
Care Development Block
Grant (CCDBG) to provide
child-care to an additional
two million children.
These proposals are part of
the comprehensive Act to
Leave No Child Behind
(S.940/H.R. 1990).
The economy has done

___________________________________________
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS

Leadership Talent
Search Plus Hypocritical
Tokenism Re: Income
Gap Closing?

told that Secretary Cisne
ros was coming with a $20
million commitment of
help!
(Perhaps
over
years?)
But
the
annual
GROWTH IN THE GAP
WAS ABOVE $300 mil
lion! Did Midtown ever
get a full report or account
ing that the full $20 mil
lion (over 2-3 years?) did
actually
come?
No,
Midtown residents need to
be told the full truth - if
Mayor Baker's program is
to be credible. And midtown should insist, and
become involved.
Another problem. In
the late 1960's this colum
nist chaired AASIC in San
Diego. The Asian Amer
ican Service and Infor
mation Center (of SD
County, Inc.). We put
together a proposal strong, well-prepared - for
youth leadership training,
and gained the support of
diverse groups.
It was big, and we had
a good turnout when we
presented it to the San
Diego County commis
sioners. They went through
the motions, and came up
with - surprise! - some
rational for narrowly de
feating it. On the way out I
was quietly tabbed by the
chair's secretary.
Called privately into
#l's office, the head man
racked me. How did I dare
(seemingly as "the white
guy") to embarrass the
commissioners by asking
them for a major hunk of

A talent search for
leaders in Midtown? The
Weekly Challenger spon
sored a contest encourag
ing young ones to ask for
reader's help earlier this
year to encourage young
people to submit essays
concerning African-Amer
icans who have had an
impact on their lives. For
many, Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. fit that bill.
What better way - at
any time during the year to honor his legacy, and
others like him, than to call
for readers to look about
themselves for people who
are leaders. Or residents,
particularly young ones,
who show the "content of
character" to develop into
future leaders.
Looking back as an in
vited and interested "mi
nority" within Black-pre
dominant areas, from
Southeast San Diego to
Midtown, it is hard not to
see and believe that a luxu
riously abundant supply of

program, widespread. My
Opinion!
RUN THE NUM
BERS, people, and you tell
me! The last Census had
the ANNUAL gap for
roughly 20,000 Black
ACTs (American Citizen
Taxpayers) at a Median
Family Income roughly
$16,000 per person below
that for White ACTs. The
numbers? More than $300
MILLION GROWTH IN
THE GAP ALONE, for
one year!
’ As a white ACT
columnist I dislike having
to keep hammering this
point. But it is an honest
question: Do you see extra
money of this magnitude
committed to gap-closing
and Midtown? Do you?
Please think about it. Let
me know.
There isn't even enough committed money
on the table to come close
to CUTTING IN HALF
THE GROWTH IN THE
GAP'S INCREASE !!

potential and actual leaders

That's not cutting the gap -

' taxpayer money to TRAIN

it's Slowing the increase in
the racial income gap! I
invite the Mayor to
respond as well.
Mayor Baker: A polite
and professionally stated
request. Show us with
facts and actual numbers Isn't this the truth?
A large - really large leadership training and
development effort is the
best hope, and the critical
linchpin, in gap clbsiftg. If
not, the City pf St. Peters
burg risks a crescendo of
distrust.
As we discussed in the
column about Dr. Max
Gessner and the school
administration, and Mr.
Willie Foster's question
about Black ACTs being
perceived as stupid: Isn't
there a real danger in loss
of credibility and trust?
Tokenism and crumbs?
Remember after the police
shooting of TyRon Lewis
and what the St. Petersburg
Times decided we would
euphemistically call "the
Disturbance"? To calm the
community Midtown was

DRUG DEALERS! So be
aware - that kind of mind
set is out there.
Some weeks ago we
had a similar meeting with
some leaders at Pinellas
County - Chairman Barba
ra Sheen Todd, Rick Dod
ge, and Leon Russell.
Would these people in
2002 really react different
ly?
More (specifics) will
come on the Leadership
Talent Search idea. But it
will hinge on the level of
interest and commitment
which can be developed
through leaders in the
community and civic
minded corporations.
Fenn Ellery, ACT (727) 866-2540: Email:
patnfenn@aol.com.

exists.
The supply DOES
exist, but it is neither prop
erly recognized nor devel
oped. Don't wait for the
school system to do this
job, though there are spo
radic efforts by the
schools, as well as the
Scouts and some other
groups. But the future
requires discussion of this
NOW.
Last year the City was
walking through a land-use
program which it was call
ing Visioning 2020 - for
"grass roots" involvement.
It was alleged to be seek
ing goals - though this
columnist persistently but
unsuccessfully asked that
the goal of cutting the
racial income gap in half
by 2020 be included. NO
LUCK. Wonder why?
To get maximum value
from the under-funded
Midtown program which
Deputy Mayor Goliath
Davis III has taken on will
require an ABSOLUTELY
MANDATORY LEADER
SHIP DEVELOPMENT

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD

YOU'RE CHEAP BUT
WE’RE CHEAPER!!!
BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE
*FISH ’N CHIPS*
$3.99

MARKET S RESTAURANT

WITH AD • LIMIT ONE PER

Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday ...Gone Fishin'

ST. PETERSBURGThe City of St. Petersburg
Recreation Department
and the Civitan Club of St.
Petersburg celebrates the
54th annual Fish-A-Thon
for kids 12 and under. This
annual end of summer
event is held at Lake
Jorgensen, behind the
Main Library at 37th St.
and 10th Ave. North,
Saturday, Aug.. 3. Fifteen
six-minute fishing divi
sions will run from 9 a.m. -

11 a.m. Prizes are awarded
throughout the event in
cluding: toys, games,
sporting, fishing equip
ment and gift certificates.
Everything is provided for
the contest including: cane
poles and live bait. Appro
priate foot attire and sun
screen is advised. Personal
equipment is not allowed.
Open to the public. No reg
istration necessary.
For more information
call 893-7441.

The Dipper Connection
It's summertime - time
for family reunions and
this important message
from the DIPPER (Dia
betes Intervention Preven
tion Porch Empowerment
Resources). Make your
family reunion a happy
and healthy time for fami
ly members who have dia
betes.
There's nothing harder
for a person with diabetes
than making healthy food
choices at a big family
feast. Let your family
members with diabetes
know you're on their side.
Serve a variety of low-fat,
high fiber foods. That
means lots of fresh fruits
and vegetables...grilled
lean meats, fish, chicken,
without the skin. Cut the
fat by holding the mayo,
oil and butter. Increase the
fiber with whole grain
breads, peas, and beans.
Make your family reunion
a time to remember. Make

it a time to help your loved
ones control their diabetes
for life.
The DIPPER Front
Porch Community pro
vides health education,
which is the key to reduc
ing risk behavior associat
ed with diabetes and
matemal/infant- mortality.
DIPPER is now in your
neighborhood to educate
you and help you make
better choices to effect bet
ter healthy outcomes for
you and your family.
Be sure to join the dia
betes intervention/prevention, educational sessions
every Monday night at the
Enoch Davis Center 1111 18th Avenue South from
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Need more information
or would you like to volun
teer with the program?
Call the DIPPER office
today at (727) 897-9129 to
leam more.

PARTY • EXP. 8/31/02

NEED A LAUGH?
KARAOKE!!!
FRIDAYS AT 6:30

WHERE THE LOCALS BUY... FOR OVER 21 YEARS

I
this to say about their
“trees” - there’s no house,
but a great time is had. The
people are very friendly
here and you meet no
strangers. Her plans are for
a return trip next year and
another month’s stay. She
took to the skies Sunday
evening via jet homebound. Safe trip, you hear!

MORE UNIQUE WAYS
TO STRETCH A
DOLLAR
FUNDS FOR FREE!
If you don’t have topnotch grades and cannot
afford college, don’t give
up hope. The Supplement
al Educational Opportunity
grants program, funded by
the federal government
and distributed through
school financial aid of
fices, may be able to pro
vide you with up to $1,500
a year for your college
education! Although it is
called a grant, the money is
actually a gift, no strings
attached. The funds are
available on the basis of
exceptional financial need
to undergraduates who are
studying at least half-time.
For further informa
tion: New Fact Sheet
(DHEW publication #!OE!
76-17907), U.S. Depart
ment of Health, Education
and Welfare, Office of
Education, 330 Indepen
dence
Avenue
S.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20202.

Hattye has been visit
ing her brother, Dr. Homer
E. Smith, family and
friends. She is a member of
the Pinellas Park Art
Society. She attends class
es every summer when
here.
BONAIRE
Was what it was all
about July 7th-l 1th for the
“Ba-Bae kids”, John and
Mary Allen, Deborah
Bennett, Zonald Waters,
Kathy and Ben Stokes, out
of California, Johnny Dan
dy and Honey Grooms,
George and Shirley Wash
ington out of Atlanta, GA.
The group flew via Air
Jamaica to the “Renais
sance” Jamaica Grande
Resort, Ocho Rios, Jamai
ca. It sits on the Caribbean
Sea. The kids didn’t have
to venture off for anything,
because everything was in
reach and they enjoyed
everything. Crabs, jerk
chicken, curry chicken and
other Jamaican dishes
were the order of the
evenings daily. Their ox
tails were right on time,
deliciously cooked in
gravy. Slot machines and
casinos were about. The

Massachusetts, “Bay
state, old colony”; state
data motto: ense petit
placidam sub libertat quietem (by the sword we
seek peace, but by peace
only
under
liberty).
Flower: Mayflower; bird:
chickadee; tree: American
elm; song: All Hail to
Massachusetts. Sixth of
the original 13 states to rat
ify Constitution Feb. 6,
1788.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Thursday, August lst Jessica Fowler, Crystal
Watkins, Cortez Nance,
Benjamin Henry; August
2nd thru 8th - Marcus
Smith, Alexander Robin
son, Jeanette Richardson,
Tasha Wynn; 3rd - Ernest
Fillyau, Sr., Essie Mae
Harris, Curtina Bell; 4th Takisha Fowler, Kayla S.
Newton, Roderick Walters;
5th - Jeff Mells, Kourtney
D.
McClenden, Alan
Squire; 6th - Sarah James,
Alma Peoples; 7th - Shan
non Cooper, Terry Ford,
Z’Kera Sims; 8th - Paul
Watkin, Zellener Johnson,
Michael Thompson, Pastor
Tony B. Young, Sr.

home beer is “Red Stnpe’\

This five-day vacation Was
well enjoyed by Ba-Bae
kids.

The Weekly Challenger thanks oor
sponsors for the I.M.P.R.E.S.S.
program - Edward White Hospital
and AmSouth Bank.
Their Contributions allowed 12
Pinellas County students to
showcase their writing talents.

Hattye E. Brown

II Si

Publix .

COMMUNITY
BILLBOARD

(The views expressed by
The Challenger columnists are
not necessarily the views of The
Weekly Challenger. Fenn Ellery,
is a resident of St. Petersburg,
and is a member of AAVREC,
the African-American Voter
Research and Education Com
mittee, and CUSP, Citizens
United in Shared Prosperity.)

Submit Your Articles for Publication to:
tchallen@tampabay.rr.com

400 - 49th St South
St.Petersburg, FL
327- 8309
328- 8309

Kids Fish-A ■Thon —-------
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• 54th Annual Fish-A-Thon for
Kids 12 and under, Saturday,
Aug. 3, 9-11:00 a.m., Lake
Jorjensen, behind the Main
Library, 37th St. and 10th Aye. N.
• AAVREC To Host Pinellas
County School Board Candidates
Forum, Saturday, Aug. 3, 11:00
a.m. - 1:00 p.m., Enoch Davis
Center, 1111 18th Ave. South.
• Clearwater NAACP Back-ToSchool Festival, Saturday, Aug. 3,
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m., Martin
Luther King Commemorative
Center, 1201 Douglas Ave., Clwr.

RETIREE IN ACTION
Hattye E. Brown re
tired from the Board of
Education, City of New
York, July 1, 2002. She
was an early childhood ed
ucator at PS 146 for 35
years. Hattye, being a new
retiree, is also a painter. In
addition to painting, she
creates floral design and
stained glass projects. She
is able to continue to de
velop her creative talents
by taking Si Beagle Learn
ing Center classes at the
U.F.T., United Federation
of Teachers, Retired Chap
ter in N.Y.C.

MASSACHUSETTS
VISITOR
Bernadette Williams
of Worcester, MA, was
visiting our suncoast city
for a month. Family,
friends and new acquain
tances was what it was all
about.
She is employed as a
bartender and mix-master.
A member of the TriValley Temple of Elks
Lodge #1215, also a mem
ber of Nora F. Taylor
Council #11.
Bernadette is a past
Grand Daughter Ruler in
the Elks, also financial
secretary of the Lodge.
She stopped by under the
tree with sister Vemell and
cousin LeRoy. LeRoy fre
quents the trees quite regu
lar. Bern wanted tq com
pare our trees with the
trees they frequent in Wor
cester. Of course, she has

A woman who fre
quented a small shop
rarely purchased anything
but always found fault
with the merchandise and
prices. The manager and
her sales clerk took the
grumpy complaints in
stride, but one day she
went too far. “Why is it I
never manage to get what I
ask for in your shop?”
demanded the woman. A
smile on her face, the clerk
calmly replied, “Perhaps
it’s because we’re too
polite.”

In 2000, a survey by the National Opinion I*oll on attitudes about
mixed-race relationships released the following findings: 88 percent of
the white Britons surveyed, ages 18 to 30, did not object to such rela
tionships; for both Caribbean and Chinese Britons, the number was 84
percent, and for 18 to 30 year-olds from the Indian subcontinent,
the figure was 50 percent.

e4cceftt ‘WonfotA (fanfiettMitiott & 7:><7P
A..______
*)ttAf0l4MCe

We Specialize Also In:
• Weight Loss Body Wraps
• LymphatiC Facials
• Sports Massage
• Carpal Tunnel
Fibromyalgia
H.T. WELLNESS & MASSAGE CENTER
NEUROMUSCULAR MASSAGE
NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE
328-7600

For more information about Community
Billboard, call us at (727) 896-2922

CELEBRATES
BIRTHDAY
Sandra N. AllenClendening, a long-time
St. Pete resident, celebrat
ed a birthday on July 30th
with husband and Chal
lenger correspondent Rog
er Clendening, providing
some special, well-de
served gifts and tokens of
love and appreciation.

3727 Central Avenue
LIC. #MM005879
FAX 328-8869

ApISTs

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues

SERENDIPITY

by Hugh Clay Paulk

Free Back to School
ST. PETERSBURG Once again the Nite Riders
Van Club is sponsoring its
Back to School picnic for
neighborhood school chil
dren.
They will be giving
away school supplies and

serving hot dogs, fish,
chicken and crabs.
Also, for the adults we
will have on site the new
touch screen voting ma
chine demonstrations.
This event will be held
at Lake Maggiore Park on

Saturday, August 10th,
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Everything is on a
first-come, first-served ba
sis, so come early and en
joy yourself.

Back to School Festival

Dick Bryan
An old copy of Yankee
magazine featured a pic
ture with nearly twenty
smiling faces. They were
all members of the Sal
tonstall family. The cap
tion: "Starting with Henry
Saltonstall (class of 1642),
11 consecutive generations
of that family—97 Saltonstalls in all-have at
tended Harvard." Identi
fied individually were peo
ple named Robinson,
Campbell, Byrd, Hok, and
Movius.
Tall, handsome Dick
Bryan loved beautiful
women. When he located
one who came up to his
high standards on the
streets of New York, he
stalked her. Yet he was in
no way offensive. He had a
genius for selecting the
right psychological mo
ment to make his move,
and he had developed his
technique into an art. Pa
tience was required, ex
treme patience. To make
an awkward or premature
effort would jeopardize the
whole exercise. He would
follow his "victim" into a
department store, library,
restaurant, or whatever,
and, one way or another,
find a way to pick her up.
In fact, he was so smooth
that sometimes the woman
thought she was pic^mxr,
him up.
Like me, Dick was a
former World War II naval
officer. One difference was
that even though I was
proud of my uniform, I
was ashamed to wear my
dress blue raincoat after
the War. But Dick wore
his. The reason may have
been carelessness, or indif
ference. Or he may have
just been cheap; every time
he came to see me he
brought me a 79c bottle of
Portuguese wine.
Dick's hair was crop
ped short, military style.
The only incongruity to his
cultured, well-bred appear
ance, and it was embar
rassingly obvious, was his
mouth. He apparently nev
er brushed his teeth.
Dick did not live in
New York, but he came
through often and called
me ffom a pay telephone.
He always seemed in a
good mood, relaxed; no
hurried conversations for
him. His nickel would
drop. He would keep talk
ing. The operator would
come on with the usual,
"I'm sorry, your time is up,
please deposit five cents
for another three minutes."
Dick was not fazed. He
would laugh and tell the
operator that he was nearly
through, and ask her to let
him talk a little longer.
And she did. Some
times he could extend the
conversation to more than
an hour. That not only took
gall, it took tact and the
ability to persuade gently
and inoffensively. In the

Along the same line,
let us congrat Bertha’s
hubby, Curtis Ruth, who
after 26 years of service
with Coca Cola retired
August, 2000, as a mer
chandiser and a highlyrated employer.
During his 26 years of
employment, Curtis said
he was the first and only
black employed and retired
from Coca Cola in Pinellas
Park. The Ruths have been
married 34 years and are
the proud parents of two
lovely daughters and two
lovable grands.
All three of them are
faithful members of Mt.
Zion Progressive Baptist
Church.
*****

field of human relations,
the man was a genius.
It was a great pleasure
to have a leisurely dinner
with him. Sometimes on a
rare day when he had not
been successful in finding
the right woman (he was
extremely selective), I
would call a friend and ask
her to bring a friend. What
pleasant evenings we
spent. The man was a
charmer, suave, sophisti
cated, a brilliant conversa
tionalist. In his relaxed
way, he brought out the
best in people. Many times
he inspired me to make
comments that I did not
know I was capable of. At
such moments, he would
pause and pay me the ulti
mate compliment by say
ing, "Wait a minute, I want
to write that down." He
repeated my words as he
wrote, as if relishing them.
How could one not like
such a man?
At that time, I was sell
ing an expensive German
made pocket wire recorder
with a wristwatch micro
phone that could secretly
record up to four hours at a
time. Dick wanted one. I
sold him a used one for
nearly nothing. Soon it
needed repairs, which I
took care of. I always tested machines before return
ing them to my customers.
Dick's worked perfectly. I
could not help hearing part
of a telephone conversa
tion he had recorded. It
contained a reference to
Admiral Byrd and a refer
ence to Senator Leverett
Saltonstall.
Years before, while still
on terminal leave in
Boston, I had been invited
out to Senator Saltonstall's
beautiful suburban home.
What impressed me most
was a large book docu
menting the family history.
It went back to the early
twelve hundreds.
There, was a daughter
of marriageable age. I
could not get ambitious in
that direction, not because
I am a hillbilly ffom Ten
nessee, but because the
Saltonstalls are a tall fami
ly. I am not a tall man.
I did not tell Dick what
I heard while testing his
machine. But, like a fool, I
told one of our dinner
companions.
(The next time he came
to town, instead of calling
me, he called her.
"Why didn't you TELL
me you are Admiral Byrd's
son?" she whined.
He had married Senator
Saltonstall's
daughter.
Some of their sons were
featured in the Yankee
photograph.
He never called me
again.
Hugh Clay Paulk , c/o
The Weekly Challenger,
2500 M. L. King, St. S,, St.
Petersburg, FL 33705.
Hughcpaulk@aol.com

CLEARWATER - The
Clearwater NAACP Youth
Council and NAACP
Upper Pinellas branch
present a Back to School
Festival Saturday, August
3rd, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
This Festival will take

place at the Martin Luther
King Community Center,
1201 Douglas Avenue,
Clearwater.
The entire family is
welcome. There will be
free food and drinks,
games and entertainment.

“The children of today
are our leaders of tomor
row.”
There will be free
book bags for the first 200
kids attending.
For more information,
call (727) 461-7191.

AAVREC to Host Pinellas
County School Board
Candidates Forum------- —
ST. PETERSBURG The African-American Vo
ter
Research
and
Education
Committee
(AAVREC) continues its
mission to educate those
citizens who wish to be in
formed regarding the is
sues in the incoming

school board elections.
There will be a forum
on Saturday, August 3rd,
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
the Enoch Davis Center
located at 1111 - 18th
Avenue S„ St. Petersburg.
Those who attend will
also have an opportunity to

see and hear the candi
date’s views on such issues
as school choice, grading
of schools, quality educa
tion, unitary status, etc.
Concerned
citizens
must make this meeting a
must.

Yolanda Ancona Receives
Degree-------------------------------ST. PETERSBURG Yolanda Akins Ancona,
Coral Springs, daughter of
Nancy H. Harrell, St. Pe
tersburg, and Charlie
(Carlis) Akins, Jr., Jack
sonville, received the Doc
tor of Pharmacy (PharmD)
Degree May 26th from
Nova Southeastern Uni
versity College of Phar
macy, Davie, FL.
A native of St. Peters
burg, she attended Sun

Yolanda Ancona

shine and Gulf Beaches

Elementary Schools and aii

M-F 8:30-8:30 • Sat. 8:30 to 6:30 * Sun. 11 to 6

22ND AVE. NORTH & U.S. 19
5 Star Dealer ST. PETERSBURG 727-321-0500
*94 Dodge Spirit
was $6995_____is $4605
96 Ford Crown Victoria
was $8995-___ is $4780
‘98 Toyota Tacoma P/U
was $9995.»»»■ is $5550
*97 Dodge Intrepid
was $9995____ .is$5580
*99 Ford Ranger P/U
was $9995____ is $5938
‘92 Dodge Stealth
was $9995— is $5976
‘98 Ford Escort S/W
was $9995.____ is $6390
*99 Chevy Cavalier
was $9995— is $6405
‘95 Missan Path Finder
was $11995— is $6825
*97 Toyota Corolla
was $9995____ is $6989
‘99 FordTaurus S/W
was $10995___ is $7401
*97 Chevy Monte Carlo 134
was $11995____ is $7916
*05 Missan Pathflnder
was $12995___ is $8250
*01 Plymouth Neon
was $11995___ is $8399
‘97 Nissan Pick-Up
was $11995___ is $8721
‘97 Lincoln Town Car
was $13995___ is $8750
‘97 Dodge 1500 p/u
was $11995 — is $8775
*99 Plymouth Voyager
was $13995___ is $8961
‘99 Mitz Eclipse
was $12995___ is $9619
‘99 FordCrown Victoria
was $13995___ is $9755
*97 Dodge Club Cab P/U
was $13995___ is $9820
*99 Dodge Caravan
was $13995___ is $9837
‘01 Pontiac Gran Am
was $14995__ is $9996
‘99 Dodge Caravan
was $13995__ is $10237
*96 Chevy 3/4 Ton P/U
was $14995
is $10501

‘99 Dodge 1500 P/U

was $14995— is $10721
‘00 Chevy S-10 Xtra Cab
was $14995___...is$10945
‘01 Dodge Stratus
was $16995— is $11316
*01 Dodge Stratus
was $16995____ is $11725
‘98 FordExplorer
was $16995— is $11857
‘00 Jeep Wrangler
was $15995— is $11915
00 Chrysler Sebring Convert,
was $17995— is $12525
‘01 Dodge IWO Van
was $17995____ is $12619
01 Dodge 1500 P/U
was $ 17995 —. is $13155
‘00 Dodge Conversion Van
was $18995— is $13909
‘01 Chevy Astro Van
was $18995..__ _ is $13934
00 Dodge Dakota Club Cab
was $18995___ is $13991
‘00 Dodge Quad Cab P/U
was $18995 — is $14126
00 Chrysler Convertible 1X1
was $18995__ ... IS $14727
‘99 Dodge Grand Caravan
was $19995___ is $14953
*99 Dodge Durango
was $21995___ is $15589
01 Dodge Gran Caravan Snort
was $21995— is $15992
00 Ford Xtra Cab P/U
was $21995__ is $16123
‘01 Dodge Gran Caravan Snort
was $21995 — is $16140
‘01 Dodge 15 Passenger Van
was $22995__ IS $16444
‘02 Chrysler P.T. Cruiser
was $20995__ is $16588
01 Ford F150 xtra Cab
was $23995 —. is $18945
*01 Dodge Quad 4x4 P/U
was $26995__ is $21242
‘02 Dodge Quad Cab
was $27995___ Is $21987
‘02 Dodge 1 Ton Oueily Diesel
was $38995.— is $31844

“86” from Canterbury
School of Florida, all of St.
Petersburg. A “90” gradu
ate of Bethune-Cookman
College, summa cum
laude, Bachelor of Science
- Elementary Education!
Dr. Ancona taught
seven years at W.F. Bums
Oakhill
Elementary
School, Oakhill, FL, and
worked at Eckerds and
Walgreens Pharmacy De
partments as Technician/
Drug Clerk and Pharmacy
Intdfri' re§$(:dnv£ly. she is"
presently working as a
Pharmacist and an In
structor-Pharmacy
Technician Certification
Prep Course for Wal
greens, Notification was
received in June from the
State of Florida’s Phar
macy Board of Dr. An
cona’s successful passing
of her Certification in
Pharmacy.
A member of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc., Phi Delta Chi Pror
fessional Pharmacy Frater
nity and Phi Lambda Sig
ma Leadership Society.
Dr. Ancona is married
to Dr. Peter L. Ancona, a
Nuclear Pharmacist and an
Instructor of Pharmacy at
Nova Southeastern Uni
versity? Dr. Ancona is the
granddaughter of the late
Willie A., Sr., and Chris
tine E. Herring, St. Peters
burg, and Marie Arm
strong, Gainesville, and is
a former member of
Moore’s Chapel AME
Church, St. Petersburg.

There is A
Reason To Read
The Weekly
Challenger!

CARPET • WOOD • TILE
SALE

SALE

SALE

OVER 1,000 ROLLS IN STOCK • BUY TODAY, INSTALL TOMORROW!

COMMERCIAL CERAMIC TILE
HUNDREDS
OF CARPET REMNANTS
$ 3 49
from
TO CHOOSE FROM!
Jrom
SQ.YD.

HEAVY TEXTURE
WHOLE HOUSE CARPET
Up to 60 Sq. Yds.
Installed w/Pad

$

WOOD
FLOORING
AND
LAMINATES
DESIGNER BERBERS HARTC0W00D
IN
$ O 79
$ 4 99
STOCK
from
* SQ. YD.
SQ. FT.
FINANCING AVAILABLE W.A.C.

L-R: Vicky Lawson, Elk Daughter, the honoree,
T.C. Stockton, and Mattie Adams, Elk Daughter
THEY “GOOFED”,
NOT I...CORRECTION
Take another look at
the picture. Now, go ahead
and read the text.
In the July 25 th to 31st
edition of the This ‘n That
column, a photo of a cou
ple appeared. It was an
incorrect identity of T.C.
Stockton, Victoria Lawson
and Mattie Adams. Pic
tured are the correct photos
of former Exulted Ruler
Thomas T.C. Stockton and
daughters Victoria Lawson
and Mattie Adams at his
appreciation party July
20th at the Elks Home,
1331 - 18th Ave. S. The
text appeared in that paper.
FAMILY MEMBER
VISITS LAS VEGAS
It was somewhat like
old times to run into Mary
L. Monroe Wooten' a few
suns ago. After living in
Detroit for 35 years,
recently she came home
with a 15-year-old grand
daughter to set up home
stead again.

HIRES —
The success of a child
should not be measured by
his or her reading speed.
More important, is the
child being taught in the
manner best suited for his
need? Each school should

To celebrate their
homecoming, Mary and
her grand, Angellene Woo
ten, along with 16 other
family members of our
town and three others from
Detroit, including her sis
ter, former suncoaster
Vickie Monroe McBride,
on July 21st joined them as
they jetted by way of
American West Airlines to
Las Vegas, Nevada. There
they went on sightseeing
tours, visited different spa
cious hotels and restau
rants and visited the Hoo
ver Dam where they
walked from Nevada to
Arizona. It was quite an
experience walking from
one state to another, said
Mary.
While there the family
members
celebrated
M^uy’s,,. ypunge;s(gsi$.tqr>;
Bertha Ruth’s, retirement
from the Pinellas County
School Board as data prep
clerk after 37 years of
employment and never
missed a school opening or
closing. Congrats, Bertha!
be equipped with skillful
caring teachers and not
someone whose greatest
interest is only a paycheck.
Children who are ex
ceedingly stubborn and de
fiant or have trouble
understanding or have

ST. PETERSBURG

CLEARWATER

TAMPA

24099 U.S. ,19 NORTH

5015 W. HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

727-321-9590

727-726-1099

813-249-2088

I’ve got to end it some
where... and this is just as
good a spot as any.
UNTIL NEXT WRITE
AROUND, STAY
LOOSE!
trouble understanding or
cannot quickly grasp what
they read may be labeled
as slow learners or mental
ly handicapped. Telling a
child how stupid he/sKe is
won’t make them smart, it
only breaks their heart.

FEATURING
• B.J.:

Saturday morning gospel. Wake up with a praying Spirit

5am-1 Oam

• DIANE HUGHES:

5am-10am,M-F. Total Praise with the best

in inspirational music, news, weather and the Spoken Word.

• UNCLE DAVE MICHAELS:

10am-1 pm Just playing the

music the way you like it.

•MICHEAL T:

Old school and music to drive home by.

• TONY CHARLES: Take

you back home with your favorite
blues and 'chu-chu' oldies 9pm-2am .
For Advertising Call
Donza Drummond, Sales Manager
727-821-9947
REQUEST LINE 864-1600
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SW CORNER 22ND AVE: & 28TH ST. NORTH
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visit us at www.cptstore.weardated.net

DEADLINE FOR ALL ADS AND
NEWS ARTICLES IS
4:00 P.M. MONDAY

SAY A LITTLE
PRAYER
For all the sick and
shut-ins everywhere. OK?
Now an update of our
friends who are recuperat
ing at home following a
stint in a pill-pusher castle.
A cheery “hello” to our
friend Juanita Moore who
is still recuperating at
home following hip sur
gery.
Resting at home from
a spell in Palms of
Pasadena Hospital is Mary
Francis Mack. She’s feel
ing much better.
Friends are glad to
hear of the very fine
progress made by your
right-hand man, T.C.
Stockton, who is taking his
ease at home.
May God bless you all
with
good
health.
Remember - God is with
you, and no matter whefe
you turn, you’ll find
there’s comfort in his love
and fatherly concern.

T’2mj>a (Bay Since 1976

Office: 327-WRXB (9792) ‘
2060 - lst Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues

Wisdom, Wit
& Wonder
by Baheenah Hazika-Zuna

2002

Jordan Park HOPEVI Update
(In 1997, the St. Petersburg Housing Authority received a $27-million federal HOPE VI
grant to redevelop Jordan Park, now leveraged to more than $60-million. This is one in a
series of articles The Challenger will publish periodically on the successes and problems
of revitalizing the buildings and improving the lives of current and former Jordan Park
residents. The Editors.)
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Jordan Park Residents’ Threaten Strike Over Huge
Rent Increases
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Some HOPE VI Residents Face Up To 100% A Month Rent Hikes
most
grievous declarations I
have ever heard AfricanAmericans make are: "I
don’t vote, I don’t have
time to take off ffom work
for that." "I don’t care
who gets elected." "My
one vote will not make any
difference." These state
ments have to be vehe
mently refuted because
there is blood, sweat, tears
and prayers on those bal
lots.
It doesn’t matter what
political party you like or
dislike. It doesn’t matter
who can make the most
promises. And it certainly
doesn’t matter what race
the individual is. What
does matter is what that
person has done for the
community before, during
and after deciding to be
come a public servant.
Sitting around complain
ing about what should be
done or what isn’t being
done is not a solution to
any of the problems we
face daily in our communi
ties.
The only way we can
decide who we want to
represent us is by exercis
ing our voting rights. The
recent appointment of an
African-American to the
local school board that
none of us voted to be
there, presents the age old
question of who will pick
"our" leaders - them or us?
We can only change
this discriminatory process
by voting in people who
recognize that we have the
right to choose our own
leaders and remove from
office those who refuse to
adequately represent our
wishes.
Regardless of how fu
tile some of you may
believe these actions are,
please remember the years
of struggle represented on
those ballots.
No political group or
self-appointed individual
should be making state
ments as though they are
speaking for the whole
Black community unless
given a mandate by votefs
to do so. This does not
mean these persons cannot
voice their opinions. Free
speech belongs to all how
ever, statements should be
qualified with, "in my
opinion."
Right now, Florida has
a statute on the books that
does not allow a convicted
felon the right to vote ever
again, for life. Statistics
say that this law disallows
approximately 31%* of the
Black male population
from casting a ballot. This
number does not include
females. State Representa
tive for District 55, Frank
Peterman Jr., is running for
re-election. He has plans to
work toward changing this
law, however he cannot
implement anything if he
is not reelected by our
votes. He along with State
Senator Les Miller got

into law a year ago. It will
allow single member dis
tricts to be formed so that
we can possibly elect our
own candidate to the
Pinellas County School
Board. In the September
10th
School
Board
primary election, our votes
will determine whether
that becomes a reality or
not.
Again, I say, there is
blood, sweat, tears and
prayers on those ballots.
Our ancestors toiled night
and day with the everlast
ing hope to be free from
the shackles of human
bondage.
Our recent predeces
sors fought for equal rights
under the law and desegre
gation in all areas of our
lives. Some were young
students from colleges
across the nation who saw
segregation and prejudice
at work through lynched
bodies, water hoses and
police dogs. They came by
the hundreds to help regis
ter African-American vot
ers. Were these lives for
feited in vain?
It is we, Black people,
who do not understand the
power we hold in our
hands when we cast a bal
lot. Had our opposition not
recognized that power,
there would be no dead
bodies (Black and white)
rotting in graves. There
would have been no need
to disenfranchise so many
Black citizens in Florida
during the last national
election using deletion of
voter registration rolls and
police roadblocks at the
polls.
Black people have got
to make voting as impor
tant to us as freedom was
to the slaves bound by
chains and beaten by
whips. Voting must be
come as important to us as
attending church services
on Sunday mornings, or as
important as getting to
work on time so we can
collect a paycheck on pay
day. Voting must become
as important to us as going
to the mall and buying the
latest in designer fashions,
or as important as going to
the club to get our groove
on. Why? Because there is
blood, sweat, tears and
prayers on those ballots.
Let us not neglect to
vote in every election we
are eligible to cast a ballot.
We do not have to wait for
somebody to get elected by
happenstance to improve
our communities. We can
do it ourselves by electing
officials who must take our
votes seriously, instead of
for granted.
In 2002 there are no
unimportant people. There
is no segment of our com
munity that is not needed.
Every voter counts and
every vote is necessary.
Harambee!
*Source:
MSNBC
news link on the internet.
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by Roger K. Clendening
the Weekly Challenger,
ST. PETERSBURG - have posed new challenges
Dozens of residents at the for management and hous
"new" Jordan Park this ing officials.
week threatened a rent
"Before they increase
strike in the face of a our rent, they should fulfill
recent notice from man their end of the bargain,"
agement raising rents next insisted Keisha Carter,
month. Some residents are another resident, who said
staring at increases of $200 Landex
Management’s
or more each month.
partners, the St. Petersburg
The increases, effective Housing Authority, had
September 1, are needed to "promised" HOPE VI resi
make up for a shortfall in dents "carports" that are
management’s
revenue missing, and "my apart
collections caused by their ment has got chipped paint
acknowledged "computer that has gone unrepaired
generated error" in calcu since March 2002 when I
lating tenants’ rent prior to moved in."
their moving into the
Randall Papai, property
newly-renovated Jordan manager for Jordan Park
Park.
Apartments,
represents
During a heated tenants Jordan Park Development
association meeting this Partners Ltd./Landex, the
week, tenants unanimously developers of Jordan Park
vowed - by a show of under the $27-million fed
hands and shouts of agree eral grant now leveraged to
ment - to pay only their over $60-million with tax
lease-designated rents for credits available to devel
August and September, opers of public housing
and to place the extra rent complexes.
sought by management
"The purpose of this
into an escrow account letter is to inform you that
pending a possible legal our management office has
challenge.
discovered a computer
"I’m outraged about generated error in the cal
this increase," said resident culation of your rent,"
leader Delores Fletcher. Papai wrote in a July 29
"They made a deal to 'pro letter to dozens of resi
vide good housing and dents facing an increase.
self-sufficiency support for
"As you know, HUD
residents under HOPE VI rules governing public
and they haven’t done that, housing require that a
yet now they want to raise household’s payment for
our rent," she protested.
rent and utilities not
Fletcher reminded the exceed 30% of the house
nearly 100 residents, fami- , hold’s annual adjusted
ly members and support gross income. Further
ers, including some pros more, a household may
pective residents, attend choose to pay the Flat Rent
ing Tuesday night’s Resi for the unit rather than
dent Association meeting 30% of adjusted gross
that housing officials , had income," Papai wrote.
won a $27-million HOPE
But in Papai’s letter, he
VI federal grant to redevel said "the computer" com
op Jordan Park, "and to pared 30% of one tenant’s
provide self-sufficiency" income to an "incorrect
services of up to $5,000 Flat Rent" of $262.00
per family over the course "instead of the correct Flat
of the four-year HOPE VI Rent," which Papai’s letter
program but had yet to indicated was $711.00 for
make good on that com the three-bedroom apart
mitment.
ment Carol Myles moved
Fletcher and dozens of into on July 1.
other Jordan Park residents
"I live on a fixed
have filed a lawsuit against income," said Myles, who
the St. Petersburg Housing moved into the newlyAuthority (SPHA) and the redeveloped Jordan Park
federal Department of with her teen-aged daugh
Housing and Urban De ter on July 1. "And now
velopment (HUD) for they want to raise my rent
allegedly mismanaging the over $140 a month!"
redevelopment effort and
"Unfortunately, when
causing some financial calculating your monthly
hardships for residents. rent prior to your move-in,
The federal court in Tampa the computer compared
has set August 20 as the 30% of your income to an
first in a proposed series of incorrect
Flat
Rent
negotiating meetings with ($262.00) instead of the
a mediator to settle the correct Flat Rent," Papai
case rather than taking it to wrote to Myles.
trial.
"Therefore, he wrote,
But
management’s "your rent should be $496"
push for rent hikes that, in a month.
some cases, exceed $200 a
In boldface type in
month, according to resi Papai’s letter announcing
dents’ letters reviewed by the September rent in-

by Janet Manuel- Atwater
-------------------------,--------------1

creases, he wrote,
"Since the error was made
by Jordan Park manage
ment, we will not ask you
to pay the back rent that
should have been due even
though HUD rules allow
us to do that.
"However," he wrote,
"effective September lst
2002, your lease will be
modified and your month
ly rent will be $496."
"We are terribly sorry
for this error and any
inconvenience it may have
caused you," Papai wrote
to residents, adding that
Ken Hart, Regional Man
ager for Landex would be
available onsite through
today to answer resident’s
questions.
Telephone calls to
Papai and Hart went unan
swered.
Judith Siegel, president
of Landex, was traveling
and unavailable for com
ment.
A spokesman in the
office of Darrell J. Irions,
SPHA’s executive director,
referred questions on the
rent increase to realtor
Walt Smyth, chairman of
the housing authority’s
board of commissioners.
Smyth had not called
by The Challenger’s dead
line late Wednesday.

our community refuse to
patronize African-Amer
ican businesses. This one
fact more than any other
will evidently lead to the
downfall of the AfricanAmerican business com
munity, as we now know
it, if we do not figure out
the real reasons, not just
excuses, for it. Let’s begin
with the excuses. I’ve
heard them, so have you.
Customer service, profes
sionalism, quality of the
product, irregular business
hours, value, didn’t know
that business existed or
still existed. I could go on
for at least three para
graphs. Now let’s examine
the real reason behind
some of those excuses.
With the freedoms granted
by Civil Rights legislation,
the
African-American
community began a migra
tion, much like our slave
fore parents from the south
to the north, venturing out
of the African-American
community for services. It
was necessary to test the
government’s sincerity in
enforcing the new desegre
gation laws. Many Afri
can-Americans were en
couraged to venture into
previously segregated de
partment stores, dining

ational facilities, so that
places that continued to
segregate could be subject
ed to continued boy
cotting. As African-Amer
icans became more ex
posed to the resources
found outside of their com
munities, they began to
prefer those resources
more than the ones offered
in the African-American
communities and with
good reason.
The economic disparity
between businesses operat
ed by Caucasian owners
and
African-American
owners has always been
markedly different. The
banking industry, general
ly, will loan a non-minori
ty business owner many
more times in revenue, on
speculation, than it will an
African-American owner.
Monies for new construc
tion and remodeling have
always been scarce to non
existent in the AfricanAmerican community. We
service a specialized, fin
icky clientele and the bot
tom-line is that we can not
project years of expectant
revenue due to the buying
habits of the clients we
serve. The banks know
this. Everyone has the
market surveys that show

our buying habits. Es
tablished by the needs and
rights of the 60’s & 70’s,
the African-American con
sumer has been condi
tioned by parents saying,
"You just don’t see stores
this clean or with this
much variety in our neigh
borhoods." Or Civil Rights
activists who say, "You
have a right and a respon
sibility to be there and
have them serve you the
same as any other cus
tomer." And even by our
own peers who say, "This
is why I don’t shop in
Black-owned businesses,
they’re never this helpful."
Consequently, we don’t do
all of our spending with
non-minority businesses.
Everyone, from the
very wealthy among us to
the paycheck to paycheck
working poor needs to gain
an understanding of why
they spend money the way
they do. We must begin to
spend to our benefit rather
than to the demise of our
neighborhoods, our com
munities, and our busi
nesses. Oprah, J Lo, Luke
Skywalker, Jay Z and oth
ers will tell you, even
money won’t buy accept
ance. Buy where your dol
lars are appreciated and
can be recycled into where
you live. The demise and
lack of services and busi
nesses in the communities
where we live should con
cern and motivate ALL of
us to spend our dollars
wiser.
You may email com
ments on this column to
imatwate(a)hotmail.com

Stop by your local
Office Depot today
and speak wjth one of
our employees about
your printing needs.
We can help you
decide which printer
makes the most
economic sense for
your business, which
paper will create the
impression you want,
and which ink is right
for yotir needs.

What you need. What you need to know;

New Printing Technology

$149

99

2For*7
$4.99 Each

invent
HEWLETT-PACKARD DESKJET 5550 COLOR PRINTER
Ultimate combination of quality, speed, and ease of use. Prints up to 17 ppm
black/12 ppm color with 4800 dpi resolution on photo paper. Borderless 4" x 6“

HEWLETT-PACKARD MULTIPURPOSE PAPER

prints. Ink backup mode prints the job even when one cartridge runs out. Prints

20 lb, 87 bright. 500-sheet ream.

photos in 6 colors with the HP photo .ink cartridge #58 (sold separately).

8-!4"x 11", Ream

417-054

805-226
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! HP Photo Paper
j With Purchase of ANY 2 HP Inks

HP INK CARTRIDGES
For use in the HP Deskjet 5550

§ Receive an HP 4’ x 6* Premium Plus Glossy 20-PK OR 8-1// x TT Semi-Gloss I
8 25-PK Photo Paper FREE with the purchase of ANY 2 HP Inks. Present this
| coupon at time of purchase. Limit one coupon per customer/item. Quantities
limited. Sorry, no rainchecks or substitutions, valid for in-stock items only.
1 Offer expires 8/6/02. Coupon redeemable in store only.

«Office

depot

and HP Photosmart 7150 printers.

$19.99
$34.99
$24.99

56 Black 419-672
57 Color 154-605
58 Photo 419-716

(204-921 OR 275-110) Coupon Code 7285

FREE Next-Business-Day Delivery
Order by 5 p.m. local time, and your order of $50 or more will be delivered FREE the Next Business Day (in our local trading areas). Deliveries outside of our local
trading areas will be assessed a delivery charge based on the total weight of the order (minimum charge of $5.95). Please note: Fax orders must be received by
3 p.m. to qualify for FREE Next-Business-Day delivery. Sorry, special orders are not available for delivery in Alaska or Hawaii.

Low Price Guarantee
If you find a lower price on an identical product advertised for less within 14 days after your Office Depot purchase at any other office products supplier or even in any of

Deadline Fer All Ads and
News Articles ts 4:00 P.M.
Monday.
Please E-Mail Ali Material For
Publication To:
tchailen@tampabay.rr.com

our other channels of distribution (prices in any one of our channels may vary, higher or lower, from time to time), please call us at 1 -888-GO-DEPOT and we will instantly
match the price. (We reserve the right to limit quantities; of course ad errors, close-outs, clearances, and Internet offers do not qualify.)

Different schedules... Different ways to shop:
CaU

Click

-888-GO-DEPOT (1 -888-463-3768)
FAX: 1-800-685-5010

www.offiC8depot.com

Locate a store

AOL Keyword: officedepot

1-888-GO-DEPOT

Come by
(1-888-463-3768)

www.officedepot.com > visit us on the Web and shop > 1 -888-GO-DEPOT (463-3768)
s and offers good to 7/31/02 through 8/6/02 (unless otherwise noted).I
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Osteoporosis and African-American Women
RECOLLECTIONS

by Frances Pinckney

Finding Gladness In
Everything—-------------1 am reading Pollyanna,
the “glad book”, again.
Sometimes it becomes
necessary for me to play
Pollyanna’s game, “find
ing something in every
thing to be glad about.”
She declares that “most
generally there is some
thing about everything that
you can be glad about if
you keep hunting long
enough to find it.”
But Pollyanna was not
faced with the Enron scan
dal or the recent debacle of
World Com, the nation’s
second largest telecommu
nications company. I doubt
if the 17,000 people who
lost their jobs with this
company have a flicker of
“glad” in their hearts for
World Corn’s fraudulent
ways, and I don’t care how
long they hunt for gladness
in this business break
down, they won’t find it.
However, I did find a
bit of “glad” earlier in the
month when I cancelled
my MCI (World Com)
long distance carrier serv
ice before the news break
of this company’s bank
ruptcy filing and layoffs. I
was even “gladder” to
hang up on a representa
tive from MCI who called
to ask me to sign on again
with MCI after the break
ing news. “MCI is offering
new plans and services that
may now better suit your
needs,” the caller said.
“And just how can that
be?” I asked “MCI’s ac
counting tricks have come
to light.” I hung the phone
up with a “glad” little
laugh.
In the sad, sad saga of
two-year-old Alfredo Men
des, whose lifeless body
was found along Interstate
275 allegedly killed by a
babysitter, I can muster up
some gladness for his fouryear-old sister who lived
through the ordeal and is
now living with her grand
mother in State custody.
But I would be “more
glad” if the courts would
stop wasting time and tax
payers’ money on several
hearings to decide, on the
mother’s (Jeanna Shal
lows) rights to visit her
daughter. This woman, a
mockery to motherhood,
put her son and daughter in
harm’s way time and time
again according to news
reports. She is a drug user
and a pathetic negligent
apology for a mother who
by her actions, in my opin
ion, forfeited her parental
rights. I think taxpayers
including me would be
more than glad to see this
woman tucked away in a
drug rehabilitation pro
gram (the likes of Sal
vation Army’s Rehab
Program) where she would
leam to do some work for
her keep; leam the rudi
ments of pushing a broom
and a mop.
I am Catholic, a con
vert for over 30 years, and
the priest scandal in the
church has shaken my faith

and taken away the glad
ness that I used to feel
about going to Mass. ‘U’
don’t go much anymore.
Still I can be glad about the
good working relationship
I had with the four priests
that I cooked for for six
years. They were highly
educated and appeared to
be men of good character.
They all had a great sense
of humor. One who had a
great singing voice would
sing and do a tap dance in
the kitchen as I washed
dishes. One was teased and
called “the psychologist”
because he prefaced his
conversation with “psy
chologically speaking”.
One was a Math teacher
and said he deliberately
gave a student another stu
dent’s paper with an A be
cause she probably would
never get an A in his class.
But these good humored
priests put on some “un
glad” faces when I criti
cized Archbishop Eugene
Marino, the first black to
hold this high post in the
Catholic church. His fall
from grace was not a thing
of “gladness”.
I found “gladness” in
Father Bill Mason’s down
to earth, in your face with
reality sermons when he
pastored St. Joseph’s Cath
olic Church. Consider the
scripture about the ten lep
ers. He praised the one
leper who came back after
he was healed by Jesus and
threw himself at His feet
and thanked Him. You
have to wonder about the
other none “jerkballs” he
preached! Father Andrew
Greeley, columnist and
author of several novels,
remains a “glad” factor for
me in the midst of this
mess so far.
Now you talk about
glad - how about those Ni
gerian women who led a
successful protest against
Chevron Texaco Oil pipe
line stations. These sisters
took on big business and
made a deal for more jobs,
business loans, schools
and hospitals, and they did
it without major incidence.
Now, that’s a big glad
thing!
Pollyanna spoke of
scriptures in the Bible that
her father, a minister, dis
cussed with her. He called
them the “rejoicing texts”.
Be glad in the Lord, etc. In
spite of life’s ongoing ups
and downs, through it all
there is a lot of gladness to
be found. That really is
what the “glad book” is
about.
As the book ends, fo
cusing on an accident that
rendered Pollyanna unable
to walk, she found her
gladness in those who had
learned from her to put
some gladness in their
lives and came in large
numbers to see her and tes
tify that playing her game,
“finding something to be
glad about in everything”,
was a good game for peo
ple to play.

by Tangela Fedrick
Challenger Staff Writer
The National Black
Nurses Association held its
30th Annual meeting in
Austin, TX this year. More
than 750 Registered Nur
ses attended this annual
meeting. This year’s agen
da talked about Calcium
and Osteoporosis among
African-American Women.
The guest speaker was Dr.
Valerie Montgomery Rice.
In an interview with Dr.
Rice she addressed the fact
that
African-American
women need to get more
involved in their own
health by asking,questions
and taking preventative
measures when it comes to
bone loss.
More and more black
women are losing bone
everyday to Osteoporosis.

Osteoporosis is an often
crippling, disabling and
potentially life-threatening
bone disease that can be
prevented. Osteoporosis
has been called "the silent
thief." It has been called
that because there are no
early warning signs. A
bone fracture is often the
first sign of the disease.
According to Dr. Rice,
a survey showed that
women of color don’t
believe that this type of
disease can happen to
them. She also believes
that in general, Health
Care providers don’t show
women of color in particu
lar, what measures to take
in case this crippling silent
disease starts to eat away at
their bones. Dr. Rice men
tioned that there are pre
ventative
therapies.

Maintaining bones should
start as early as possible.
According to sources,
Calcium is one the best life
long defenses against
osteoporosis. Calcium is
mainly stored in your
bones to help muscles con
tract, blood clotting and
nerve functions. Through
out your life cycle your
needs will differ. The
National
Osteoporosis
Foundation recommends
the following calcium
intake: 1,000 mg for adult
men and women, 1,200 mg
for ages 11-24 and preg
nant and lactating women
and 1,500 mg for post
menopausal women who
are not on estrogen re
placement therapy.
Dr. Rice stated that
when it comes to meno
pause, African-American

women are more at risk
now more than ever. Ex
ercising, walking, jogging,
low impact aerobics and
eating foods with calcium
intake have been shown to
increase bone strength and
size. Dr. Rice urges that all
women especially women
of color to get checked by
a doctor and start taking
the proper measurements
to prevent it from occur
ring.
For more information
on Calcium and Osteopor
osis please visit the follow
ing web site address(s) or
contact your doctor or
health care provider.
www.menopaulsalhealth.c
om. www.osteoporosis.
com or www.calciuminfo.com.
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From right to left, Janice Starling poses with Jennifer Howard-Black, coor
dinator, and Donna Smith, whose son, Rayshawn, is in the program

Syndicated
feature column
wunv.photographubii-iames.com

from pg. 1
also invited to share the
guest of honor prestige at
the school, he was unable
to make it due to a lastminute trip to the nation’s
capital.
The camp, a familyowned and operated busi
ness, has earned a reputa
tion throughout the county
for being a top-notch pro
gram. Featuring four loca
tions throughout south St.
Pete, the childcare pro
gram has been a staple in
the city for more than thir
ty years. Kids ranging
from ages 5 to 14 take part
in the before and after
school program, and may
also participate in the sum
mer camp as well.
"This is [the Mayor’s]
third visit and the second
luncheon that we’ve done,"
explains camp coordinator
Jennifer Howard-Black,
daughter of the late
founder, Viola Starling.

"Anything that we need,
he’s been supportive."
Initially impressed by
Baker when he ran as a
mayoral candidate and par
ticipated in town hall meet
ings, Howard-Black and
the camp’s owners share a
sense of mutual admiration
for Baker. "He has also
been very supportive of
Janice," Howard-Black re
marks, referring to the
much celebrated appoint
ment of aunt, Janice
Starling, to the Pinellas
County School Board.
The kids were excited
to speak with Baker, who,
with two young children of
his own, wasn’t afraid to
dive into the activities,
including the sing-a-longs.
At one point Baker awed
the kids as an assistant for
a magic show perform
ance, easily making him a
crowd favorite.
Helping out with the
festivities were people like

Diane Overton, who was
hired to teach etiquette to
the kids in the summer ses
sion. "It’s been an excel
lent experience," remarked
Overton. "The kids have
learned a lot about table
manners
and
social
graces," she added.
Janice Starling, who
serves as director of the
school, briefly stopped in
for an appearance, amidst
eager calls of "Hello Miss
Janice!" by the children as
she walked through the
doors of the school.
Baker, who is a strong
supporter
of
the
Republican
appointee,
having known her for sev
eral years, remarked, "I
think very highly of Janice.
I think she will do a very
good job representing the
whole county, but especial
ly St. Petersburg because
she has such deep roots
hefe."

A survey by the Policy Studies Institute in London called "Ethnic
Minorities in Britain: Diversity and Disadvantage" found in 1997 that
among those 18 to 40 years old, 50 percent of British-born Caribbean
men and 30 percent of Asian men had or had had white partners.

their life, passion for fami
ly, and respect for them
selves and others.
Author Information:
Susan L. Taylor is the
author of In the Spirit and
Lessons in Living and the
Editorial Director of
Essence Magazine.
Patricia Mignon Hinds
is the owner of Mignon
Communications and the
Director
of
Essence
Books. She is the Editor
of: Essence: 25 Years
Celebrating Black Wom
en, 21st Century Sister:
The ESSENCE Five Keys
to Success, Total Make
over: Body, Beauty,
Spirit.
Valder Beebe, CEO of
Photography by james, a
Dallas newspaper Editor
and syndicated Freelance
Writer. "Living the life of
her dreams" with her hus
band, James and theirfour
kids.
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Their contributions allowed 12
Pinellas County students to
showcase their writing talents.

years
reasons

Mayor Rick Baker enjoys meeting Katie Taylor, one of the summer camp
participants
photos by Rassi

Starling

by Valder Beebe

Price: $21.00 (hard
cover)
Publisher:
Crown
Publishing - April 2002
Black Men In Their
Own Words is a combina
tion of stunning photo
graphs and essays from;
Bill Crosby, Jesse Jackson
Jr., Gordon Parks, Eric
Michael Dyson, Brandford
Marsalis, Julian Bond,
Samuel L. Jackson, Da
mon Wayans, Wynton
Marsalis, Kobe Bryant,
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Ed
Bradley, Tavis Smiley,
Omar
Wasow,
Alvin
Poussaint, Russell Sim
mons and other celebrities
and every day men.
A book celebrating
African-American men of
our past, present and
future. Today’s respected,
powerful, recognized and
ordinary African-Amer
ican men speak on their
personal
perspectives,
their passions, loves in

TTfe® W®®2$9^

Mayor Rick Baker keeps young fans entertained - Pictured here are left to
right: Brandon Mercer, Antonio Jenkins and D’Andre Gwinn.

For Your
Reading
Pleasure

Reason #14:
Register in-person,
by phone or online.
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It’s not too late!
Enroll today.
Classes start Aug. 19.

(727) 341-4SPC
www.spcollege.edu

St. Petersburg College
Excellence in education since 1927

TAMPABAYAREA NEWS continues
Taylor
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uncle. Not to long after
ward, he saw an ad for a
fashion design school in a
magazine he was skim
ming through. He applied
to that school, which was
the prestigious Fashion
Institute of Technology in
New York, and ended up
on a long waiting list. After
sending a few more appli
cations in to schools in
Texas, Taylor was quickly
accepted to Miss Wade’s
Fashion Merchandising
College in Dallas.
Although he had been
wary of attending college,
it was at Wade’s that
Taylor really got a chance
to hone his skills, focusing
on his love of design and
style. He completed a twoyear program with the
school, receiving an A.S.
in Fashion Design with a
concentration in merchan
dising.
"After entering school
and really digging in and
seeing the ins and outs of
wholesale versus retail...I
knew where I wanted to
be," says Taylor.
Since graduating ffom
Wade’s in 1988, Taylor has
been busy trying to make
his mark in the world of
fashion. Over a six-year
period, he worked as a
sales representative for
companies like Ocean
Pacific and Body Glove,
both geared towards surf
ing.
"I was looking to gain
experience ffom a sales rep
standpoint,"
remarks
Taylor of his early days in
the industry. "Going into
the stores, working with
the prospective buyers, apd
getting the clothing into

Model Teameca Webb
wears the colors
inspired by Florida’s
tropical atmosphere
photos by Rassi

Sedwick Taylor offers a
style of casual elegance,
remarks the designer, as
shown by model Angela
Woodfolk
the stores" - all this was
giving him an inside look
into what it would take for
him to get started.
Taylor’s first business
venture with his own com
pany was a learning expe
rience as well. Designing a
men’s sports line, Taylor
had a chance to do the first
collection for Dallas
Cowboys player Emmitt
Smith, when his sports
wear was first introduced.
After about three years, the
pressures of the business,
especially with a small
company, proved too over
whelming for Taylor.
Although he tried to
take a break, the lure of the
industry was too strong for
Taylor. After about a year,
he came back with his
company Buu, his own
take on the trends of the
hip-hop style for women. It

was then that he started to
get interest from bou
tiques, thanks to the net
work of trade show cir
cuits. Taylor finds that his
success, little by little, has
grown in an industry
known to be difficult.
For two years now,
Taylor and financial part
ner Cynthia Sedwick have
been running Sedwick
Taylor, a women’s line
based in Dallas. Taylor
pretty much considers him
self the concept thinker for
the designs, while looking
for help ffom his staff to
perfect the style he is after.
"It’s a sophisticated casual
look I go for," he explains.
He draws inspiration from
top designers like Armani,
Hugo Boss, and Carolina
Herrara. "I like timeless
elegance," Taylor remarks.
"So many lines today are
buy today, wear tonight,
and throw away tomorrow.
I want you to get a little
more for your money."
Their pricing is considered

moderately expensive; an
average Sedwick Taylor
outfit can run around $200.
Upon the urging of old
childhood friend Todd
Smith, and also encour
aged by a new sense of
development around the
city, Taylor has found his
way back to St. Pete.rsburg
The pieces he showcases
for the fashion shoot at the
Vinoy reflect the warmness
of Florida, with a mix of
Caribbean flavor. The
women’s clothing, in
breathable fabrics such as
linen, is perfect for the heat
of summer. Light and eye
catching,
Taylor’s
spring/summer collection
colors range from a warm
shade of yellows, corals,
and greens to a cool white.
With clothes selling at
various locations along the
east coast, like New York
and Martha’s Vineyard,
Taylor hopes to tap into the
Florida market, and partic
ularly the Tampa Bay area.
Surprisingly, Taylor has no
plans to leave Dallas in
favor of the trendier New
York City anytime soon.
For him, the central loca
tion is perfect and the com
petition isn’t quite as
claustrophobic. In a world
where style seems con
stantly recycled, Brian
Taylor’s current and future
plans include a reinvention
on tired trends- a timeless
elegance
continuously
evolving with his own
unique interpretations.
For more information
on Bryan Taylor’s clothing
line, he can be reached at
the Dallas-based Sedwick
Taylor office: 214-6632349.

There Is A Reason To Read The Weekly Challenger!

Diversity
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in the most heavily minori
ty areas has come any
where close to the target of
parity; The New York
Times, for example, is
barely one-third of the way
to the goal.
But a Globe analysis,
comparing minority em
ployment at each of the
1,448 daily papers with the
minority population in that
paper's circulation area,
shows that a paper's parity
score is hardly affected by
its size or by the difficulty
of the target.
Diversity, it seems, is
strongly affected by which
newspaper company owns
the newspaper. Some of
the top 10 newspaper
chains - Knight-Ridder,
Gannett, McClatchy and
Advance (Newhouse) - are
two-thirds of the way to
parity with their communi
ties. Others are about
halfway to parity: Tribune,
Dow Jones and The New
York Times Co., which
owns The Boston Globe.
Others are well below half:
The Weekly
Challenger
thanks GPM, Inc.,
who specializes
in all Wall
Systems: Metal
Framing, Drywall,
Stucco, E.I.F.S.,
Masonry and Site
Work.
Their contribu
tions have been
benefiting stu
dents at Melrose
Elementary, John
Hopkins Middle,
and Gibbs Senior
High.

St. Anthony's has been serving the health care needs
of the African American community for 70 years.
And our efforts to keep you and your family healthy
just keep growing. Ask us about these important
African American Health initiatives:
Sisters for Breast Health------We’ll provide everything you
need for a party that gets sisters together to talk about
the importance of breast health, mammograms and
monthly self-exams.

Call us for information on how to schedule your own Sistah Party!
Healthy Saturdays and Healthy Sundays------St. Anthony's will come to your organization.
church, community center or other location
with health screenings and educational
materials. Call for more information.

Call M 825-1056
for more information.
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www.stanthonys.com

Hearst, Scripps and MediaNews.
The hidden variable
may be motivation to
change.
"I think that increasing
diversity is within the con
trol of the editor," said Tim
J. McGuire, president of
the editors association and
the editor of McClatchy's
Minneapolis paper, the
Star Tribune, which is at
89 percent of parity. "We
did it by sheer will." It
doesn't hurt, he said, that 5
to 10 percent of his annual
bonus is based on diversi
ty. That's enough, he said,
for a weekend in Las
Vegas.
Consider two large
newspapers of good repu
tation, The Sacramento
Bee in California, and The
Times in St. Petersburg,
Fla. Both are owned by
well-respected names in
journalism, and both edi
tors serve on the ASNE
board of directors. The
Sacramento Bee is owned
by the McClatchy chain,
and the St. Petersburg

Times by a private journal
ism school known for its
emphasis on diversity, the
Poynter Institute for Media
Studies.
In the Bee newsroom,
29 percent of the journal
ists are minorities, nearly
matching the 32 percent in
its circulation area. So its
parity score is 88 percent.
The Bee has more than
kept pace, with a higher
parity score than a decade
ago. "I make every hiring
decision personally, and
that helps," said the execu
tive editor, Rick Rod
riguez, the grandson of
Mexican immigrants.
In the St. Petersburg
Times newsroom, minority
employment peaked in
1995 at 14 percent, slipped
to 10, and is now back up
to 12. That's barely half of
the 22 percent minority
share in its circulation
area, so its parity score is
52. Recently, the Times
named a diversity officer
for the company, Sebastian
Dortch, an African-Amer
ican editor.

The paper's executive
editor, Paul C. Tash, said
the improvement in the
past year "demonstrates
that even in difficult times
we can make real headway
on diversity."
After a decade of
minority job fairs, minority
internships and minority
scholarships, only nine of
the top 100 newspapers are
at parity, including the
Globe and papers in Ak
ron, Ohio; Lexington, Ky.;
St. Paul; Des Moines;
Portland, Ore.; Syracuse,
N.Y.; Milwaukee, and De
troit. Even most of those
papers don't approach the
diversity of their core com
munities: The Globe has a
minority staff percentage
of 18, in a broad circula
tion area that is 16 percent
minority. The City of
Boston, however, is 51
percent nonwhite.
PART 2 WILL AP
PEAR IN NEXT WEEK’S
ISSUE OF The Weekly
Challenger.

Bethel Metropolitan Christian School
Promoting Academic Excellence
Kindergarten - 6th Grade
Florida P.R.I.D.E. and other Scholarships Available
(you must qualify) I Weekly Tuition Payment Plan
A BEKA Curriculum • Superb Phonics Reading Program
Capable, Certified Teachers • Choral and Instrumental Music
Art/P.E./computer/Bible Study
Cultural Studies/Field Trips • Nutritious Lunches

;a

Before and After Care

Open Monday - Friday 6:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
3455 - 26th Avenue South
Telephone Number: 328-2409
Pathways to Progress, Inc.
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues

Senator Lesley Miller Reelected Unopposed
Senator Lesley "Les"
Miller, a Tampa Democrat,
has been reelected to the
Florida Senate without
opposition. Miller was
elected to the Senate in
2000, but had to run for the
seat again after serving two

Hopkins
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"But we elect people to
bring home the bacon,"
explained Hopkins, a 40year-old St. Petersburg
native, "and Frank hasn’t
delivered!"
Hopkins maintains he
has the contacts and the
hook-ups to deliver goods
and services to District 55.
He is the owner and presi
dent of New Frontier Tem
poraries and Staffing, a
small business in operation
for four years. In an inter
view with The Challenger,
Hopkins, a Howard Uni
versity and Boca Ciega
High School graduate, said
his business drive, experi
ence, and "contacts" make
him the best person district
electors can count on to
bring dollars back to the
district from Tallahassee.
Hopkins,
a
Republican, filed papers
with the State Elections
office in Tallahassee last
Friday to formally qualify
as a candidate. He will
square off against Peter
man, a Democrat, and
Thomas Kilmon, a Li
bertarian, in the general
election on November 15,
2002.
Those "contacts," for
example, include a recent
ly kindled relationship

Workshop

years of a four-year term.
This was made necessary
by mandated reapportion
ment.
Miller’s Senate District
was previously Senate Dis
trict 21, but as a result of
reapportionment, the Dis

trict was changed to Senate
District 18. Miller will
basically serve the same
constituents with a few
more areas added to his
District.
Miller wishes to thank
all of those who supported

him for reelection as well
as those who provided con
structive comments and
suggestions down through
the years. Miller’s main
philosophy is to provide
good constituent services
and to be open to any sug

gestions constituents may
make.
Miller’s local phone
number is 813-272-2831.
He has a toll free number
for his constituents who
live in Pinellas and Mana
tee counties. That number

is 1-866-254-6892. His of
fice addresses 2109 Palm
Ave, Suite 302, Tampa, FL.
33605. Miller’s doors are
always open to those need
ing his assistance.

with House Speaker-De
signate Rep. Johnnie B.
Byrd Jr., R-Plant City, who
visited Hopkins’ home dur
ing a recent stopover for a
Republican function in the
city. Hopkins, an outstand
ing student-athlete at Bo
gie, is the nephew of for
mer State Senator and
District 55 representative
Rudolph "Rudy" Bradley,
and the nephew of Moses
Holmes Jr., a candidate for
the District 5 school board
seat. Both Bradley and
Holmes were stellar stu
dent-athletes who went on
to successful careers as
business professionals and
public servants in the polit
ical arena.
In the heavily Demo
cratic District 55, where
the majority of Pinellas’
Black residents live, work
and play, Peterman was
elected two years ago,
handily defeating Insur
ance Agency owner Ear
nest Williams. With Demo
crats comprising better
than 60 per cent of the dis
trict’s registered voters,
Hopkins acknowledges the
numbers pose a challenge.
However, he points
out, "my advisors tell me
that if I can grab 15 out of
every 100 of those Dem
ocrats, I can win." For
those Democratic naysay

ers, he reminds them that
politics is about "the con
trol and distribution of
resources through a peo
ple-relations process that
requires access."
"The issue is not about
switching parties or main
taining a restrictive rela
tionship, but about being
effective and delivering the
resources," says Hopkins.
"It’s about access that I
have and Frank lacks
because he’s on the wrong
side.
"I ask Frank W.
Peterman to run on his
record and not mine,"
Hopkins implored, adding
that, "Frank is a great guy
but he’s been ineffective
and has not been aggres
sive enough in helping
minority businesses in
crease their revenue."
Hopkins, Peterman’s
sidekick enroute to a City
Council seat, had a good
vantage point ffom which
to observe and evaluate
Peterman,
maintaining
now that Peterman’s coun
cil stint also was "ineffec
tive."
Hopkins is a Student
and practitioner of politics.
He co-managed the suc
cessful city council cam
paigns of both Peterman,
his rival, and current coun
cil chair Rene Flowers. As

Bradley’s campaign man
ager in his last race for the
Senate, Hopkins didn’t fare
as well but "I picked up so
much more experience and
exposure."
He also has worked as
a volunteer in the electoral
campaigns of the late
Judge James B. Sanderlin,
who rose to serve on the
Second District Court of
Appeals, and in the cam
paigns
of Presidents
Jimmy Carter and Bill
Clinton; presidential aspi
rants George McGovern
and Jesse Jackson; and
Washington, D.C. Mayor
Marion Barry.
In addition to an im
pressive list of politicians
in whose campaigns he’s
worked, co-managed, or
otherwise gained exposure
and experience, Hopkins
has appointed his brother,
Ivan Hopkins, a Wall
Street Investment Banker,
as his campaign manager.
Teacher Bonita Holmes
will serve as campaign
treasurer.
Hopkins ’ still-evolving
political approach and plat
form, amorig other things,
calls for economic devel
opment rooted in:
1. Total restoration of
Voting and Employment
Rights for former felons
who have "paid their debts

to society."
2. "Real" jobs, jobs
that pay "$20, $25 and $30
an hour" for district resi
dents, not the prevailing
jobs that pay $6-$9 an
hour.
3. The establishment
of a Minority-owned and
controlled
commercial
bank. "We must control the
resources in our communi
ties," he insists.
4. Affirmative Action,
not "inaction."
Hopkins maintains that
"nothing" should be pub
licly constructed in St.
Petersburg or Pinellas
County "without minority
participation."
"If we make up 14 per
cent of the population we
should get a minimum of
14 percent of all the con
tracts," he insists.
The founder and first
executive director of the
St. Pete Area Black Cham
ber of Commerce also
emphatically
declares
"there’s no way" a Bay
Walk or a Pinellas County
school should be built
without minority business
participation at a dollar
level percentage commen
surate with the Black pop
ulation.
Hopkins says politics
is like the game of basket
ball, football or baseball.

The goal is for the "team"
to win, he said, noting that
"winning" for the finan
cially
underdeveloped
Black communities in
District 55 means "using
my contacts, my hook-ups,
my access to produce eco
nomic development. Now
that’s empowerment!"
"We, in the Black com
munity need to position
ourselves on the side of
where we’ll get the most
benefits," insists Hopkins.
"I don’t believe in social
promotion, in schools or in
the political arena," he
explained, contending that
Peterman did nothing to
merit his elevation from
the City Council to the leg
islature.
"If you’ve got a
Michael Jordan riding the
pines, give him the ball,"
Hopkins counsels his dis
trict constituents. "Use me.
I’ve, got more access now
as a non-legislator than
Frank has or is likely to
have."
Hopkins asks that elec
tors who want to contribute
to his campaign mail their
contributions to P.O. Box
10578, St. Petersburg, FL
33733-0578. For informa
tion on how to volunteer
with Hopkins’ campaign,
call 727-866-6541.
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to Mt. Zion with years of
experience in: conducting,
voice control, rhythm and
beat, choir directing tech
niques, choir administra
tion, youth choirs, choir
etiquette, choir perform
ance, piano, organ and
much much more. Graham
a singer and song writer
has toured and wrote songs
for Shirley Caesar. He has
also appeared numerous
times on BET (Black
Entertainment Television),
Bobby Jones Gospel and
has shared the stage with
others like: John P. Kee,
Dottie Peoples, Richard
Smallwood, Take 6 and
many others.
After so many accom
plishments and awards,
Graham is taking his min
istry to a higher level and
is now touring the country
with his dynamic 3 day
Gospel Music Workshops,
which includes two days of
music
seminars
and
rehearsals. To conclude the
workshop Graham present
ed the choir with a closed
concert where they were
able to perform all the
material taught. The choir
consisted of different
churches around the area.
Everyone was excited
about the workshop. When
asked what did they get out
of the workshop? Member
Kimberly R. Williams re
plied "love, spiritual unity
and assured encourage
ment is what I received
from this workshop."
Others said they got a bet
ter understanding on how
to perform as a better choir
member. Pastor Graham’s
Minister of Music Mr.
Marcus Dyson of San

Pastor Graham’s
Minister of Music,
Marcus Dyson

r

Priscilla Parker, choir
member and cousin of
Pastor Graham

Estella Graham and
Norma Graham, grand
mother and mother of
Pastor Graham
Diego, CA. said that "Mt.
Zion has showed me noth
ing but love and a good
time, and besides, I have
never been to Florida so I
got love from both sides."
He went on to say that
Graham has been an inspi
ration to him, his family
and to others. For more
information about this
year’s workshop \ please
call (727) 894-4311.

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

Exhibiting the Next
Wave of IT
Entrepreneurial
|fe Functions,
eatureft. and Services.,,

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
“The Passing Through Town Comedy Tour”

I

Featuring
“1 kaughedakk my makeup off”
“Rosa Sky, (Medicak Assistant
“1 think JR Smoove is the funniest man on earth.” Sheika Fimpa,

I

(Business Owner
‘“Mg wife andQ never kaughed so hard.” ‘DarrykRouson, Attorney

24th ANNUAL NATIONAL CONFERENCE
^Changing the Culture pf IT: From Access to Ownership"
DISNEY’S CONTEMPORARY® RESORT, LAKE BUENA VISTA, FL

AUGUST 7 41, 2002
LEADING EDGE SEMINAR TRACKS:
♦ INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
♦ LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
♦ ENTREPRENEURS & SMALL BUSINESS
♦ CAREER DEVELOPMENT
♦ ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT
♦ COLLEGE STUDENT TRACK
IT SENIOR MANAGEMENT FORUM (1TSMFI
Network with CIOs and Senior Management
Professionals

HIGHSCHOOL,SOMPUTEACOMPEimON.
Experience the excitement as high school students
display their skills and expertise in programming and
technical presentations.

NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
♦ DIGNITARIES RECEPTION &

IB SMOOVE

(Baltimore, Maryland)
Five time winner of Showtime
at the Apollo, BET Comicview,
Comedy Central, numerous
venues throughout the country

(Los Angeles, Calif.)
Movie, Pootie Tang with Chris Rock; Movie,
Mister Deeds with Adam Sandier; Chris Rock
Show, BET Comicview, many clubs and
theatres around the country.

ROUNDTABLE
♦
♦
♦
♦

ENTREPRENEUR SHOWCASE
COLLEGE & HBCU ROUNDTABLE
TOWN HALL MEETING
AWARDS BANQUET

-sponsored by Walt Disney World®
♦ BDPA IT GOLF CLASSiC

HILTON HOTEL ❖ DOWNTOWN ST. PETE.
Saturday, August 17, 2002

For tickets Call:

8:00pm

(727) 823-1577 • 822-4047 • 550-0620 • 244-9018

♦ PRAYER BREAKFAST
; CAREER FAIR & TECHNOLOGY EXPO
Friday, August 9
10:00am to 6:00pm
Saturday, August 10
10:00am to 4:00pm
♦ Free admission with resume

YOUTH CONFERENCE
Hands-on training and workshops in technology, PC
Building Race and IT Knowledge Quiz Bowl

(Newark, New Jersey)
HBO DEF Comedy Jam, BET
Comicview, Apollo Theatre,
Nightclubs and Theatre,
across the country

COCOA BROWN

Receive instruction about how to create, manage and
acquire capital from business professionals that are

$20.00 Advance

$25.00 Day of Show

This Is A Must See Show. Don't Miss It

successful! entrepreneurs.

6401 GOLDEN TRIANGLE DRIVE -SUITE 450 - GREENBELT, MD 20770
PHONE: (800) 727-BDPA - FAX: <301 > 220-2185 - WEBSITE: WWW.BDPA.ORG

(

Get Tour Tickets - NOW!!!

WOMAN’S WORLD
Local Woman Receives Funeral
Director and Embalmer’s
License---------------------------------------

Verinda C. Jackson
ST. PETERSBURG Verinda C. Jackson, a resi
dent of St. Petersburg, and
the daughter of Perman
Neal and the late Vera C.
Neal, recently received her
license to practice Funeral
Directing and Embalming.
Mrs. Jackson is a grad
uate of Northeast High
School and has been em
ployed with St. Petersburg
Suncoast Medical Clinic
for 21 years. She has been
married to Pastor Kenneth
D. Jackson for 19 years.
Mrs. Jackson is a faith
ful servant of God and
received her Christian
foundation at All Nations
Church of God by Faith
under the Pastoral leader-

Williams. She is now a
very active member of
New Covenant Church
where she serves on the
Praise Team, directs and
sings in the choir, is a
member of the finance
committee and the Execu
tive Board.
In her desiring a pro
fession that could truly
employ her God-given talents, she was led in a direc
tion that even surprised her.
After taking a part-time
position at Smith Funeral
Home as a secretary, she
realized that this was her
calling. She was inspired
by the dedication, concern,
love, patience and profes
sionalism one must have to

ship of Elder Johnnie Lee

serve families in a time of

"Having Our Say"
Inspires Camille
Cosby —-------------- —
The late centenarian
sisters Sadie and Bessie
Delany are continuing to
"have their say" and have
helped create the opportu
nity to other elders to do
likewise. "Having Our
Say," a top-ten rated televi
sion movie that premiered
in1999, was rebroadcast on
CBS on Sunday, July 28 at
9 p.m. The film, produced
by Camille O. Cosby and
Judith Rutherford James
was an outgrowth of the
best-selling book by Amy
Hill Hearth. It has become
required reading in many
schools (the book has sold
more than 2 million
copies). Cosby and James
also turned it into a criti
cally-acclaimed Broadway
play, which received three
Tony nominations and set
records as the most fre
quently produced work in
local and regional U.S. the
ater.
Cosby was inspired by
the Delany sisters to form a
new initiative with Emmy
Award-winning television
journalist and former net
work anchor Renee Pous
saint called the National
Visionary Leadership Proj
ect (NVLP). This non
profit organization was
created to produce, pre
serve and disseminate an
extensive video archive of
African American leaders
aged 70 and above from all
walks of life. The mission
of the organization is to
provide a pathway for the
elders to inspire new gen

erations of young people to
leam about leadership and
apply those lessons to their
interaction with family,
community, workplace and
the world.
In one year’s time,
Cosby and Poussaint have
completed extensive inter
views with thirty national
figures, including Andrew
Young, Maya Angelou,
Dick Gregory, Dorothy
Height, Shirley Chisholm,
Ruby Dee and Ossie
Davis, David Dinkins,
Constance Baker Motley,
Edwin Brooke, Gordon
Parks and many othefs.
Coretta Scott King will be
interviewed later next
month. College students in
independent studies pro
grams at ten participating
universities around the
country are interviewing
"local visionaries" to add
to the archives housed at
the Washington DC head
quarters.
"Sadie and Bessie
Delany, like the elders
Renee and I have inter
viewed, have an extraordi
narily valuable gift to give
younger generations if
only we are willing and
open to listen," stated
Camille Cosby. "Young
people thrive on this con
tact but our youth oriented
society does not often pro
vide the environment for it
to happen. When we see
the heartfelt gratitude of
the youth at receiving this
gift, we know we’re doing
something right."

bereavement. She enrolled
in the Mortuary Science
program at St. Petersburg
Junior College where she
graduated with the Class of
July 2000 and received her
Associate of Science
Degree
in
Funeral
Services.
Mrs. Jackson complet
ed her required internship
under the supervision of
Mr. Jerome B. Smith,
Funeral Director and owner ,
of Smith Funeral Home in
St. Petersburg. She went on
to “pass” her National
Board Examination which
was administered by the
International Conference
of .Funeral
Directors
Examining Board and
“passed” the Florida Board
of Funeral Directors and
Embalming Examination,
receiving her license to
practice Funeral Directing
and Embalming.
Mrs. Jackson says, “I
thank God for the support
of my husband, Kenneth,
father and stepmother,
Perman and Alberta Neal,
other family members,
friends and the manage
ment and staff of Smith
Funeral Home. With their
love and guidance, I was
encouraged in my efforts to
serve in a field that is more
than a job, it is a ministry
that touches the lives of
many.”

NCNW Names Cheryl R. Cooper Executive
Director----------------------------------------------------WASHINGTON, DC Cheryl R. Cooper has been
named Executive Director
of the National Council of
Negro Women (NCNW), it
was announced today by
Dorothy I. Height, Chair
and President Emerita of
the organization. Ms.
Cooper joins NCNW from
AARP where she served as
chief of staff for seven of
her twelve years with that
organization.
"Ms. Cooper brings to
NCNW invaluable expert
ise from overseeing the
operations of one of the
world’s largest and most

successful
membership
organizations," said Dr.
Height. "As we look to
strengthen our infrastruc
ture and greatly expand our
capacity, Ms. Cooper will
play a leading role with a
dynamic
management
team. Her skill set in orga
nizational management and
membership development,
plus her training as a certi
fied public accountant, will
give NCNW strategic maiiagement and leadership to
increase our services for
African American women
and their families."
"NCNW has a great

Cheryl R. Cooper
history and I look forward
to this unique opportunity
to work with Dr. Height to
address the needs of
African American women.
We will continue to make
Mary McLeod Bethune’s
vision a reality and build a

Minority/Black Female
Scholars Wanted for
Fellowship Program —
The Selected Profes
sions Fellowship Pro
gram is now accepting
applications for the 20022003 academic year.
These various grants/fellowships range from
$2,000-$50,000 and pro
vide direct financial as
sistance to black female
scholars pursuing profes
sional degrees in archi
tecture, business adminis
tration, computer science,

engineering, math/statistics, law, and medicine.
Applicants must be US
citizens or permanent res
idents. Most candidates
must be entering their
final year of a graduate or
first-professional degree
in an eligible discipline in
the 2002-03 academic
year.
Exceptions are made
for women in engineering
master's programs who

are also eligible for fund
ing during the first year
of their program. Women
in medicine are also addi
tionally eligible for fund
ing in their third year.
To apply or find out
more about this go to
http://www.aauw.org/ and
click on fellowships and
grants. Deadlines vary for
different awards.

comes to the
future, there
are three
kinds of
people: those
who let it

PLEASE E-MAIL ALL COPY
TO: tchallen@tampabay.rr.com
A

ST. PETE'S LOWEST

ail applications accepted

NEWS DEADLINE
IS 4 P.M. MONDAY

Raiser’ is a great way to able to attend college."
have a roaring good time,
The BPW/FL Educa
enjoy great food, make tion Foundation has built
new friends and support three houses: at Florida
scholarship houses for State University, Tallahas
women students at our see; the University of
state universities," says Central Florida, Orlando;
Terry L. Cunningham, who and Florida Atlantic Uni
is co-chairing the project versity, Boca Raton. The
with Lisa Munafo, co aim of this year’s fundrais
owner of D&L Pho er is to support a scholar
tography, Inc.
ship house at the Univer
Cunningham is co sity of North Florida in
owner of Ryan’s Designs Jacksonville.
in St. Petersburg.
Court proceedings are
"The mission," notes an integral part of the
Cunningham, "is to sup Flamingo Flocking fun,
port building Scholarship Suzanne Fisher, manager
Houses on the campuses of of Coplon’s on Beach
Florida Universities to Drive, will be the presiding
house young women who "judge." Fisher promises
otherwise might not be guests, "If you’re jailed,

you’ll have to sing, act out
a charade, cheer, dance, or
answer impossible ques
tions." Guests can purchase
Arrest Warrants to put
other guests in jail or Geiout-of-Jail Passes or gain
their own freedom.
Reservations
are
required. Contact Carolyn
Wiggins, 111- 892-4694,
or
email
Carolyn.
Wiggins@ suntrust.com.
For more information
or to donate silent auction
items: Terry Cunningham,
727-824-7078 or email
TLC Balloons@AOL.com;
Lisa Munafo, 727-8964303, or email dmunafo@
tampabay.rr.com.

GOD B&E6<5 AMERICA!
When it

board of directors of the
Washington Convention
Center Authority and The
Ellington Fund, and has
recently served on the
African American Advis
ory Board of Georgetown
University.
The National Council
of Negro Women is a coali
tion of 38 national organi
zations and 250 communi
ty-based chartered sections
with an outreach to 4 mil
lion women. NCNW is
headquartered in Wash
ington, D.C. and has inter
national offices in Senegal
and Benin.

Good Credit! Bad Credit!

Women’s Group Plans Scholarship
Fundraiser —
—
—• ST. PETERSBURGOn Thursday, August 8th,
members of the Mid-Day
Business & Professional
Women’s (BPW) Club of
St. Petersburg will hold the
group’s annual "Flamingo
Flocking" to raise money
for the Florida Federation
of Business & Professional
Women’s Clubs (BPW/FL)
Education Foundation.
The event, a cocktail
reception at St. Petersburg
Country
Club,
2000
Country Club Way South,
St. Petersburg, begins at 5
p.m. The evening will fea
ture a silent auction, hot
and cold appetizers, and a
cash bar.
"This ‘Think Pink Fun-

strong organization for the
future," said Ms. Cooper.
A native Washington
ian, Ms. Cooper graduated
from Georgetown Univer
sity with a B.S. in Business
Administration. Prior to
joining AARP, Ms. Cooper
served between 1986 to
1990 as a senior staff
administrator with the Con
gressional Black Caucus
Foundation. Ms. Cooper
later became Assistant
Treasurer from 1996 to
1997. Among her numer
ous professional and com
munity activities, Ms.
Cooper is currently on the

FAMILY EYE CARE

Why Buy Used When You Can Buy New!!

Mention This aci
»isi8 aet
SSOO OFF Your Next KIAI

0% Fiuiein AvmuiieIII
NEW 2002 RIO

*5288

With 16 Valve DOHC
Eng., Dual Air
Bags, 5-Yr. 60k
Bumper to
Bumper
Warranty

J

NEW 2002 SNCTMGS

*M00£

Auto, With Airswreo
Power, Air Bags «
5-Yr. 60k
Bumper to
Bumper
Warranty

NEW 2002 SPORTAGE 4DR

•SOOQ8^

With A/C, CO, Wtoys,
power
Windows/Locks/
Mirrors, 5-Yr 60k
Bumper to
Bumper Warranty,
Lugga9e Back’
2 Tone

miiKtrnius

*3001

DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN
BOARD CERTIFIED
OPTOMETRIC PHYSICIAN
■ Eye Examinations
■ Eye Diseases
■ Contact Lenses
■ Children's Vision
■ Vision Nutrition Therapy
"A Personal Touch from Caring Professionals"

happen, those
who wonder
what

We accept or match most
Insurance Vision Care plans.

happened and
3160 - 5th AVE. NORTH, SUITE *107 (300 N. Bldg.)

those who
make it
happen!

321-6600
AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERTIFICATES

0% terms vary W.A.C. See dealer for detail^. Prices with $2,500 cash or trade
equity. Dealer retains rebates. See dealer for specific model information.

^flQA
U.S. 19 & 37th Ave. N.
St. Petersburg

727-525-5785
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STATE NEWS
Judicial Vacancy in POlk County
TALLAHASSEE
Applications are being
sought to fill the County
Court of the Tenth Judicial
Circuit judicial vacancy
resulting from the elevation
of County Judge Ellen S.
Masters to the circuit
bench.
Applicants for the judi
cial position must have
been members of The
Florida Bar for the preced
ing five' years, must be
electors of the State of
Florida and must reside in

Polk County, Florida.
Applications
may
be
obtained from Commission
Chair Scott Bunn, 99 Sixth
Street, S.W., Winter Haven,
33880, phone 863/2935000. (Document link:
Database
’Committees’,
View ’Nbasic view’, Docu
ment ’Committee: Judicial
Nominating Procedures
Application’). Applications
may also be obtained from
The Florida Bar Web site.
An original and nine
copies of the completed

application
must
be
received by Mr. Bunn no
later than 5:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, August 7,
2002. In the past, appli
cants who failed to strictly
comply with the applica
tion deadline and filing
requirements were treated
as if they had not applied at
all. Interviews will be
scheduled during the last
week of August, 2002.
The members of the
Commission are: Scott
Bunn, Chair, Winter Ha

ven; Robert J. Antonello,
Winter Haven; Sylvia
Balckmon-Roberts, Lake
land; Judy Lee Brown,
Sebring; G. Gregory King,
Winter Haven; Deborah
Lee Oates, Bartow; Billy
R. Ready, Auburndale;
John K. Stargel, Lakeland;
Donald H. Wilson, Jr.,
Bartow.
■ 5<
For further information
contact Commission Chair,
Scott Bunn, at the address
or phone number listed
above.

Palm Beach COunty Health Department
Wins J. Howard Beard Award-------------TALLAHASSEE-The Palm Beach County
Health Department has
won the J. Howard Beard
Award for its investigative
work last October on the
first case of inhalation
anthrax and bioterrorism.
Awarded by the National
Association of County and
City Health Officials
(NACCHO), the honor was
presented at their annual
meeting July 12, 2002, in
New Orleans.

Heat Alert Issued FOr FlOrida
TALLAHASSEE
Florida Department of
Health (DOH) Secretary
John O. Agwunobi, M.D.,
M.B.A., issued a health
alert last week for Florida
to advise residents and vis
itors about possible health
problems due to extreme
heat and humid conditions
currently covering most of
the state.
"With prolonged expo
sure to the heat, people can
become ill if they don’t
take precautions, " said
Agwunobi. "The elderly,
young children and those
with existing health prob
lems are most prone to the
damaging
effects
of
oppressive heat."
"We expect to see heat
indices in excess of 105 in
many areas of the state,"
said State Meteorologist
Matthew Green. "Indi

viduals should keep out
door activities to a mini
mum and drink plenty of
fluids."
When the weather
becomes hot and humid, it
becomes difficult for the
body to release heat that
builds up. This can result in
rising body temperature,
which can cause heat
cramps, exhaustion and
even heat stroke.
To avoid health prob
lems from the heat, state
health officials recommend
the following:
• Minimize exposure to
heat or direct sunlight, and
limit strenuous activity, especially during the sun’s
peak hours of 10 a.m. - 4
p.m.;
• Drink plenty of water
or fruit or vegetable juice.
Avoid alcohol and caffeine,
as these beverage dehy

drate the body;
• Stay in well ventilat
ed areas, preferably ones
with air conditioning;
• Wear lightweight and
loose fitting clothing. Ad
ditionally, light colored
clothes reflect heat;
• Take frequent show
ers or baths to cool body
temperature;
• Use sunscreen with a
sun protection factor (SPF)
of 15 or higher to avoid
sunburn and guard against
skin damage and possible
skin cancer. Remember to
re-apply sunscreen after
swimming or heavy perspi
ration; and
• Never leave a child or
pet unattended in a car.
"In addition to taking
precautions for ourselves,
we need to look after each
other during a health alert,
" said Agwunobi. "Friends,

Florida Department of
Health (DOH) Secretary,
John O. Agwunobi, M.D.,
M.B.A., said, "NACCHO
only recognizes organiza
tions that have, shown out
standing, significant and
exemplary activities within
the public health communi
ty. Palm Beach County is
truly a model for others to
follow
within
the
Department of Health."
Accepting the award on
behalf of the County

Health Department was
Director Jean M. Malecki,
M.D., who commented,
"It’s an honor to be accept
ing this award on behalf of
the over 200 people within
our department and from
around the state who
worked tirelessly to diag
nose, investigate and treat
over 1,000 persons who
were potentially exposed."
Malecki went on to say,
"We know these efforts
paid off in saving lives."

NACCHO, in its award
process, only recognizes
the efforts of organizations
that benefit others through
out the country. Categories
are based on the overall
size of a health department
and population served.
Palm Beach County Health
Department’s honor was
selected from within the
Large Local Public Health
Agency (serving over
150,000) category.

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4 P.M. MONDAY
neighbors, and community
organizations need to re
member that vulnerable
members of society—the
elderly, the economically
disadvantaged, people who
live alone, and the home
less may not have air con
ditioning or access to infor
mation about how to avoid
heat-related health prob
lems."
The National Weather
Service expects dangerous
heat indices, in the 105 130 range. For that reason,
everyone in Florida should
pay close attention to Na
tional Weather Service
forecasts and their local
media. Information on the
dangers of heat and other
weather hazards is avail
able on-line at floridadisaster.org.
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jrfjta REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

1

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?

!

ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

i

V
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f

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

a

a
a

'

■tin

!

the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky

‘j

I was having bad luck, iniserable and it seemed like

a

everything was against

a

ine Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams

1
1
j

a
1

numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She a

a
a

a

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene- a
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence

i

i

and naw rm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

will a£^vise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
l
an kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be a
helped and freed from all your troubles?
r

J

Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope
.

.

a
I

a

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
C?
. C,
™
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874"5581

i
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SPORTS NEWS
Verizon Continues its
Annual National
Commitment to Education Night Out Event

L-R: Vincent Reed, group marketing manager for Verizon, and Marcus
Marsh with representatives of 5000 Role Models of Excellence.
MIAMI - The Soul
Beach Music Festival was
more than a musical event
for the 5000 Role Models
for Excellence organiza
tion. The Miami charity
received a $2,500 donation
ffom Verizon as a result of
a volleyball challenge
between three competing
radio stations: WVAZ-FM
of Chicago, WVEE of Los
Angeles and WEDR of
Miami.
\
The volleyball chal
lenge featured actor/come
dian Sinbad and his Los
Angeles radio crew; Tony
Richards,
comedian
George Wilbom and the
Chicago radio crew, as
well as Miami’s WEDR. It
was held recently during
the recent Soul Beach
Music Festival at the Royal
Palm Crowne Plaza on

South Beach, Miami.
“We are delighted to

support the 5000 Role
Models,” says Vincent A.
Reed, group marketing
manager of Verizon, “verizon is committed to the
community in which out
consumers live and serve.
We are proud to continue
Verizon’s strong heritage
of supporting education
through the Extra. Credit
for Schools Program and
the Verizon Foundation,
among other programs.”
5000 Role Models for
Excellence, an organiza
tion that partners with
Miami-area businesses and
the Miami-Dade County
School System, works to
enhance the lives of at-risk
male youth in the MiamiDade County area. The
organization was founded
by Dr. Frederica Wilson in
1993..
For more information
on 5000 Role Models of

Buccaneers v. Falcons
October 6, 2002 ♦ Atlanta, GA
Deluxe motor coach package
Leaving on Saturday, October 5th and return
ing immediately after game on Sunday.
Package includes motor coach transportation
to/from Atlanta, hotel accommodations at
Embassy Suites Hotel in downtown Atlanta, a
cooked-to-order breakfast, Saturday night
happy hour reception and a game ticket.

$249

per person, double occupancy
call for other rates

A M Travel Services, Inc.

Excellence, they may be
reached at (305) 995-2451.
Verizon Communica
tions is one of the world’s
leading providers of com
munications
services.
Verizon companies are the
largest providers of wireline and wireless commu
nications in the United
States, with 132.1 million
access line equivalents and
29.4 million wireless cus
tomers. Verizon is also the
largest directory publisher
in the world.

ST. PETERSBURG The St. Petersburg Police
Department invites you to
the Annual National Night
Out Event on Tuesday,
August 6th. The event will
take place at Woodlawn
Park, 13th Avenue N. and
16th Street from 5-8 p.m.
National Night Out is a
neighborhood
watch,
crime prevention event
sponsored by, the St. Pe
tersburg Police Depart
ment.
National Night Out is
designed to: 1) Heighten
crime and drug prevention
awareness; 2) Generate
support for and participa
tion in local anti-crime ef
forts; 3) Strengthen neigh
borhood spirit and police
community partnerships;
4) Send a message to crim
inals letting them know
neighborhoods are organ

ized and fighting back. Tell
a neighbor, and join the
fun.
A bike safety clinic
will start at 5 p.m. with
free bike helmets for chil
dren who participate.
Helmets are limited, so get
there early. There will be
free hot dogs, chips, pop
corn and sodas.
The police auto theft
unit will be there giving
out clubs to the city’s high
theft vehicles - Toyota
Camry, Nissan Altima,
Saturn,. Dodge/Chrysler
and 1980s General Motors
vehicles. You must provide
your Florida driver’s li
cense, vehicle registration
and live in St. Petersburg.
There is a limited amount.
Police, and fire vehi
cles will be there to view,
K-9 demo, displays and
entertainment.

The Blazing Gloves
Championship
TAMPA - The Blazing
Gloves Championship will
take place Saturday, August
24th. Doors open at 6:45
p.m.
There are general ad
mission tickets or limited
ringside seat tickets are
available.
This championship will
take place at The Com

Wives Of the Tampa Bay Devil
Rays Collect Food for the St.
Petersburg Free Clinic------------

In the picture labeled Gate la is Mrs. Jo McRae and Mrs. Terrye May (from
left to right) and in the picture tabled Gate 6b is Mrs. Sara Cox and Mrs.
Karra Hall (from left to right.)
ST. PETERSBURG- Clinic.
Devil Rays for donating
The Wives of the Tampa
Devil Rays fans donat their time and energy to the
Bay Devil Rays Food ed close to 2 tons of food. Food Drive as well as to
Drive was held Sunday, Fans received one voucher the baseball fans with con
July 28, at Tropicana Field for 5 or more cans of food cern for the needy of the
before the 1:15 p.m. Devil or personal hygfene items community.
Rays game versus the New to a Devil Rays home game
For more information,
York Yankees. Canned in August. Cash donations call 1-888-FAN-RAYS or
goods and non-perishable totaled over $600. The St. visit the ticket office (Gate
foods were donated to ben Petersburg Free Clinic 1) at Tropicana Field.
efit the St. Petersburg Free thanks the Wives of the

ATHLETIC

ZONE

AthletlC Footwear & Fashion Apparel

I T

munity Boxing Gym, 2001
N. Howard Avenue, Tampa.
This gym is a regis
tered non-profit organiza
tion with 501(c)3 status
with the IRS, insuring all
contributions are tax ■ de
ductible.
For more information,
call (813) 258-2792.

~

._

FEATURING:
•Platinum
*FuBu
•Sean John
•Phat Farm Bi
•Jordan
SB*
•SnoopDog
•Nike
•Timberiand
Ph: 727-866-6944

South * St Petersburg, Florida 33712
Mon - Sat WAM - 8 PM»Sunday 12Noon - 6PM

2910 54th Avenue

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR
PAPER BY SUPPORTING
OUR ADVERTISERS
WOODIES
HAT BOX

Summer
Sales

655 Central Ave.
Phone 823-0823

(727) 781-3451

iiiivuiiTt'iiiiU'/kiiiiiiida

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

M-F 8:30-8:30 « Sat. 8:30 to 6:30 * Sun. 11 to 6

22HDAVLH0RTH&0.S.19
>«**»* ST. PETERSBURG 727-321-0500

3600 -18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 322-0024 • Cell (727) 542-2189

2001 Dodge Non

Ask for Tonv
20 years experience in Hair Care
as Barber and Beautician

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

$8995 * $182/mr
reg. price $1195

2001 Dodge Stratus
=£!■]

Attention Ministers and Laity:

$11995 * $215/M*
reg. price $14995

Christ The King
Theological Seminary

2001 Dodge intrepid

2002 Fall Registration

$12999 * $234/Mfe*

4h >ust 10th & 17th

— 12 to 2 pm

Tarpon Springs
722 S. Disston Ave.
St. Petersburg
2901 5th Ave. S.
Bible, Pastoral & Psychology Courses
For more information call

1 (727) 942-1214

rog. price $15995
2001 Dodge
Caravan Sports
O’lCQIWS «r jfcfrQQ/nmr
rog. price $19995
* Payment based on 720 Beacon Score, 72 months at 8.9% Interest Rate,
w.a.c., plus tax, tag, title and dealer fees.

aUBte.

ticketmaster.com
FYE • KMART • SPEC’S MUSIC

727-898-RftYS/813-282-RflYS
WWW.dPVllfc9lJS>.CZOm
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
New Philadelphia
Community Church
Holy
Communion
Sunday will be occasion
for Pastor to continue ser
mon series on Justice of
God as seen in the
Incarnation and Crucifix
ion. Philippians 2:7,8 will
provide scripture back
ground for the church to
again discern the mission
of Jesus Christ to the
world.
During mid-morning
service, an extended time
for prayer will be given to
parents and children. This
will be done to give prayer
ful thanksgiving to God for
the “safe” summer all chil
dren have thus far experi
enced. Prayerful pleading
of Jesus’ Blood over our
children for new school
year will be pastorally
offered by the Reverend
Edward Nesbitt, Jr. to con
clude this special time of
prayer and thanksgiving.

A worship interlude
will provide for ongoing
information and divine
inspiration about church’s
CDC venture ffom JoAnn
Nesbitt
and
Lorian
Williams. Their presenta
tion last Sunday was most
revealing and informative.
All members are requested
to become knowledgeable
of New Philadelphia’s
CDC.
Members are urged to
be prompt in their worship
attendance. Commencing
Sunday and each one there
after, strict adherence to
time of worship will be
duly recognized. Wisdom
School will begin at 10:00
a.m. and mid-morning
worship promptly at 11:05
a.m. Spiritual compliance
on part of church family
can mean early mid-day
dismissal for all members
in attendance.

Bethel Metropolitan
Church--------------------- Pastor Joaquin Marvin
and the Bethel Metro
politan
Church
Fam
ily invite you to worship
with us on Sunday during
the 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
services
and
Sunday
School at 9:30 a.m. The
Praise Team, Concord
Choir, and Male Ministry
Ushers will serve.
Our mid-week Bible
Study and Prayer Service
on Wednesday at 7:00 p.m.
are designed for the spiritu
al growth of the entire fam
ily. Transportation is avail
able; call the church office
(327-0554) if you have a
need.
Get on board our Noon
Day Bible Study held each
Thursday at 12:00 noon.

Come and study and
receive the nourishment of
his Word.
It is Bethel Metro
politan's desire to be a
friendly people who offer a
kaleidoscope of ministries
for all ages and interest. If
you are seeking a church
home we invite you to
unite with us in giving a
positive Christian witness
in the spirit qf worship.

Greater Mount Zion Mt. Zion Progressive Pentecostal Temple
AME Church------------- Missionary Baptist
COGIC---------------------- Pentecostal Temple stated that we cannot do
Then the churches
Our Vintage Adult Church—-------------------God’s work in our own

throughout all Judea,
Galilee, and Samaria had
peace and were edified.
And walking in the fear of
the Lord and in the comfort
of the Holy Spirit, they
were multiplied. Acts 9:31.
On Sunday, July 28th,
Pastor Clarence Williams
proclaimed the word of
God to His people through
the message of "What the
Church Should Be." He
stated that (1) the Church
should be at peace, (2) the
Church should be edified
(strengthened), and (3) the
Church should live and
walk in the Lord. We
should live in the fear of
the Lord and live in the
comfort of the Holy Spirit.
Pastor Clarence Williams,
Officers and the entire Mt.
Zion AME Church family
invites you to worship with
us On the first Sunday,
August 4, for our Holy
Communion
Worship
Service at 7:30 and 11:00
a.m. Pastor Williams will
proclaim the Preached
Word at both services, and
the Male Chorus will lift
their voices in praise songs
throughout the day. Our
Church School begins at
9:30 a.m. You are welcome
to all our Church activities.
We invite you to come and
partake of our Love Feast
on Friday, August 2 at 7:00
p.m. as we break the bread
of life in fellowship as we
prepare for the Lord's table
on Sunday.

GOD
BLESS
AMERICA

Bible Ministry (55 and
over), invites one and all to
come and visit with us each
Wednesday from 11:00 1:00 for Bible study and
enjoy a nourishing meal as
we fellowship one with the
other.
The Board of Stewards
training seminar is being
held on Saturday, August
3rd from 9:00 a.m. - 2:00
p.m. All Stewards are invit
ed to participate.
The Harvest Commit
tee is sponsoring its second
Gourmet Chefs' Delight on
Sunday, August 11 at 1:00
p.m.. All mien are asked to
prepare your most scrump
tious dish. The Harvest
Committee is also planning
an Evening of Gospel,
Elegance, and Fine Dining
at Banquet Masters on
Friday, September 6 at 7:00
p.m. Please mark your cal
endars for this evening of
elegance. Sister Diane
Hughes of WRXB "Total
Praise" Service" will be the
Mistress of Ceremony for
this affair.
We invite you to come
go with us on the road
again as we worship with
St. Mark AME Church
here in St. Petersburg, with
Rev. Keturah Pittman,
Pastor on Sunday, August
25 at 4:00 p.m.
Our thought for this
week: "He who goes to bed
angry has the devil as a bed
partner." Be Blessed and
have a wonderful week!

The Mt. Zion SAFE
(Substance Abuse Free
dom Education) Ministry
presents 2 Faith-Based
Educational
Programs:
Recovery Concepts and
Christ Centered Recovery.
These classes will empow
er ALL persons in
CHURCH LEADERSHIP,
LAY PERSONS and those
who have a concern to heal
OUR COMMUNITY. You
will acquire a working
knowledge of the addiction
and recovery process. This
course will assist with the
ability of family and
friends to help those suf
fering from the hardships
of drugs and alcohol abuse.
Classes will be on
Thursday nights at 7 p.m.
& 8:15 p.m. All classes are
held in the Genesis build
ing. For more information
contact A.J. Murphy, (727)
866-1297.
Mt. Zion Before &
After Care program for
ages 5-13 is now accepting
applications. We offer pick
up & drop off to school
each morning & afternoon,
early pick up on half days,
and all day care most
school holidays. For before
and aftercare rates, call Jan
Smith, Monday-Friday, 9
a.m.-5 p.m., ext. 402 We
are also in need of a part
time van driver. Hours are
7-8:30 a.m. and 2-3:30
p.m.
The Reading Enhance
ment Program is still
accepting applications for
children/students that are
interested. Teachers and

(Hummunitg (Ufyurctf
The Reoerend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church
532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Deacon Ministry...................................................................... .................. ...
DsmSlflrd Nesbitt
Finance Ministry, . . ■..........................................................................................................ifitEsR±ten
Children & Youth Ministry ...................................................................... ,.........................Jyoe RLsrsn
Clerk Ministry............................................ ........................................................... . . . Wyvonnia McGee

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

Sunday School..................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Evening Worship

... 6 p.m.

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting
Rev. Clyde Wlferwe/come

you at all times.

10th Street Church Of God
207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg,-FL
Sunday School . . . . ______ . . . . . .... . . . .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship...........................
.11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study ................................. .. . . . . . . . . . .7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (lst & 3rd Sunday)........... 6:00 p.m.

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Emmanuel Christian Fellowship Inc.
3501 37th. St. So. • St. Pete, FL 33711
Church: 867-4144

FIRST BAPTIST INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH
Third Avenue; South
st. Petersburg, FL

3144

Co-Pastor: Sis. Rebecca L. Evans
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.

Phone: 323-7518

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

11:15a.m.

Bible Study (Monday)
7:00 p.m.
Youth Bible Study (Tiiesday) 6:30 p.m.
Prayer (Wednesday)
6:30 p.m.
Prayer (Tiles. & Thurs.) 11 a.m.- 12 p.m.
Prayer (Sat.)
6:00 a.m.

COGIC was happy to
receive several guests and
visitors for their 4th
Sunday
service.
The
women in ministry were in
charge as Pastor Anderson
allowed them the opportu
nity to use their gifts and
callings for the upbuilding
of God’s kingdom.
First Lady, Rhonda
Anderson, was the minister
of worship. She exhorted
the congregation to praise
God for His goodness and
continued
faithfulness.
Pastor Anderson invoked
the presence of God upon
the service, those in atten
dance and those facing spe
cial circumstances and sit
uations that require God’s
intervention. Sis. Ossie
Okoh, a guest soloist, ren
dered the sermonic selec
tion and the Word of God
was ministered through
Missionary Gussie Jack
son.
The message - "Fit For
the Master’s Use" - was a
thought-provoking one that
caused us to examine our
selves and our service for
the kingdom of God. She

power but our thoughts
must be established in
God’s will and we must
move in the power of God
(Proverbs 23:7).
She gave us four points
to help us prepare our
selves and move forward in
the work of the Lord. First,
we myst have a prescribed
course which comes from
God (Habakkuk 2:1, 2)
then we must run without
encumbrances or weights
(Hebrews 12:1, 2). The
third step is to build stami
na and enlarge our borders
(Isaiah 54:2). The final
step is to run with untiring
persistence (Philippians
3:13).
The message was fol
lowed with a stirring altar
prayer by Missionary
Nancy Holcombe asking
for God’s direction and
guidance as we endeavour
to please Him. Please join
us next Sunday as we cele
brate the Lord’s suffering,
death and resurrection by
partaking in the service of
Holy Communion.

Emmanuel Christian Fellowship
Church—-------—----------------- ---------"Sing unto the Lord,
bless his name, show forth
his salvation from day to
day." (Psalm96:2) Let
everyone praise God, was
the word at Emmanuel for
today. Continuing from
Sunday School the word
continue to stay afresh in
our hearts.
Sis. Nadine Gant,
began a soul stirring devo
tion as the youth Pastor
took the microphone, and
began saying Praise the
Lord! we are truly grateful
for the saints of God every
where and our prayers are

for you all.
You are welcome to
worship with us on the first
Sunday in August, where
Communion will be served
in our morning Worship
service, which will begin at
11:15 a.m. Missionary
Gwendolyn Rollins, will
start the devotional service
off with songs of praise and
worship. Song selections
will be rendered by choir
#one.'
Please come out and
help us lift up the name of
Jesus. Our prayers are with
the Patterson family at this

time. Also for our Pastor
and his family during their
family reunion. May God
bless them to return home
safely. Remember you are
always
welcome
at'
"EMMANUEL"

PLEASE
SUPPORT OUR
PAPER BY
SUPPORTING
OUR
ADVERTISERS

Hew Faith
Free Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church
'ZWDW’E: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward :

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School
............................ 9:30 am
Morning Worship................................11:00 am
Youth Bible Study............................Wed. 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service Wed. 7:00 pm

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Pastor: Elder Franklin Evans

Morning Worship

volunteers are also needed
to assist in areas such as
monitoring, one-on-one
teaching, picking up sup
plies and kitchen help.
Classes
meet
every
Tuesday and Thursday 68pm in the Kings Kids
Building.
Updated Pickup Info:
The church van will be
happy to give you a ride.
We pick up Sunday thru
Thursday. Please try to
notify us one day in
advance. For regular pick
up please leave a message
with the church office,
894-4311 ext. 801. For
emergency pick up ONLY,
call Coa-Coa Rivers at
550-0396, Deacon William
Harris,
821-0041
or
Brother Peter Smith, 8959261. WE ARE IN NEED
OF VAN DRIVERS.
Mt. Zion Progres
sive Missionary Baptist
Church, 955 20th St.
South, St. Petersburg, FI.
33712, (727) 894-4311 or
Fax 822-1591, Email:
mzpmbc@gte.net, Rev.
Louis M. Murphy Sr.,
Pastor.

Sunday School

- 9:30

Morning Worship

a.m.

- lf:OO

a.m.

Schedule of Services
Church School............................ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............
11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union............................... 5p.m.
Evening Worship ............... .. . .6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Thursday . . . . . . . . . . . . ................7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend”

"One weekjrom church makes one weak"
TIPT

You are hereby invited to fellowship with

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER
309 - 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 893-1741

r

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church
"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

Biskop Ronald Moten, Pastor
Alfreda Moten, Co-Pastor
(Revelation 22:17)

For more infor
Sunday Worship Service
mation, contact
10:30 AM.
Pastor lerome
Sunday School 9:30 AM.
& Pastor Kisha
Bible Study, Tues, 7-8 P.M.
Jordan at
727-327-2849 or 527 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33707
Fax: 866-1896

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

Biskop Ronald Moten anJ tke Winds of Faitk Ckurck Family would

• .

A

.

.

CT

.

-

</ .

like to extend to you a personal invitation to worship witk us during
our sckeduled times:
Sunday Sckool
9:30 A.M.
Morning Worskip & Ckildren's Ckurck 10:45 A.M.
Prayer/Fasting
Intercessory Prayer & Bikle Class

.

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Tuesday
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M.

www.wateroflifechristianchurch.org
uip

Church School ........................ 9:qo A.
New Member Class.
. . . 9:00 A.M.
n
Morning Worship . .
j
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Pleasant Grove Missionary
Baptist
Pastor Joseph Gordon
md the Pleasant Grove
Church family invite you
to worship with them on
Sunday, August 4th. The
Angelic Choir will render
Song Service, and Usher
Board #1 will serve in the 7
Early
Morning
a.m.
Worship Service.
Sunday School begins
at
9:30
a.m.
with
Superintendent
Deacon
Philip Carter presiding.
Mid-morning worship
begins at 10:50 a.m. Choir
£1 will render Song
Service, and Usher Board
#1 will serve. Holy
Communion
will
be
administered in both serv

ices.
The
General
Home Mission will meet at
3:30 p.m. with President
Gladys D. Newton.
Also, the Baptist Train
ing Union and new mem
bers orientation will com
mence at 5 p.m. with
President Dessie Marshall
in charge.
The Nurses Guild will
meet Thursday, August lst,
at 7 p.m., Essie R. Evans,
President.
Also,
the
Deacon and Trustee Board
will meet at 8 p.m.
Friday, August 2nd, the
monthly business meeting
will begin promptly at 7:30
p.m.
Attention! We’re doing

a new updated pictorial di
rectory. Photography dates
are: Friday, August 9th,
from 4-9 p.m., and
Saturday, August 10th,
ffom 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Please
cohtact Julia Watkins or
Jeannette Lewis for ap
pointments.
Pleasant Grove spon
sors two exciting fun tours
for summer of “2003”. A
seven-day
Caribbean
cruise May 25th-June 1st
and a land-lovers bus tour
to New York City and the
Pocono Mountains July
llth-17th. Please contact
Kay Curry at (727) 8642937 after 7 p.m. for
details.
Coming up: Youth
Choir niusical, August
All Nations Church of God By Faith
24th,
and our Annual Youth
3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
’ Day, August 25th.
327-5926 • 327-2656
Sunday School............................................... 9:30a.m. Thought for the week:
Morning Worship............................ ‘.....11 a.m.
“For ye are bought with a
Night Worship................................
7 p.m.
price: therefore, glorify
Tuesday Bibie Class................................ 8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting............................. 8p.m.God in your body and in
your spirit, which are
Friday Tarry Service...............................
8 p.m.
God’s.” - I Corinthians
Saturday Sabbath School.....................11 a.m,
6:20
May His peace be with
you till we meet again.
1

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Greater St. Prayer
TowerPaul M.B.
We praise God for the
Church ——
on Sunday, July 28th,
at 4 p.m. was the kick-off
service for our annual
Dual Day celebration to be
held September 22nd.
Saint Mark M.B. Church
family came to kick us off
to a great start. Now we
are off and running.
On Friday, August
2nd, at 7:30 p.m. we will
host a program entitled
“Laymen Speak”. We will
be hosting this program
every Friday night until
our dual day celebration in
September.
On Saturday, August
17th, our men will host a
prayer breakfast. The title
of this breakfast will be
“Men of the Bible”.
On Sunday, August
18th, at 4 p.m., our women
will host “Women of the
Bible”.
Pastor Clyde Williams
and the entire Greater St.
Paul M.B. Church family
look forward to seeing you
at some of these upcoming
events.

Moore’s Chapel
AME Church

Forget not the
Lord and His
many blessings!

Rev. James T. Blount - Pastor
Sunday Worship - 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School (all ages) - 9:30a.m.

culmination of our pastor’s
38th Pastoral Anniversary.
Supt. Willie Matheney and
the East Lake COGIC cer
tainly allowed God to use
them as they came from
the text, “Who is this king
of glory”. Again, we
appreciate everyone who
came out in support of our
pastor, the world’s greatest
pastor, Supt. Elder Clar
ence Welch.
Our Vacation Bible
School will convene July
29th-August 2nd, 7 p.m.
The YPWW will have
its regular meeting at
Queen Street COGIC ffom
August 5th-6th, at 7:30
p.m. The graduates of
2002 are asked to wear
their caps and gowns, as
well as prepare a short
exhortation.
Prayer Tower’s annual
youth revival will be
August 14th-.16th, 7:30
p.m.
Remember to pray for
our sick and shut-in mem
bers, pray and study the
Word of God constantly. If
God be for us, who can
stand against us? Let
everything that has breath
praise the Lord!

Noon Day Prayer/Bible Study - Wednesday -12:00 p.m.
Bible Study - Wednesday - 7:00 p.m.
3037 - Fairfield Avenue south
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 321-3545
“Where The Word Is Changing Lives”

Prayer Tower Church OS God In Christ
1135 37th Street South, St.
Pete, FL

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship.................................... 7:45 a.m.
Sunday School ....................................... 9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship .......................... 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union............................5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship.......... Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service . .Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Come join us at the. Church wheme everyone is ‘Welcome! .

Elder Clafence Welqh,, Pastor.

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

F
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Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

W
s

H
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Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Please join us for a
great worship service as
we, the New Hope Baptist
Church family, welcome
St. Pete’s own Rev, Corey
Hodges
on
Sunday,
August 4th. Rev. Hodges
is currently the pastor Of
the New Pilgrim Baptist
Church of Salt Lake City,
UT.
Worship
service
begins at 10:30 a.m. at the
New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church, 2120 19th Street S., St.
Petersburg.
For additional infor
mation, please contact the
church at (727) 896-5228.
The Family
That Prays
Together Stays
Together

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Eider William E. Anderson, Pastor

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

New Hope
Baptist——

Feptecostal Teipple Ckurck of God ip Ckrist

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study
Prayer & Bible Study
Intercessory Prayer

St. Joseph Church

Phone
(813) 328-9412

Galilee's
Associate
Ministers; and Deacon
Board and, the entire
Galilee Church family for
their assistance. We ask
that you continue to pray
for the healing and recov
ery of LaShundra and
Reverend Seay. Pray also
for
their
continued
strength. May God richly
bless each of you for all
you have done.
Gerri Stovall-McCallister,
Reporter.

ffoin us as we lift up tfie. name offfesus

The church where everyone is welcome dr the Spirit of Christ lives.

O
SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

Lindsey, Annie Teal, John
Teal, Dollie Diamond,
Martha F. Cubby, Everlean
Stringer and Reverend
Earnest Jones. Special
recognition were given
during the 11:00 a.m. serv
ices on June 30th.
The families of the late
Sister Dinah Young-Seay;
Sister LaToya DolesEdwards and Brother
Xavier Graham wish to
thank the St. Petersburg
and Gulfport community as
well as surrounding com
munities for their heartfelt
expressions of sympathy
upon the death of their love
ones. Your kind display of
love and comfort has truly
lessened the pain. Special,
thanks to the religious
community. A very special
thanks to Pastor Louis
Murphy and the Mt. Zion
Progressive
Baptist
Church; all ushers, choir
members, nurses and musi
cians from various church
es; Reverend Brian Brown;
Reverend Fleming Tarver
and
the
Florida
Spiritualaries; the Nursing
Home Choir Ministry; the
Southside Truckers Club;
The Unlimited Truckers
Club; Creal Funeral Home;
McRae Funeral Home;
Zion
Hill
Mortuary;
Wilson Funeral Home of
Tampa; WRXB Radio, and
a very, very special thanks
to Pastor Earnest Jones;

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727)896-5228
Sunday Services:
Church School
............................................................ ................... 9am
Praise & Worship: Services........................................................ 10:30am
Tuesday Serviced. '
Prayer Service . . . ........................................................... ..
6:30pm
Bible Study............ .............................................................................. 7pm

Sunday School. . ....... .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ... /. . . 11:00 a.m.

CENTER

GRACE

Pastor Earnest Jones
and the Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church family wel
come you to their First
Sunday Worship Services
beginning at 7:45 a.m. and
10:50 a.m., August 4. The
Lord's Supper will be
administered at both serv
ices.
The Pastor's Gospel
Chorus will provide song
services and the #1 Ushers
will
service.
Sunday
School will be at 9:15 am
and BTU at 5:00 p.m.
Coming Events: New
Touch Screen Voting
Machine demonstrations
will be held in the fellow
ship hall on August 11
from 1:00 until 2:30 p.m.
Also available during this
time will be voter registra
tion forms.....let us at
Galilee help to "Make
Freedom Count" - Vote
2002. Preparation is in
progress for the 2002 Rally
Day event to be held in
August. Contact Auxiliary
Leaders for more informa
tion.
Congratulations to the
following 2002 Senior
Citizens Honorees: Dudley
Bradley, Juanita Mincey
Pearl Wilson, Barbara
Shorter, Florence Foster
Ollie Amons, Cornelia
Rollins, Elease Calhoun,
Uradell Newkirk, Inez
Jackson, Hattie Robinson,
Sallie Williams, Rosie

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

Galilee Missionary Baptist
C h u rch------------------------------------

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Sunday School 16 a;m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
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Father Cailist Nyambo, Pastor

"JL

Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday

10:00
11:30
7:30
7:30
■ 5:45

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

church working togetherfor the up6uifding of Ifod’s kingdom”

With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

Masjid Al-Muminin
islamic Services

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-5246 / 823-1619
SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset
WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM
ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.
Qur'anic Study - Sunday 11:00 a.m.
Taleem -12:00 p.m.

Travelers Rest
Missionary Baptist
Church

Imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327 - 8483

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
‘ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021
Mid-Morning Worship Service , .10:45 a.m.
O'.^n n m
Sunday School........
Rev. Donald
Prayer/Praise Service (We
F. Browne

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

1940 - 49th Street South
St Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-4986/888-447-PRAY (7729) • Fax (727) 321-3937
Website:, www.bfeakthroughcc.com • E-mail: past6r@breakthroughcc.com

<c^A/{b.

Friendship

Finn

^nnnyi?AAitTF.

TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIPPRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFGREEVERY SERVICE
Sunday Service 8:30 AM .■
"Power Breakthrough Service8 IT :00 AM
''A Night of Prophecy" @ 7:30 PM Sunday
TUESDAY ’WORD EXPLOSION" - 7:30 PM
FRIDAY "JUBILEE SERVICE" 7:30 PM
"YOUTH IN ACTION" - Saturday, 6 PM
NURSERY/TODDLER MINISTRY (5 & under)
SUNDAY SERVICES ONLY
RADIO MINISTRY-WRXB-1590 AM
Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM
Sundays 9:30-10:00 AM
WTAN-1340 AM Sundays 4:30-5 PM

Missionary Baptist
3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
Pastpr John A. Evans
iunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
iunday School 9:30 AM
Vednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
’hursday
Prayer and Bible Study 7 PM
also Youth Enrichment Hour

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

"PROFHETIC FIRE IS FALLING8

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE
Place ofHeating and Restoration"
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All Nations Church Of Travelers’ Rest------------ MOOre’s Chapel
“Happy is the man a.m. at the church. Please
God By Faith-------------“Never be afraid to try with a message for all in
We enjoyed a most
glorious Sabbath School
hour as we were taught on
the subject of wisdom. To
be wise in the name of the
Lord Jesus assures us of
being attentive to the Word
of God. We must leam to
listen, leam to leam and
leam to obey. Wisdom
teaches us when to, where
to ahd how to.
As we experience dif
ferent aspects of life, we
are only wise if we consult
God and follow His in
structions, because our
faith and believeth in Him
is secured by the Holy
Ghost. God imparts His
wisdom unto us because
He has no desire for us to
be ignorant. Proverbs 2:6
states, “For the Lord
giveth wisdom; out of His
mouth cometh knowledge
and
understanding.”
Amen! Amen!
One of our dear moth
ers shared an example of
being wise with us as she
prayed her way through
diverse trials. She was led
to Proverbs 3:9, and as she
began to honor the Lord
with the substance and the
first fruits of all her in
crease, God opened her
eyes and heart to under
stand that God loves to
bless us (His people) if we
will only walk in obedi
ence.
We were instructed
with love to stay in the
Word of God, to lean not
unto our own understand
ing but to take on the yoke

of Jesus upon us and leam
of Him, and He will give
us wisdom that leads us to
eternal life. Our study
ended with the blessings of
God resting upon us.
Amen.
The National Youth
Congress
will
begin
August lst-4th, and we
invite all of our young peo
ple to come out and fellow
ship with other young peo
ple who have given their
lives to the Lord and are
glad about it. Come and
share the weekend with us.
It could change your life
forever. Nightly service is
at 7:30 p.m.
The
annual
Conference of All Nations
Church of God will begin
August 24th-29th. We pray
that you will set aside
some time to share in this
event, because there is ,a lot
to leam, a lot to do and a
lot to thank God for. We
encourage your fellowship
at all times, because we are
all one in the Lord.
We ask your prayers
for all the sick, all the shutins, all those who are going
through, all the bereaved,
the homeless, the troubled
and the lost. We must con
tinue in prayer knowing
that God will hear and an
swer, because He desires
that none should be lost.
Amen.
We pray God’s bless
ings upon you in the name
of Jesus Christ. From the
hearts of Pastors J. and J.
Williams.

that findeth wisdom, and
the man that getteth under
standing.”
Welcome
all
to
Travelers’ Rest Missionary
Baptist Church. We invite
you to fellowship with us
at our Contemporary
Service each Sunday at
8:00 a.m. Come and wit
ness the anointed voices of
our Praise Team lifting up
the name of Jesus in song.
The Word will be delivered
by Pastor Browne.
9:30
a.m.,
Life
Development
Sunday
School. “Embrace wis
dom” is the focus of the
lesson. Scripture refer
ences: Proverbs 3:13-18
and Proverbs 4:1-9.
Our
Traditional
Worship Service begins at
11 a.m. with Deacons and
Deaconesses
Ministry
leading morning devotion.
The Mass Choir will pro
vide the Ministry of Music
and Pastor Browne will
preach the sermon. Our
doorkeepers,
Usher
Ministry #1, will serve,
and the Men’s Ministry
will serve as greeters. Holy
communion will be served.
The church family is
reminded to bring in your
donated school supplies
for our children and col
lege students. All items
need to be brought to the
church by Sunday, August
4th.
The Men’s Ministry
will have their breakfast/
fellowship meeting on
Saturday, August 3rd, at 9

There’s A Reason
To Read

The Weekly Challenger!
Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church

'The Church That's Moving Forward Together"

something new. Remember,
amateurs built the ark.
Professionals built the
Titanic/’
The pastor, Rev. James
T. Blount, officers and
members cordially invite
you to come worship and
fellowship with us. Our
doors always stand open
wide on the hinges of “wel
come”.
We have come to the
end of the lovely month of
July, and it has been one of
tremendous joy to the
members and visitors.
The third Sunday serv
ices were delightful. Our 8
a.m. message was deliv
ered by Rev. Ira Whitson
using the topic, “The chal
lenge
to
change”.
Scriptural reference - John
4:29 - “God will meet you
wherever you are - come
see a man”.
Our 11 a.m. message
was delivered by Rev.
Geraldine Gray and was
addressed to the teenagers,
“What do real teenagers
do” - how can teenagers
take control of their actions
to “Deal with the pressures
of adolescents”? They can
use the three “C’s’? Consider yourself, Control
yourself and Concern your
self.
The fourth Sunday
services were ditto in
nature - delightful. Rev.
Gray spoke at 8 a.m. using
the topic, “How to know
the will of God” - Romans
12:1-2. Rev. Blount had
begun a twelve-part series
of sermons on “Elijah: The
prophet of courage and
confrontation”. He con
cluded this series at 11 a.m.
using the topic, “Waiting
for
the
whirlwind”.
Scriptural reference II
Kings 2:1-12. It was pow
erful and inspiring, filled

attendance.
We will begin the
month of August using a
month-long theme - “A cel
ebration - a spiritual gath
ering of family and
friends”. Theme song “Family Reunion”.
Our first activity will
be Saturday, August 3rd,
from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. - “Fun
Day”. Fairfield Avenue,
between 30th and 31st
Street, will be closed to
traffic in order to host an
activity for the church
members and residents of
the above-mentioned area.
We will have canine and
fire truck demonstrations,
face painting, games, food
and more. It is a day of
planned fellowship and
fun.
Nancy H. Harrell is the
chairperson of this com
mittee, and her members
are: Delores Baker, Janet
Bell,
Hattie
Barnes,
Beverly Campbell, Melissa
Danesphour, Annie Ruth
Johnson, Rainette Talbert,
Linda Stokling, Joye Wat
kins, Mose Bell, Daryl
Bell, Edgar White, Jr., and
Mallory Williams.
Other planned activi
ties for the month:
August 11th - Youth
Day, Miles Poole, chairper
son.
August 18th - Wom
en’s Ministry, First Lady
June Blount, chairperson.
August 25th - Family
and Friends Day.
The committee mem
bers for the month’s cele
bration are Delores Baker,
Hildegarde
Jenkins,

2830
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Services, please call the
church office, 321-3545.
For other church scheduled
events, please see ad in the
newspaper.
“Where the Word of
God is changing lives.” Rev. James T. Blount,
Pastor.

GOD
BLESS
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PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH
2051 - 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. F.G. Jackson, Pastor
(813) 822-2455
Church School.........9:30 a.m.
. Morning Worship....11:00 a.m.
B.T.U....................... ....5:00 p.m.

Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class.. .......7:30 p.m,

Wednesday Youth
Rehearsal...............5:30 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & Church

School Study...... 7:30 p.fft,
1st & 2nd Saturdays SB.
Choir Rehearsai.„;i1:00 a.m.'

Earth Mission Miracle Temple Of Deliverance
‘ The Church Where The Anointing Makes
The Difference"
Sunday Morning Worship

10 a.m.

Church School & Prayer
9 a.m.
Weekly Bible Study Tuesdays 7 p.m.
Ministerial Class Thursdays
Cultural Arts Programs Alter School
Mon., Wed,, Friday- 6:00pm -8:00pm i
Free Registration
For more information, contact
Deborah R. Green, Executive Director, •
at: (727) 821-9472

6 p.m.

2611 5th. S. ♦ St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Church Phone: (727) 323-3210
Pastor's Office: (727) 895-9591

Rev, Constance O. Samuels - Pastor

Bus ministry provided for all services • Your presence is welcomed

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship 7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm
Pastor:

Elder B.O. Walter

15U0 rt. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056
Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor
■Sunday Services
Sunday Service .............................. ,................. ......... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School......................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .,............................... ........... ..
,11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ............................................... 5:00 p.m.
Weekly Services
Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is aft.

22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 327-8560

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

9:00 AM. . . ................................................................. Prayer Time
9:30 AM........... ..............................................
Sunday School
11:00 AM............................... ........ .............. ................ Worship
12:30 PM.....................................................After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel
and a Christian community for everyone '

Genorice White and Verna
Williams. More detailed
information on the activi
ties will be given each
week.
Reminders:
Sunday School - 9:30
a.m.
Tutoring - Monday, 6-8
p.m., Fellowship Hall
(Annex), grades 1-2.
Share
Registration
Deadline - August 10th.
Share Distribution August 24th.
For transportation to
Church School, Bible
Study
and
Worship

St. ffofin (Missionary (Baptist Church

Trinity Presbyterian Church

1800 - 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer ■
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m/

contact Deacon Ron Hicks
or Fred Williams if you
will not be able to attend.
We are excited about
the upcoming celebration
of our Gospel Music
Workshop
beginning
Friday, August 16th, with a
fellowship hour. Workshop
begins on Saturday, August
17th, at 9 a.m. Musical
Concert, Sunday, August
18th, at 5 p.m. Calling for
choir
members
from
around the city to partici
pate. If interested, contact
the church at 822-4869.
Weekly activities:
Thursday, August 1st Mid-Day Bible Study, 11
a.m. (an in-depth study of
the scriptures) and nursing
home visitation; Mass
Choir rehearsal, 7 p.m.
Saturday, August 3rd Men’s Ministry meeting, 9
a.m.;
Deaconesses
Ministry, 10 a.m.
Wednesday, August
7th - 6 p.m., Youth
Department Choir rehears
al;
7
p.m.,
Youth
Development
(Bible
Study); 7 p.m., Adult Bible
Study.
Transportation service
will be arranged for your
convenience. Please con
tact the church office, 8224869, the day prior to any
scheduled service ahd not
later than 12 noon on,
Saturdays.
God’s blessings to all
children as they return to
school on Wednesday,
August 7th.

930 - 18th Street South

St. Petersburg, Florida

Morning Worshi....... ................... ................................. ...............................8:00 a.m.
Sunday School.................................... ......................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship................
................................. ............... 11:OO a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed. ...................................7:00 p.m.
Dr. Frederick D.
Terry

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.
Ttie Ctiurch Where Everyone Is Welcome

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

2550 9th Avenue^. • St. Petersburg, FL

Iw

Early Morning Worship........... ............... ........................ 7:00 a.m.
Sunday School..................................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship........................................................ .....10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union...................................... ■..............4:30 p.m.
Communion,................................................7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

820 20th Street South

Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays............ s... .................... .......... ..................... ....7:30 p.m.

St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

LflKk
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class . ................ 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship . . . . . . . .10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday . . . . . . . .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship . . .
.5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class . ..............7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

Rev. Joseph Gordon

327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour before
service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST

Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way, call
327 0997.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Saint Mark
African Methodist Episcopal Church
• Sunday- Church School,
9:45am
• Sunday- Worship Service,
11:00am
• Tiiesday- Operation "BIG EAR",
6:00pm- 7:00pm
Spiritual Counseline

• Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,
7:00pm- Until

• Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm- 7:30pm
• Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm
• Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen Word"

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist
..........—

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month
9:00am- 10:00am

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

2232 62nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 867-2400

PSI
Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

“To Qod Be The. QCory”

Greater Mt. Zion
African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-0554

"Church of The Open Door"

Marvin

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship:
8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
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St. Petersburg Area Coupons - Pick Nz Clip
c

BAK£ J

Place Your
Ad Here!!

COLLISION
& DENT REPAIR

COUPON REQUIRED

$199.95
OUR BASE COAT
INTEGRATED CLEAR

Bring in any .Econo or Maaco estimate
and save an Additional 10%

L. bm ■!

Expires 8/31/02

L

xpressions

Place Your
Ad Here!!

Also:
Figurines • Art • Greeting Cards • Videos

Mention this ad arid receive

ALL INSURANCE CLAIMS
WELCOME. WE LL PAY UP TO 1/2
YOUR DEDUCTIBLE.
540 34th St. S. - St. Petersburg

10 % OFF

Located in the Maxi Mall - 4301 34th St. South, Suite 102

Across from Scarrit Lincoln Mercury
Mon.- Fri, 8-5:30 •-Sat. 9-12

Next door to the Nail Shop • Open 7 Days a Week

727-867-3696

328-0331

J

ift

Featuring books by today's top African-American Authors
Greek Paraphanelia • 2002 Calenders • Perfumes & Colognes

□Wo 60%

Reg. $799, Exterior Only

Chemically Clean, Machine & Hand Sand
■Complete Exterior, Primer/Sealer - 3
Goats Color with Integrated Clear, FREE
Pinstriping, 3 Year Prorated Warranty
Against Cracking, Peeling ahd Fading,

Vans, pickups & station wagons slightly higher.
Not valid with any other offers.

STUDENT, SENIORS,
MILITARY & VOLUME
DISCOUNTS!!!

Headers
Choice
aG E

^JL*\Books

AUTO PAINTING & BODY REPAIR

Strength & Conditioning
Personal Training
Supplementation
Lifestyle Enhancement
Personal Consultation

LUBE, OIL & FILTER CHANGE
TIRE ROTATION & MULTI-POINT
INSPECTION

Rob’s Diamond Digital
&

Fountain of Youth
Use this ad
to recieve
up to

Use this ad
to recieve
up to

$20.00 Off

$20.00 Off

yoijr next
purchase!

your next
purchase!

il

St. Petersburg’s
Official City Store
175 5th St. N. (City Hall)

P.O. Box 732
St. Pete, FL 33731
jrdintl@hotmail.com
(727) 864-3302

Now Also at The Pier
(727) 551*3000

• Engine oil replacement up to 5 quarts
• Complete chassis lube
• New Mopar Oil Filter
• Remove and rotate tires
• Multi-Point Inspection
(see service advisor for details)

$29.95
■K

Chrysler, Dodge, Plymouth and Jeep Vehicles Only.
Specialty Vehicles, Additonal Diagnostics and Additional or Special Fluids are extra.
Coupon Must Be Presented On Or Before 8/31/02

DAYTON ANDREWS
DODGE INC.

■

$2 Off Any Purchase

2301 34th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713

($10 or more)

Computer Sales
Tech Support & Training
Desktops & Laptops
Parts & Accessories
Digital Imaging
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INCLUDES:

AND

MENTION The Challenger
QUALIFY TO WIN 128 MEGS

(727)321-0500

OF MEMORY OR 60 CT. DIET
FUEL!

www.stpete.org

expires 8/31/02

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG
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Place Your Ad Here!!
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Your Ad Here ! !
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I National Auto
I
I
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90 DAY
I
PLAN
I All PAYMENT
I You Need Is A Checking Account
I
I
I
I
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Custom Waxing & Detailing

SHAHEED’S

(CARWASH)

^AFRICAN A ISLAMIC WEAR, INC.

---------- -- Service Center

• Najiyah’s Designs
• American, African and
International Fashions
• Afrocentric Books
• Jewelry
• Herbal Skin Products
• Black Soap
• Shea Butter
• Head wraps/Scarves
(Specializing in Erika
Badu Style Head Wraps)
• Rastafarian Caps
> Dreadlock Products
• Sunglasses
> T-Shirst
1 Baseball Caps
1 Much More!

Full Service Repair Facility
NOW Offering

COme See Us At
550 34th St. So.

St. Petersburg, FL

727-327-8534

Bi

“Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change”
We Wash Vans & Pickups Top!
24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

(QUIKJJUBE)

220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

900

c□eiXMLJlISIO1

327-1

CENTER

8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday

Come by and shop with Najiyyah at
Shaheed’s A&IW, Inc;

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

Total
Transmission Fluid

SAVE $2°°

SAVE $8°°

Change

30 pt. Oil Change &
Safety Check

Maxi Mall
4301 34th Street

includes Oil, Filter,
St. petersbuig, FL

/

Lube, Visual Inspect., —

(727) 867-1338

PLUS “Free Full Service-

Hours: Wed-Sat. llam-7:00pm

Car Wash”

Closed Monday & Tuesday

’27.99

Now Open at Skyway Plaza
1047 62nd Ave. So.

Most
Cars

Plus Tax • (Reg. $29.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/31/02

shaheedsaiw@aol.com

THE
WORKS!

SAVE $250
BlueCoral.

Car Wash,
1000 Tri-Foam Wax System,

T-Tech
Service
completely changes
all fluid and
fluid conditioner

Under Chassis Spray &
Rust' Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,
Armorall Tires, & Air
Freshener

F
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FULL
SERVICE
CAR WASH

SAVE $1°°
Soft-Cloth Car
Wash, Vacuum
interior, Windows
Cleaned, Dash
Dusted; Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

’71.99

’15.00

*9.95

Plus Tax • (Reg. $79.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/31/02

Plus Tax - (Reg. $17.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/31/02

(Reg. $10.95)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/31/02

Bi

P
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COMPUTERS

Weekly fflljalUngw
'THERE"S A REASON TO READ

•
•
•
•
•

THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER!'

Your Community Newspaper

Upgrades
Repairs
New & Used Systems
Hardware & Software
Peripherals

Ask about our pick up and delivery service!

Local News You Just Don’t Get Anywhere Else

New PCs starting at $599.00

Valuable Discounts! Inspirational Stories

Used PCs starting at $399.00
MENTION THIS AD!

The Best Service, Selection and Prices in Tampa Bay!

15% of Annual Mailed Subscription Rate will be donated to
Ashley Sullivan, a local Olympic Gymnist hopeful:
727- 822-8996 (ph) • tchallen@tampabay.rr.com • 727- 823-2568 (fax)
"THERE"S A REASON TO READ

THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER!'

www.apilustechservice.com

Jb

76

8601 66th St. N

$10.00 OFF

Pinellas Park, FL 33782

Any PC Repair Or Upgrade

727-548-7998

Offer good through 8/31/02

Don’t miss this special coupon page the first week of every month with loads of great values - A Great Place to Advertise Your Business - and for much less!

—__ weekly challenger, Thursday

AUGUST 1 - 7, 2002

NORTH CENTRA! NFWS
Ill

Representatives from
the Office of Elections will
be hosting voter registra
tion and informational ses
sions. This session will be
held on Friday, August 9th,
from 5-8 p.m. at CFCC
Hampton Center, 1501 W
Silver Springs Blvd. Hot
Dogs and Soft Drinks will
be served. Another session
will be Saturday, August
10th, from 8:30 a.m.-l p.m.
For more information
please contact 732-7755.
*****

ested, please contact the
"Honor thy father and
City Clerk’s office for fur
thy mother that thy days
ther information.
may be long upon the land
PANEL CONSIDERS
which the Lord thy God
SAFETY CONCERNS giveth thee."
Exodus
Do you have a public safe
20:12. This is the fifth
ty concern but don’t know
Commandment and in
who to turn to? If so, the
some families it’s almost
Public Safety Commission
obsolete.
may be just what you’re
* Some children talk
looking for. The commis
back to their parents. They
sion meets the first Mon
physically strike them by
day of each month at 5:15
punching and kicking;
p.m. in City Council
Chambers, second floor of
City Hall, 151 SE Osceola
TRIBUTE TO
Ave. The commission takes
CORATHORPE
up matters of public safety
A program was given that exist within the city
by Melanie Ross
on Saturday, July 27th, at 7 limits and makes recom
GAINESVILLE - The
p.m. in Cora Thorpe’s mendations to City Council
National Institute on Drug
honor for over 50 years as for action. The issues the
Abuse has awarded Uni
Greater Hopewell’s musi panel deals with are as
versity of Florida medical
cian. Family and friends diverse as sidewalk condi
researchers
a five-year,
paid tribute, but because of tions, traffic problems, fire
$3.5 million grant to con
her illness, she was unable hazards, and terrorist con
tinue studying the effects
to attend. She is well loved cerns.
of prenatal cocaine expo
at the church and in the
If you would like to
sure on child development.
community. Tribute was bring a matter before the
The money will be used to
made
through
songs panel, contact Betti Garber
move the project into its
(Cora’s favorites).
at the City Engineering
next phase: focusing on the
The opening song "On Department, 629-8521.
developmental
progress of
NEW WATER PARKS
the Battlefield" was played
children ages 10 to 12
and Minister Jamie Gil WILL PROVIDE EX
whose mothers used co
more read the scripture. PANDED RECREATION
caine during. pregnancy,
Deacon Shelton lead the AL OPPORTUNITIES -t
said Marylou Behnke,
devotion. Rev. Richard work is under way on one
M.D., a professor of pedi
Howard, Sr. prayed. Sis. of two aquatic parks that
atrics in the division of
Wanda Shelton gave the will be open for use for the
neonatology at UF's Col
Welcome and Occasion summer for 2003. Ground
lege of Medicine. Behnke
and the choir song "If It was broken in May at the
is collaborating with Fonda
Had Not Been For The Croskey Center, located off
Davis Eyler, Ph.D., also a
Lord On My Side", "I Northwest Martin Luther
professor
of pediatrics.
Know the Lord Will Make King, Jr. Boulevard, for
UF researchers have
A Way", "God Is So Good one of the facilities. It will
been
studying about 300
feature swimming pools
To Me"
children from birth since
Reva Green song "May complete with competition
their research began more
The Work I’ve Done Speak lanes, water slides, dump
than a decade ago. Half the
For Me". Other solos were ing buckets, water canons
study participants were
rendered by Sis. Catherine and "rain trees."
exposed
to cocaine in
Fugerson "Peace In The
The location of the sec
utero, half were not. In this
Valley and Sis. Drummer, ond facility has not yet
next arm of the study, all
the MC of the program been chosen. The family
will undergo intelligence
song "God Specializes".
oriented water parks are a
and achievement tests,
Other Tributes: Girtha pre-designed package from
including
assessments of
M. Bouie, Tyrone Young, the vendor and will cost
language ability, attention,
Lois Lilley, Vivian Lee, about $850,000 each tb
problem-solving and ab
Katrina Smith, Helen construct. The old Hamp
stract thinking, Eyler said.
Jones, Bemad Smith, Rev. ton Pool at thb Croskey
Researchers also will ask
Richard Howard, Rev. Center will be removed, as
the youngsters about their
Royal Lawrence, Lillian will the pool at Tuscawilla
attitudes, behavior, family
Lowery and Lillie Shelton. Park. Both facilities are
relationships and friend
She received a large plant over 50 years old and have
ships. In addition, they will
extensive
from the choir, a plaque experienced
assess the children's home
problems
from Sis. Shelton and a maintenance
environment
and interview
basket of flowers. Words of over the past several years.
their
caregivers
and school
thanks were given by her
teachers.
husband, Deacon James
Thorpe.
Her photo was also
placed on the wall in the
Fellowship Hall. She re
New Book:
ceived the first scholarship
given by Greater HopeMAXIMIZE YOUR POTENTIAL
well. Rev. Dr. George W.
Lee gave the remarks.
Please send this book. I am enclosing $18.95
$$*$*
(please add $3.50 to cover taxes, postage and handling).

Sometimes mother and
daughter or father and son
are sleeping with the same
person. Sometimes parents
are having sexual relations
with their own children.
There are instances when
adult children batter their
parents brutally and even
murder them.
However, (good or
bad) the Bible says we’re
to honor our parents (Dead

11 JL-/ W

or alive). In that line of
thinking, while speaking
with some of my older
family members recently, I
was shocked and surprised
to leam of two great-great
grandmothers, a great
grandfather, and a stepgreat grandmother that I
never knew I had!
The step-great grand
mother is 86 years old now
and still lives in Georgia. I
spoke with her by tele
phone the other night! Her
late husband, one of my
maternal great grandfathers
was bom circa 1888, if not
earlier. This woman was
nearly thirty years younger
than my great grandfather,
which is why she’s still
around!

UF Researchers
Awarded $3.5 Million
Federal Grant Renewal

HIRES

THE CITY OF OCALA
City offers chance to
serve: The city has a num
ber of opportunities avail
able for those who wish to
serve the community.
There are some 15 boards
and commissions in which
volunteers are needed.
Planning and zoning, recre
ation, golf, and airport are
but a few of the areas in
which volunteers serve. In
addition, volunteers always
are needed to answer
phones and greet guests at
City Hall. If you are inter

V/lzli X

Send check or money order - no cash or C.O.D.’s please.
Allow up to 2-3 weeks for delivery.

(Please Print)
Mr./Mrs./Ms.
Address

__________________;

________________ ____________________________________

City ___________________ State

_________ Zip _____

Payment must accompany order

Make check payable to:
GUIDING LIFE PUBLISHING

In 1998, UF resear
chers reported findings
refuting the long-held be
lief that cocaine-exposed
babies often suffer devas
tating birth defects, such as
anomalies of the skull,
heart, skeleton or gastroin
testinal tract. Instead, pre
natal cocaine exposure
likely has far more subtle
effects on long-term devel
opment, Eyler said. These
effects may only now start
to surface, as the children
transition into pre-adoles
cence and confront the
increased academic re
sponsibilities and peer
pressure associated with it.
■M It's fair to saythat early on
we did not find the dire
kinds of problems people
were expecting," Behnke
said. "I think that over
time, as the kids have got
ten older, we've begun to
find some subtle differ
ences between the groups.
They are maturing more,
and more is required of
them cognitively and
socially in the world. We
may see some small effects
we just couldn't pick up on
earlier."
One example: head cir
cumference at birth, which
appears to be a marker for
an indirect effect of co
caine, a finding the UF
team reported earlier this
year in the journal Neuro
toxicology and Teratology.
"Head circumference at
birth had a direct effect on
6-month developmental
outcome, and cocaine had
a direct effect on head cir
cumference," Behnke said.
"So cocaine hasn't been let
off the hook entirely."
Researchers also are
interested in identifying
factors that might offset
any negative effects prena
tal cocaine exposure might
wreak, Eyler said. "We
want to know what it is
about their lives that is
helping the kids who are
doing well," she said. "Is
there a low level of pover
ty among these children? Is
it the influence of a care
giver, a coach, a friend or a
teacher? What are the
kinds of things that help
children grow and devel
op?"

In any regard, she
could tell me very little that
I didn’t already know about
my late great grandfather,
the Rev. M.A. Davis; a
CME minister, and his par
ents. His mother was the
late Susan Davis, a former
slave. She could not re
member his father’s name.
My aunt gave me a pic
ture of my grandmother’s
grandmother, extending
from another branch of the
family tree! Since her
daughter, another great
grandmother of mine, was
bom in 1887, this particu
lar great-great grandmother
would’ve had to have been
born during the 1860’s!
Her hair was pinned up.
She was immaculately

dressed. She was the true
reflection of the Gibson
girl era!
Nearly everyone who
sees this picture says it’s
almost as if she’s speaking
to them through the photo
graph! As near as we know,
she was a free woman who
lived in Chicago. She cer
tainly looks the part of a
socialite!
While reading through
the college scrapbook of
one of my late grandmoth
ers. I realized that we’re
virtually all the same. We
were just appointed to live
in different ages and times.
Nonetheless, emotions run
the same. Romance feels
the same! Sadness and sor
row are all the same.
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This realization helps
me to understand and
appreciate my ancestors a
little better and it also
makes me want to know
more about them.
My grandfather once
gave me our family history,
which reached back to my
great, great, great, great,
grand grandfathers who
were all slave owners. He
even called them by name.
I was younger and didn’t
take proper care of that
information and now I
wish I had.
The moral is that we
should respect and honor
our elders in every way
imaginable
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ENTERTAINMENT
Eve, Hip-Hop Diva, Makes Film Black Coffey Inks
Attention
Debut In XXX------------------------------ Recording Deal With Young
who until now has been time, the rap superstar has
Motown Records------ African-

Eve
With two platinum
albums and one Grammy
Award, rap diva Eve has
expanded her horizons to
include the acting world.
The hip-hop vixen makes
her silver screen debut on
August 9th in the actionadventure XXX, starring
Hollywood heart-throb Vin
Diesel and the extraordi
nary Samuel L. Jackson.
The film was directed by
Rob Cohen and produced
by Neal H. Moritz, who
also collaborated on last
summer's hit, The Fast and
the
Furious,
starring
Diesel. XXX's screenplay
is by Richard Wilkes.
Eve plays Xander's
(Diesel), best friend and
web site partner. Xander is
an infamous thrill seeker

deemed an untouchable by
the law. NSA Agent
Gibbons
(Jackson)
demands Xander cooperate
with the government to
infiltrate an underground
Russian crime ring to
avoid going to jail. As the
unconventional spy, XXX
must use his natural wit
and athleticism to combat
the Russian crime wave.
Eve continues to go
Hollywood with a starring
role in Ice Cube's upcom
ing feature Barbershop. In
the film she plays Terri, the
only female stylist along
side funnyman Cedric the
Entertainer and Ice Cube,
scheduled for release
September 13 th.
Eve says, "I'm really
taking this movie thing
seriously. I want to be
respected as an actress-I've
even thought about taking
some classes."
Despite her segue into
films, music definitely has
not taken a backseat. Her
new album, Eve-olution,
released this month, is a
sure fire winner. Her col
laboration with Alicia
Keys, "Rock With You,"
will be the first single off
the CD.
In a short period of

sold millions of albums
between her 1999 debut,
Let There Be Eve...Ruff
Ryders First Lady, and her
sophomore 2001 success,
Scorpion. Eve and Gwen
Stefani took home a
Grammy
for
Best
Rap/Sung Collaboration
for "Let Me Blow Your
Mind," produced by Dr.
Dre.
That's not all Eve has
up her sleeve. Add to the
mix a fashion fine on the
way. Eve's creative juices
are flowing in every direc
tions and she wants it all.
She is moving effortlessly
between music, movies
and fashion, expecting suc
cess in all fields.
Eve also reaches out to
help others and has estab
lished the Love Is Blind
Foundation, named after
her hit
single that
addressed domestic vio
lence. The Philadelphiabased organization bene
fits battered women and
children. At just 23 years
old, Eve seems wise
beyond her years. She
maybe young, but she has
her heart in the right place.
It's no wonder her star con
tinues to ascend and shine
brightly.

NEW YORK (BLACK
PR WIRE)(BUSINESS
WIRE)— They call them
selves Black Coffey.
Bom and raised in
Lexington, Kentucky, the
real life brothers Jason,
23, and Clay Coffey 21,
were raised or as they say
'deeply brewed' in an
truly musical environ
ment. In addition to being
surrounded by a family of
musicians and vocalists
when growing up, the
brothers sang in their
church and school choirs
and performed with their
local school marching
band.
Earlier this year the
group's soulful demo tape
made it to the desk of
Motown President, Kedar
Massenburg, and Black
Coffey's name was imme
diately added to the roster
of the historical home to
some of their childhood
musical legends.
Their debut, "Black
Coffey," features a mix
ture of hip-hop, R&B and
soulful slow jams blend

ed creatively to inspire
Black Coffey first time
taste testers to sign up for
their future fan club. Fans
of male R&B super
groups Boyz II Men and
Jodeci will also be drawn
to Black Coffey's south
ern style of delivery with
songs like "It's On,"
"Spill," and a remake on
the Stevie Wonder clas
sic, "Rocket Love".
The first single, dutiful
ly entitled, "Kentucky
Boyz," was produced by
the real Son of Shaft him
self, Isaac Hayes IH and,
is a party jam that pays
homage to their home
town state.
At Coffey family
reunions the motto is
'"Coffee grinds down fine
and brews deep." Reflects
Clay, "that's how we feel
about our music. It grinds
down to the essence of
the soul and brews deep,
rich, flavorful music."
"Black Coffey" will be
released nationwide on
Motown Records August
27, 2002.

In 2000, a survey by the National Opinion
Poll on attitudes about mixed-race
relationships released the following findings:

American
Actors ------ST. PETERSBURGThe LiveArts Peninsula
Foundation will hold audi
tions for the Manhattan
Casino, a new musical, on
Thursday, August 15, from
5:00-9:00 at the Palladium
Theater, St. Petersburg.
Callbacks and dance audi
tions Friday, August 16,
5:00-9:00. Casting 12 acting/singing roles, all
African-American, ages
16-60. Also casting stu
dent dancers.
For details and to
schedule an audition, con
tact
Diana
Lucas
Leavengood,
General
Manager after July 28 at
livearts2001@cs.com or
phone 727-565-0196

88 percent of the white Britons surveyed,
ages 18 to 30, did not object to such
relationships; for both Caribbean and
Chinese Britons, the number was 84 percent,
and for 18 to 30 year-olds from the Indian
subcontinent, the figure was 50 percent.

ARE YOU READY TO SING, SHOUT AND PRAISE THE
LORD? THEN PLEASE COME AND JOIN US AS WE
CELEBRATE OUR 2nd ANNUAL REUNION CONCERT!

DIVINE DESTINY & FRIENDS
under the direction of Bro. Warren Davis

IN CONCERT
Saturday, August 3, 2002
@ 7pm (doors open at 6:30pm)
BEULAH BAPTIST
INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH
1006 W. Cypress St.
Tampa, FL 33606
Dr. W. James Favorite, Pastor
Theme: “Coming Back Together N WORSHIP & PRAISE
doing NU THANG”

SPECIAL GUESTS: ORDAINED & TOTAL PRAISE
Also featuring: Request, Ms. Paula Stevens, Ms. Marjorie James and
(the dynamic Christian rapper) DA DECAN
WORSHIP LEADERS:
Bishop Dr. Kelvin L. Grier & Elder Okoye Morgan, Sr.
ADMISSION: FREE (FREEWILL OFFERING will be taken)
Attire: ‘,‘Come As You Are” (church T-SHIRTS are encouraged)

GOD

WANTED: ALL YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE TAMPA BAY AREA!
GOSPEL CD GIVEAWAY
Win the brand new albums from Kirk Franklin, Mary-Mary or Karen Clark-Sheard
This event is proudly sponsored by The Summer Gospel Music Conference (SGMC),
Alfred Eady's Christian Retail & Solid Inspiration Publishing Co. (SIP) \

BLESS
AMERICA

For more information, contact Bro. Alfred Eady (813) 241-0938
or e-mail us at Sgmusicconference@aol.com

YOU DON’T WANT TO MISS THIS AWESOME EVENT!

Premiere Of Dr. Dorothy
Height’s Biography Opens
New Visionary Heritage
Fellowship Program—-----------Young Scholars wiAwork with Visionary Leaders, document
leaders in their communities

WASHINGTON-Many recognize the face of
the 90-year-old, soft-spo
ken woman known for her
hats who has been a part of
the struggle for civil and
human rights for women
and people of color since
the 1930s. With the new
film, The Life and
Surprising Times of Dr.
Dorothy Height, they will
understand why so many
call her a "national treas
ure." Recently, the film
premiered at a special
screening
at
the
Smithsonian
National
Museum
of
Natural
History hosted by Steven
C. Newsome, Director of
the Anacostia Museum and
Center
for
African
American History and
Culture; Dr. Camille O.
Cosby
and
Renee
Poussaint.
The documentary by
Ms. Poussaint and execu
tive produced by Dr. Cosby
marks the first completed
film project from the
archives of the National
Visionary
Leadership
Project (NVLP), which
they co-founded last year.
"What is truly remark
able about Dr. Height, and
what we have tried to cap
ture in this film is the com
plexity of her involvement

in histone events smce the
Great Depression," stated
Renee Poussaint. "On one
hand, we have a great
opportunity to get to know
the individual behind the
public image, in the fullest
sense of the term. But
through her eyes and her
voice, we also get extraor
dinary insights and rare
perspectives on defining
moments of history, from a
woman who was on the
front lines."
The mission of the
National
Visionary
Leadership Project is to
preserve and disseminate
the wisdom and leadership
skills of African American
elders in order to inspire
and educate new genera
tions of Americans. NVLP
has already filmed exten
sive biographical video
interviews with Dr. Maya
Angelou,
Shirley
Chisholm, Dick Gregory,
Edward Brooke, Andrew
Young,
John
Hope
Franklin, Gordon Parks,
Ruby Dee, Gssie Davis and
David Dinkins, among
many others.
NVLP has partnered
with several major univer
sities to develop curricu
lum-based programs to
expand leadership develop
ment activities and archive

production in local com
munities. Outreach via the
Internet, public schools,
libraries, television and
radio programming and
other media applications
are important components
•, of NVLP's expansion.
*
The documentary pre
miere coincided with the
first annual NVLP sympo
sium of thirty college stu
dents named as Visionary
Heritage Fellows. The
symposium included stu
dents from nine partnering
universities across the
country who worked in
teams to complete profiles
on five Washington-area
community elders identi
fied by the Anacostia
Museum. The Fellows
returned to their respective
communities trained and
charged to complete a pro
file of a visionary elder
important to the develop
ment of their home city or
region. Their work will be
done as an accredited, fac
ulty-supervised, independ
ent study course, at their
educational institutions.
The students' in-depth
interviews of local elders
will be added to the NVLP
web site, www.visionaryproject.com, which cur
rently includes streaming
video from interviews
completed with a number
of the National Visionaries.

THERE IS
ONLY ONE
RACE IN
THIS
WORLD THE
HUMAN
RACE

STARTS FRIDAY,
AUGUST 2ND!
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NATIONAL NEWS
AccOunting Lapses Threaten TO
African-American Family Wins
Shutdown Grambling State University $135,040 in Racial IntimidatiOn Case
bv Brett Martel, Associated
Press
GRAMBLING-Black
and gold banners proclaim
ing "100 Years of Ex
cellence" remain on lamp
posts
throughout
the
Grambling State University
campus a year, after the his
torically black school's
centennial.
Such symbols of lon
gevity seem to be needed
reassurance at a time when
the institution is struggling
to overcome an episode of
accounting incompetence
so drawn out it now threat
ens to close the school.
"Sometimes I wake up at
night, shaking, wondering,
what if?" says Helen Rich
ards-Smith, dean of the
university's honors college
and a Grambling faculty
member for most years
since she graduated from
here in 1944.
The campus of red
bricks and white columns
amid the piney hills of
north Louisiana, founded
by an association of black
farmers in 1901, has been
unable to provide financial
statements deemed accept
able for a state audit since
1997. Such an audit is gen
erally required in three
consecutive years for reac
creditation, a process that
occurs every 10 years and
is now about two years past
due at Grambling.
The Southern Associa
tion of Colleges and
Schools, an Atlanta-based
national accrediting group,
has placed Grambling on
probation and has set a
Sept. 16 deadline for an
approved audit for the past
two academic years.
If Grambling loses its
accreditation, it will also
lose federal funding includ
ing financial aid for its stu
dents - 90 percent of whom
now receive this aid. If
unaccredited, Grambling's
degrees would lose value
with graduate school ad-missions offices and pro
fessional licensing boards.
"We'd be out of busi
ness," says David Wright, a
Grambling graduate who
sits on the Louisiana uni
versity system's board of
supervisors, which over
sees the school. "All over
the country it would be a
terrific blow because we
have a lot alumni and
friends of Grambling."
Grambling is to black
America as Notre Dame is
to Roman Catholic Amer
ica in the fierce loyalty it
inspires among alumni and
countless boosters, includ
ing many who've never set
foot on campus.
In football, Grambling
became synonymous with
success under now-retired
coaching icon Eddie Rob
inson.
The Grambling march
ing band's high-energy per
formances having included
Super Bowl halftime shows
and inaugurations of Afri
can presidents.
Grambling graduates
hold management jobs at
companies like Ford, Gan
nett, Cisco and Apple.
These
accomplish

ments come despite the fact
that many students are the
first in their families to go
to college and that many
incoming students need
remedial help. There is no
minimum admission stan
dard except,a high school
diploma.
The school's motto is:
"The place where every
body is somebody."
The accounting mess the latest in a series of
financial problems includ
ing thefts and improper
spending has made it a
place where everybody is
anxious.
"None of my friends
have left, but we were all
talking about it," says
Tamika Noble, 21, a senior
studying sociology.
Still, she's certain the
school has much support.
"They're not going to let
Grambling close down."
Reshawn Thomas, 20, a
senior marketing major and
Student Government Asso
ciation treasurer who
comes from a long line of
Grambling graduates, says
the looming accreditation
question is "everybody's
top concern."
State Legislative Audi
tor Dan Kyle has doubled
the auditing staff he origi
nally dispatched to help the
school meet the deadline.
"They have an enor
mous task. Whether they
can do it I cannot predict,"
Kyle says.
Describing the bad
bookkeeping, Kyle says,
"It's like saying for
accounts receivable, 'sever
al different people owe me
$10,000 combined, but I
don't know who they are or
how much each one owes."'
Grambling
officials
acknowledge the account
ing staff in recent years was
undertrained. But the root
of the problem, many say,
was instability at the top.
After having only three
presidents in its first 90
years, Grambling is now on
its sixth president since
1991. It has had seven vice
presidents of finance since
1993.
Grambling has been
"fought over like a fiefdom by politically connect
ed blacks," said Rick
Gallot, a black state repre
sentative and a Grambling
graduate.
His mother, Mildred
Gallot, also a Grambling
graduate and longtime his
tory professor, adds that
recent presidents "seemed
to have the attitude: 'I need
my people in place _ peo
ple loyal to me.'"
One example was
Steve Favors, a former
Howard University admin
istrator appointed Grambling's president in 1998.
Melvin Davis, Gram
bling's chief financial offi
cer when the school re
ceived its last approved
audit in 1997, said he felt
alienated by Favors and
took a better-paying job in
1999. Davis says he offered
to help Grambling close its
books for 1998 and 1999
anyway, so the school
would be ready for its reg

ularly scheduled re-accreditation in 2000. He was
rebuffed.
Favors hired a new
CFO, but he backed out
before his first day of work
and instead took a job in
Florida.
A Grambling spokes
woman said requests for
interviews with Favors,
who remains on the faculty,
had to go through her. The
request was made and
Favors did not respond.
After Favors was
forced out in January 2001,
the board appointed as act
ing president Neari Warner,
a Grambling insider who
was accomplished in aca
demic affairs but lacked
experience with certain
administrative and finan
cial matters.
"It made me wonder if
they were setting her up for
failure," Rep. Gallot said.
System president Sally
Clausen
said
Warner
accepted the job on an
interim basis and so far has
shown determination to
take tough measures,
including the firing of 126
employees, mostly admin
istrative.
"The end result is that
the legislative auditor now
believes the right people
are in place," Clausen said.
Last summer, Warner
brought in Billy Owens, a
former top financial officer
with
Jesse
Jackson's
Rainbow/PUSH Coalition,
as Gramblirig's new CFO,!
its first since Davis in
1999.
As to meeting the
deadline, Owens said,
"What appeared to many
one year ago as an impossi
bility now looks like a very
real possibility."
Warner also remains
positive.
"I see these difficult
situations as launching
pads to higher standards of
accountability and produc
tivity," Warner said in a
written response to ques
tions from The Associated
Press.
Grambling does not,
appear to have cash flow
problems, say officials with
the Louisiana Board of
Regents, which oversees all
state
universities.
Grambling receives about
20 percent more in state
funding per student than
the average for Louisiana's
four-year campuses, in part
because of a civil rights
settlement that required the
state to compensate for
years of spending more on
predominantly white than
historically black colleges.
But the current crisis is
only the latest in a series of
financial embarrassments
since 1993, when Kyle
refused to express an opin
ion on the accuracy of
Grambling's financial state
ments.
Kyle again deemed
Grambling's financial state
ments unacceptable in
1994 and a year later came
the accreditation group's
warning.
A 1996 legislative
audit reported a variety of
irregularities, including:

$343,000 in uncollected
debts; thefts of computers
and air conditioners worth
$51,000; $10,500 in schol
arships given to unquali
fied high school graduates.
Trustees soon forced
university
president
Raymond Hicks to resign.
He left the school with a $3
million deficit, which offi
cials said was caused large
ly by overestimating en
rollment.
Enrollment dropped
sharply - from 7,833 in fall
1993 to about 4,500 now but officials say factors
other than financial woes
were the main cause. Most
important, they say, were
an effort to set higher
admission standards, which
has since been dropped,
and higher tuition for outof-state students, which has
been retained, e of U.S.
Rep. William Jefferson, DLa., was paid $50,000 by
Grambling to teach a class
for Grambling credit in
New
Orleans
which
enrolled one student.
Then there was the
transfer of public money about $1.6 million - to the
Grambling Foundation, the
university's now-bankrupt
private fund-raising arm.
Favors, the former
Grambling president, has
said the university trusted
that the money it trans
ferred to the foundation
would be spent to benefit
the school but had no con
trol over it. Favors blamed
problems on a foundation
administrator from 1997 to
1999.
Kyle, the state audit
chief, found that money
meant for scholarships was
instead spent on adminis
trative costs and on the
startup and operation of a
short-lived sports bar. More
than $1 million the founda
tion received from the
annual Bayou Classic foot
ball game went to expens
es, such as hotel rooms,
receptions and limousine
services.
Grambling's proceeds
from the game were trans
ferred to the foundation,
which Kyle concluded
failed to keep credible
financial records and dis
played " a lack of integri
ty." No charges have been,
filed.
"Everybody wants to
see Grambling become
more accountable," says
Herbert Simmons, director
of alumni develdpment. He
termed the latest financial
crisis "a wakeup call."
Simmons' bond to
Grambling
is
strong.
Raised by a grandmother
who couldn't read or write,
Simmons came to the
school on a band scholar
ship and went on to
become a lawyer.
The loss of Grambling
"would be unthinkable to
me," he says. ''For 100
years we've been taking
nobodys and turning them
into somebodys ... Where
would we be as a nation
without Grambling?"
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and $440 in lost commis
sions. Andretta also or
dered Hope to pay the max
imum civil penalty of
$11,000.
According to their
HUD complaint, the Keys
made a contract offer on a
house on Dana Street in
Brandon, MS, on March
15,1999. The Keys and the
sellers scheduled a walk
through on April 20, 1999.
The walk-through of
the home went well, and
the Keys were excited as
their real estate agent,
Michele Nesbitt, took them
on a home tour. Outside,
the group noticed two bark
ing dogs next door. The
dogs slightly disturbed
Mrs. Keys, but the walk
through continued without
additional problems, until
the group made its way to
the front yard.
As Nesbitt and the
Keys made their way out
front, Chris Hope pulled
into his driveway. Nesbitt
invited Hope to come over
to meet his “new neigh
bors”.
At first, Hope appeared
friendly. He shook every
one’s hand and spoke

BRANDON, MS United States Department
of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) Ad
ministrative Law Judge
Robert Andretta has or
dered a Mississippi man to
pay $135,040 for threaten
ing and intimidating an
African-American family.
Chris Hope made violent
threats and told Michael
and Pamela Keys, an Afri
can-American couple with
three children, that he and
his neighbors did not want
African Americans in his
neighborhood.
Andretta’s May 8,
2002,
order
awarded
$125,000 to the Keys and
$7,500 to real estate agent
Katherine Beard for the
“intangible
harm”
of
Hope’s discrimination. He
also awarded the Keys
$ 1,400 for new carpeting in
the home they later pur
chased and $500 for the
earnest money they forfeit
ed on the home next to
Hope’s. Judge Andretta
awarded Beard, the sellers’
agent, $200 to reimburse
her for additional expenses
associated with selling the
property next to Hope’s

pleasantly.
However,
Hope’s demeanor quickly
changed, and he began
shouting angrily. Hope
said, “You’re kidding me.
You just bought this
house?” After repeating
those statements several
times, he asked the Keys
why they would want to
live on Dana Street.
Mr. Keys responded
that he and his wife liked
the neighborhood, because
it was nice and quiet. He
also said he thought it
would be a good place to
raise their children.
Hope responded that it
was a good neighborhood,
because it was “an allwhite
neighborhood”.
Hope then added, “We
don’t want blacks here.
That’s why my wife had to
go hold the dogs. They
were going crazy, and they
don’t like blacks, either.”
Hope then asked the Keys
why they didn’t “go back to
South Jackson”, which is a
predominantly AfricanAmerican neighborhood.
Mr. Keys responded,
“Sir, we didn’t come from
South Jackson. We live less
than three minutes from

here.”
Hope continued to ver
bally assault the Keys, ask
ing them why they liked his
“redneck neighborhood”.
Hope backed away, pointed
to his dogs and said that he
was going to go tell a
neighbor who owns a gun
shop about the Keys. “He
feels the same way I do,”
Hope said.
After the confronta
tion, the Keys felt fright
ened and left. They later
decided that they could not
go through with the pur
chase of the home on Dana
Street. The home eventual
ly sold to a single white
woman for less than what
the Keys had offered td
pay. The sellers of the Dana
Street home made some
vague threats that they
might sue the Keys for
backing out of the real
estate transaction but never
followed through.
In early June, Secretary
Martinez approved Judge
Andretta’s decision and
order. He approved the
decision and order as writ
ten.
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Mormen Realty & Development Inc.

4 Full Service Real Estate Office
Announces its affiliation with

Rose Ford

Rose can assist you in satisfying your
Real Estate needs.
Rose Ford

i

Call Rose at 727-327-0184

Charles W. Cherry, Sr.
Realtor

Vivian Harmon
Office Manager

or contact
L------------- _--------------- .
Mormen Realty & Development Inc.

1427 S. 22nd Street • St.Petersburg, Florida
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Morocco: POwell Brokers AccOrd On
Disputed Islet
bv Tito Drago
sovereignty over the island,
MADRID (IPS) - The though the issue is not
United States is guiding the mentioned in any agree
way towards resolution,of ment signed by both. "The
colonial-era conflicts in actions of both parties in
volving Morocco and the matter will not jeopard
Spain, as well as Great ize their respective posi
Britain, that reflect the tions in relation to the sta
complexities of history and tus of the island," says the
current politics.
official communique. Both
After a prolonged but sides committed to engag
chilly meeting in Rabat, ing in a "frank and sincere
foreign ministers Moha dialogue with the objective
med Benaisa, of Morocco, of strengthening bilateral
and Ana Palacio, of Spain, relations." With that goal in
signed a communique last mind, the two ministers
week "formally confirm agreed to meet again in
ing" an agreement over an Madrid in September.
islet located in the Strait of
The latest meeting be
Gibraltar that in recent tween Benaisa and Palacio
days pushed bilateral rela lasted four hours, two more
tions to the breaking point. than scheduled, but was
Benaisa and Palacio preceded by two factors
also recognized the role that contributed to a frosty
played by the United States diplomatic
atmosphere.
in the ease of the island, Against protocol and what
known as Perejil by Spain, was agreed previously,
Toura by Morocco, and Benaisa did not meet
Leila by the rest of the Palacio at the Rabat airport,
North African countries. nor did he greet her at the
On Jul. 11, the island was entrance to the Foreign
occupied by a half-dozen Ministry, but rather in his
Moroccan soldiers who office. Prior to the meeting,
Spanish troops forced off the first vice-president of
six days later. The accord the Spanish government,
consists of returning to the Mariano Rajoy, had made it
status "which existed prior clear that the two ministers
to July, just as it has been would "only talk about
interpreted
by
U.S. Perejil." He said, "if Mor
Secretary of State Colin occo attempts to include
Powell."
other matters, we will say
Perejil/Toura island is a no."
rocky formation covering
The Moroccan govern
13.5 hectares and located ment is concerned about
200 meters from the Mor- two other issues: the for
occan coast, 14 km from mer Spanish colony of
continental Spain and eight Western Sahara and the
km from the city of Ceuta, cities of Ceuta and Melilla,
a Spanish enclave on the Spanish enclaves over
North African coast. The which Morocco is demand
island is uninhabited, ing sovereignty.
though it occasionally
Spain categorically re
serves as a hideout for jects any discussion that
smugglers of drugs or puts its sovereignty over
immigrants.
Ceuta and Melilla in ques
The military operation tion. For Morocco, the mat
that Spain launched to ter is of utmost importance,
recover the islet was seen though the top priority is
by the Moroccan govern Western Sahara. That terri
ment as "an act of war," tory, abandoned by Spain
putting the already difficult in 1975, is claimed as an
bilateral relations in crisis. independent state by the
The two countries claim Polisario Front, a move

ment backed by Algeria
that unleashed a guerrilla
war lasting until 1991,
when the United Nations
agreed to step in and spon
sor a referendum on selfdetermination. The referen
dum process, however, is at
a standstill because the
Moroccan government and
the Polisario Front cannot
agree on the census of the
people authorized to vote.
The United States put forth
the Baker Plan, which
would establish autonomy
for Western Sahara, but
under Moroccan sovereign
ty. And it is precisely this
week that the U.N. Security
Council is to resolve
whether to continue for
ward with the referendum
or accept the Baker Plan.
Spain has generally
supported the Polisario
Front's claims, but diplo
matic sources from Madrid
said in recent days that an
independent Western Saha
ra would not be viable. A
surprise was the change in
attitude by the Spanish
Socialist Workers Party
(PSOE), the main opposi
tion force, which previous
ly supported the Saharan
independence movement.
PSOE secretary-general
Jos, Luis Rodrjguez Zapa
tero said recently that his
party would like to see an
agreement about Western
Sahara that ensures the sta
bility of Morocco, because,
he stated, "political ration
ality comes before solidari
ty with the Saharawi peo
ple."
Another Spanish so
cialist leader, who spoke on
condition of anonymity,
told IPS that it would be
politically foolish to main
tain an open conflict over
Western Sahara with Mor
occo and that the United
States "already made its
position very clear, with
Morocco, France and most
of the U.N. Security Coun
cil in agreement."
When the crisis over

Perejil/Toura island ex
ploded, the United States
sent a high-level delegation
from the Central Intelli
gence Agency, the activi
ties of which were not
made known. The islet
lacks economic or military
value on its own, but pos
sesses them in relation to
Ceuta and Melilla. The two
cities are vital for control
over the Strait of Gibraltar,
as is the Rock of Gibraltar,
held by Britain but with
sovereignty claimed by
Spain.
Great Britain has held
Gibraltar since the early
18 th century, but if Spain
were to recover that territo
ry, it would dominate the
northern and southerncoasts of the strait connect
ing the Mediterranean Sea
to the Atlantic Ocean. Eur
opean diplomatic sources
say that for U.S. policy, and
for total decolonization, it
would be better if such con
trol were shared between
two of its allies, like Spain
and Morocco.
The United States took
action on the first day of
the crisis over Perejil/Toura
to facilitate contacts with
the Moroccan government,
through a "very active" dia
logue with Spain and with
King Mohamed of Moroc
co, said Spain's secretary
for European affairs, Ram0n de Miguel.
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SOuth Africa: Victims Of Apartheid Sue
U.S., Swiss Banks
by Anthony Stoppard
JOHANNESBURG
(IPS) - An international
team of lawyers is about to
file a multi-billion-dollar
class action lawsuit in New
York against Swiss and
U.S. banks accused of us
ing illegal loans and other
deals to prop up the
apartheid-era regime in
South Africa.
Lawyers in South Afri
ca have set up a toll-free
hotline to recruit plaintiffs
for the legal action against
the banks, the U.S.-based
Citigroup and Swiss banks,
UBS and Credit Suisse.
More than 500 South Afri
cans called the hotline in its
first day of operations.
The first claim will be
filed on behalf of Lulu
Petersen, the younger sister

of Hector Petersen, a 12year-old who was shot and
killed during the police
repression of the Soweto
uprising, when high school
students resisted the intro
duction of Afrikaans in
their schools in 1976.
A picture of Petersen's
body being carried home is
one of the enduring images
of South Africans’ struggle
against apartheid.
Other claimants in
clude Sigqibo Mpendulo,
the father of 12-year-old
twin brothers who were
shot dead in a 1993 police
raid; Lungisile Ntsebeza,
who was detained and
exiled several times; and
Themba Maqhubela, who
fled South Africa after
refusing to testify against
Ntsebeza in a political trial.

Lungisile Ntsebeza is
the brother of former South
African Truth and Recon
ciliation
Commission
(TRC) commissioner, Dumisa Ntsebeza, who is one
of the lead lawyers in the
action.
An American lawyer,
Ed Fagan, who played a
key role in suing Swiss
banks on behalf of Jewish
Holocaust survivors, is also
part of the legal team. The
team includes jurists,
scholars, historians, econo
mists, politicians and mem
bers of the clergy.
Known as the Apart
heid Reparations Interna
tional Legal Claim, the
lawsuit primarily targets
Swiss and U.S. banks,
which lawyers say violated
United Nations sanctions

against financial dealings
with the white regime.
In essence, lawyers say
that loans and other finan
cial assistance extended by
these banks propped up the
ailing apartheid regime for
a number of years
The claims are being
brought under laws that
permit non-U.S. citizens to
sue companies that do busi
ness in the U.S. for human
rights violations they com
mit elsewhere in the world,
lawsuit, which they dis
missed as unsubstantiated.
Switzerland, which is due
to join the United Nations
in September, did not take
part in the U.N. economic
sanctions against South
Africa's apartheid regime.

South Africa: Cleric Asks Health
Minister to Step Down------ ------------JOHANNESBURG—
Reports that South African
Health Minister, Manto
Tshabalala-Msimang, was
again holding up the distri
bution of anti-AIDS drugs
to health centers in
KwaZulu-Natal prompted
a call for her removal by
Cape Town's leading cleric.
Anglican Archbishop
of Cape Town Njongonkulu Ndungane said it
might be time for Health
Minister Tshabalala-Msi
mang to quit and find
another job. r
He was reacting to re
ports that a 600-million
rand grant from the United
Nations to fight AIDS in
KwaZulu-Natal could be in
jeQpardy.
The South African gov
ernment has been under
fire for blocking the distri
bution of much needed
anti-AIDS drugs and was
recently ordered by the
country's highest court to
begin the distribution with
out further delay.
But lately, the govern
ment was again in the spot

light over its reported can
cellation of an anti-AIDS
grant for KwaZulu- Natal.
Faced with threats of legal
action, Minister Tshabalala
- Msimang hurried to say
that South Africa "wel
comed" the grant but that
KwaZulu Natal did not fol
low the correct procedures
in applying for it.
The grant, from the
United Nations Global
Fund to Fight AIDS, would
fund prevention, care and
treatment for more than
four million people in the
province hardest hit by
AIDS in one of the most
extensive and dramatic
programs in the world.
Ndungane, upon re
turning recently from the
Barcelona AIDS 2002 con
ference, said the message
of the conference was clear,
that the time for talk and
political prevarication was
over. The public and pri
vate sectors worked alone
at their peril and collabo
rated strategies were im
perative.
Meanwhile, it was re

ported that the City of Cape
Town, Western Cape, has
committed R12.5-million
towards HIV/AIDS pre
vention over the next finan
cial year. A joint venture
between the metropolis and
the provincial government,
the money has been ear
marked to prevent HIV
transmission from mother
to child. It is also set to
fund additional staff and
facilities that will be added
to the already existing proj
ects around the city aimed
at reducing the risk, of HIV
positive mothers transmit
ting the virus to their un
born children, through the
administration of the anti
retroviral, Nevirapine.
The province was the
first in the country to insti
tute the program in 1999,
and 109 clinics in the
metropolis are fully in
volved. In South Africa, an
estimated 24.5 percent of
all pregnant women are
HIV-positive, while in the
Western Cape this figure
stands at 8.7 percent. "We
just couldn't stand by and

do nothing while the AIDS
time bomb ticked away. In
Cape Town alone, an esti
mated 45 people are being
infected each day - this is
one person every 30 min
utes," said health director
Dr Ivan Toms.
Toms added that they
were looking at a multi
sectoral approach to further
combat the epidemic. 'We
have approached as many
sectors as possible, like
housing, business, labor
and education to involve
them in the programmes
we have set up to fight
against HIV/AIDS,’ he
added.
He said that most of the
money would go towards
the funding of NGOs and
community based organi
zations that were providing
home-based care and coun
seling to those who were
affected and infected with
HIV. Other key interven
tions include the promotion
of safer sexual behavior
and improved access to
HIV testing and counsel
ing.

OBITUARIES
Graham; five great grandchil
dren;

ST. PETERSBURG
RITES

and

several

nieces,

nephews, cousins and friends.
McRae Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.

"Do you really think that your family
knows your feelings about your funeral?!
One of the most uncomfortable
feelings is that of talking about your

“The Lord is

own funeral. Think about it - if you
don't talk about it now, your family

great and is

will have to guess about how you
wanted your remains handled. Isn't it

to be highly

good knowing that you can arrange
for your funeral ahead of time and

praised; His

with a monthly payment plan that

greatness is

best meets your budget?

beyond
GRAHAM, HOSEA UT
LEY, 77, died July 20, 2002.
Survivors include her son,
Kent (Waymona) Graham; her
daughter, Roslyn Graham
Haynes; three sisters, Ora
Oliver, Philadelphia, PA,
Hattie Utley and Erma (Peter)
Perkins, all of St. Petersburg;

Call Us

understand
ing.” -

McRae Funeral Home

Psalms

1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

145:3

(727) 895-6005

three grandchildren, Vincent,
Allyssa
and
Geoffrey
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THE ELKS Sunshine City
Lodge #255. and Sunshine
Temple #168 are looking for
new members. If interested,
call 898-0356 or stop by 1331
- 18th Ave. S., Thurs. thru Sun.
for more irtformation.

LEWIS ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.
“When You Need Quality
Craftsmanship"

All Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work

$1380 Weekly Guaranteed. Stuff
envelopes at home. FT/PT. $690
extra weekly income for a $2070
paycheck. No skills, education,
or experience. All qualify.
Legitimate, honest, home employ
ment.
CALL (727) 824-7754

LOSE WEIGHT
GAIN ENERGY

Section 8 Housing
3,4, 5 Bedrooms For Rent
in St. Petersburg & Gulfport

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
DR. RECOMMENDED

(813) 244-7388

(727) 492-8195
Bonded & Insured

Toonari Web Dev.
Presents:
African American
History For
Students And
Teachers On The
Web.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE

MEET
YOUR
MATCH
1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157

813-920-0058

NOn Lawyer - DO It YOurself

Click on Customer Care

Divorces - Statewide (Contested or Uncontested)

Non-Lawyer

AD DEADLINE
IS 4 PM. MONDAY

(813) 264-6151
Voice Message (813) 308-0218

E-MAIL ARTICLES FOR PUBLICATION
TO: tchallen@tampabay.rr.com

The HospIce

OPERATION PAR
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROJECT

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977
A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)
&HHA./CNAS
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

Are you purchasing a home?

Special Financing provided by

PAR provides substance abuse and men
tal health services for families who
receive cash assistance or are low income
families. Services are offered at no cost to
individuals ahd are confidential. Services
are available to adults and children.

MORTGAGE
, 1507 4th Street North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33704

For more information,
contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438
Crack Cocaine Kills People and
Shatters Lives

Buccaneer Mortgage, Inc.
Ask for Leshana McIntosh
Rates and loan programs are subjeetto change without notice.

When it comes to the
Professional Hair Care Products

DESIGNI
Cam

ple: those who let it

Total Pi-rik

iion

321-1930

321-5545

327-4074

WEEK!

A Precious Touch

9-11-19

Meme's Beauty-

34-47-49

321- 814#!

Robiri's Hair Saka

866-7070

322- 1712

CA$H 3
SUPPORT THE BLACK PRESS

GOD DLE66 AMERICA

Weekly

gales Representative

Subscription:
Man
"
Home Delivery

6 Months
$18
10

Zip Code

City___
Phone
Is this a renewal? .

If so, who is your carrier?

CALL (727) 822-8996 for details
or submit resume via fax to (727) 823-2568

Make checks payable to: Ttye Meekly
DO YOU HAVE
SOMETHING
YOU'D LIKE TO
SELL?

WHY NOT ADVER
THE WEEKLY

“Educating & Cultivating

CHALLENGER?

YOU'LL BE HAPPY
TO SEE HOW
REASONABLE OUR
RATES ARE.
...-__ -„

CALL 896-2922 OR

2-3 1-6 5-8

Youri

Address_

SALES EXPERIENCE

3-8 5-74-1

Annual
$30
18

For a Newspaper Advertising Sales Executive -

PREFER OUTSIDE

138

®h®llettjjer

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Immediate Opening
Unlimited Income Potential

698 325 740

726 536 912

The Weekly Challenger has an

TISE IT IN

PICK OF THE

1 ENTER STAGI UMSEX SALON

iOKKti's Hair
327-3354

323-4840
C & C H air Dtsign
447-3090

happened and those

WRXB RADIO STATION IS
SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF 2
YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE. COM
MISSIONED. MUST POSSESS
GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS
AND BE PERSONABLE. COMMIS
SION ONLY. PLEASE FAX
RESUME TO (727) 321-3025

Za-L a\ ar\

-\S Hmr Aitair
321-6802

323-9445
jkNf.Li aS Hair Saiari

wonder what

WAVEJi

BYDESIQN7

Today's Hair

happen, those Who

who make it happen!

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

ESSENTIALS' “

three kinds of peo

MiknznvM-MM

727-898-2827 • 1-888-314-8839

SAVE WATER

future, there are

OUR ADVERTISERS

NO MONEY DOWN
NO CLOSING COSTS

or apply online at: www.buccaneermortgage.com

1

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR
PAPER BY SUPPORTING

FOR YOU!

ST. PETE

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Serve with Summons • Sales & Typing of Legal Forms

WORKING

STREET S.

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only
www.stpete.org

Child Support • Civil Issues • Name Changes

www.toonari.com

2500 M.L. KING

has employment opportuni
ties available.
Please call our jobline or
visit our website for
an up-to-date list of our
openings.
Jobline: (727) & 1-4819 x8
website:
www.boleycenters.org

Power Of Attorney • Adoptions • Appeals • Immigration

www.africanaonline.com

COME IN TODAY:

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG

$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

www.ahealthvlife4you.com

All Family Issues Statewide • Attorney Disputes

Boley Centers for
Behavioral Health Care

For wr, information please call'(727) 893*7146
OT
f.'ifr u.’
Sin 1C
■r.fipi lf .arr

ARIES (Mar. 21-April 20) Self-deception regarding your own
worth may lead you down the wrong path. Don't push your luck
with your boss. There may be opportunities to attend social
functions that are linked to work.
TAURUS (Apr. 21- May 21)Do not let in-laws upset you. Be hon
est in your communication and don't lose your cool.
Opportunities for financial gains through investments and
games of chance are likely.
GEMINI (May 22-June 21) You will attract potential lovers, but
be sure that they're unattached. Look into ways to better your
self through improving your dietary habits and daily routines.
You can expect opposition at work.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) You may have more people on your
domestic scene than anticipated. Elders may need your help.
Attempt to face key issues with lovers or problems could esca
late. You will feel ttie limitations if you have been overdoing it.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Get thinking about prolonging longevity.
Focus, and concentrate on yourself and your future. Romantic
relationships could be under pressure.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 -Sept. 23) Your lack of attention may have been
a factor. You can get ahead if you work diligently behind the
scenes.Try and avoid getting involved in idle chatter or gossip
that might get you in trouble.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) Don't push your mate if you want to
keep this union going. Expand your knowledge and sign up for
courses and seminars. Problems on the home front might be a
little disconcerting.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22) Now is the time for completing
hobbies that you've been working on for a long time.
Investments may not be as lucrative as you thought. Do not
overspend on entertainment. Don't involve yourself in the emotionalproblems of those you work with.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -Dec. 21) You can make new friends by
taking part in social events involving colleagues. Put your
efforts into being creative. Avoid any over indulgences. Don't
count on correspondence to clear up major problems.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22.- Jan. 20) You can make money through
real estate or by using your head when it . comes to personal
investments. New friendships will develop through group
events. Not the best week for business trips.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb. 19) Control those desires to cast your
fate to the wind. The only thing you'll accomplish is a bad rep
utation. Too much too fast will be the attitude surrounding your
home environment. ,
PISCES (Feb. 20-Mar. 20) New partnerships will develop if you
join investment groups. You can become obsessed with detail
and must be sure to divide your time appropriately.You may
want to clear the air where older relatives are concerned.

